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I · IN11lODUCI'ION ' 

The Y akut Autonomous Socialist Soviet Republic lies be- . 
twecn the 105th and 163rd meridian east longitude and the 
56th and 74th parallel north latitude. Territorially, it is the 
largest autonomous republic in the U .S.S.R. Its area is three 
million square kilometr~, one-sixth of the area of the Soviet 
Union. In tespect of density of population, it is the most thinly 
inhabited part. of the Union, there being 313,000 people in the 
whole of Y akutia, not more than 0.1 person per square kilo
metre. The Y akuts make up the largest part of the population; 
there arc 77 .5 per cent Y akuts, 11.5 per cent Russians, 4.2 per 
cent Eveoks, and 7 .2 per cent of misce~ races (Y akagirs, 

' I,aroats, Tatars, etc.). 
Pre-revolutionary Y akutia was a tsarist colony for politial 

exib The working masses of pre-revolutionary Y akutia were 
held under the yoke of a two-fold exploitation: that of the 
Russian bourgeoisie, and that of their own native bourgeoisie, 
tl1e loyons (tribal chiefs) and the kulaks. 
. The tsarist colonial policy was concerned only with obtaining 
the vabiahle furs of the .region and not with the ~evelopmeot 
of its productive forces. The vast wealth of the region re
mained latent in th~ earth, untouched by men. In 1917 ,the total 
value of industrial production amounted ·to only 700,000 rubies. 
All the industrial enterprises were of a semi-domestic aaft 

• character. The basic industries of this type were: one 180 kilo-
watt electric power station employin3 twenty-six workers; a saw 
mill with two 67 horse-power boilers employing eighteen wor
kers; one printshop which had three presses and employed 
thirty-two people; and a salt works with a daily production of 
five hundred to eight hundred tons of salt. 
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The taxes, which were the chief means of colonial plunder. 
were a heavy burden on the poor and middLe peasant masses 
of Y akutia. The merchants took whatever remained after the 
taxes were collected; they made the peasants drunk with alcohol 
and sold them knick-knacks and all sorts of· goods at very high 
prices. The enormous ff.J(.ef · a,d ml>et- ,abuses of the tsarist 
colonial policy forced the pQOr and middle peasants into a con-

• • 
dition of virtual slavery in relation to the local toyon1 and 
kulaks, who as a result acquired the laoo and the cattle which 
provided the Y akuts with the basic necessities of existence. 
Thus, at the time of the RCTolution of 19·11, 73 per cent_ of 
the population (poor and middle peasants) owned' 45 per cent 
of the hay and grain-growing land; .6.1 per cent of all the 
farms were without cattle; and 75.3 per cent of the 'farms had 
only ,three to ten head of cattle each. 

Under these conditions, th_e poor and middle peasantry led 
a semi-starved beggarly existence, feeding on. unleavened bread, 
with meat as a rare delicacy. The ·poor peasant had to work 
for the kulak a whole month for a pood (about 36 pounds) 
of ·bread·. The poor peasant had thus sunk back into slavery; 
he had to suffer patiently every cruelty and humiliation heaped 
upon him by the toyon and kulak. The 1010n and kulak stood 
at the other pole of the social sphere. Vast ar~ of land sown 
with hay and grain and pasturing large herds of cattle were 
concentrated · in their hands. Agricultural implements and ma
chinery were the monopoly· of the ku4.ak. Of cultural develop
ment, .nothing can be said .except that the ,tsarist government 
did all it could to retard it, employing vodka, cards, and the 
c.hurch as its main means of anti-cultural propaganda. Before 
the Revolution only 2 per cent of tqe Yakut population were 
able to read or write. · 

In the October Revolution; the toilers of Y akutia overthrew 
• 

the power of the bourgeoisie and set up the power of the SoT-
iets. 'The toyon1 and kulaks resisted stubbornly, ~d togethe1 
with the Russian whiteguards carried on an obstinate and 
prolonged struggle against .the Soviet power. · 

8 
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After Kolchak's reactionary movcmcat had been c.nashed. 
the workers of Soviet Y akutia had to wage war against the .in
smrectionary movement {1921-22), which was led by the 
Y akut toyons and kulaks in alliance with Russian whrtcguard 
officers. This ,was followed by a struggle against the armed 
incurs.ion of General PepclyaCT, and finally there was a long 
series of bandit uprisings, which continued ·until 1928 when 
the last of the whiteguarcb were dispersed. 
- On April 27, 1922, by a decree of the Central Executive 
Committee, Y akutia was decla-red an Autonomous Socialist 
Soviet Republic. From that ,moment, a new era in the history of 
Y akutia began: The unskilled workers and the masses of poor 
and midq:le peasantry not only 'look power ·into their own 
hat\,ds, lbut under •the leadership of the Communist Party, 
gained the means for creating their own republic which joined 
the R,S.F.S.R. as an equal member of the federation. April 
27, 1932, was the tenth anniversary of the Yakut A.S,S.R. 

In spite of the civil war, the 1banditry whiclf-. followed it, 
and the troubles that attended the economic and cultural re• 
habilitation of the young republic dur.ing the first :five years of 
its existence, the workers of Y akutia have made enormous pro. 
gress on the f rorit of socialist construction. This has been 
achieved thanks to the fundamentally sound guiding principles 
of Lenin's National Policy and under the leadership and with 
the material and cultural aid of the .proletariat of the advanced 
regions of the U.S.S.R. The national economy of Yakutia 
has undergone a fundamental ~nge. Socialist industry has 
sprung up and is now the domi~ant factor in the national econ
omy of the young autonomous 'republic. The gold industry 
(Aidan) has undergone a mighty process of development and 
is now prod·ucing from 25 tc, 30 per cent of all t}_l,e gold that 
is mined in· the U.S.S.R. In addition, a number of other indus
trial enterprises have arisen: the ~oal industry; with an output 
of 1~,000 ,tons yearly; two lumber mills producing 47,000 
cubic metres of wood ; tirmer and firewood cutting mills pro
ducing 248,000 cubic metres of timber and 300,000 cubic 
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metres of firewood; a brick factory producing 2,500,000 bricks; 
a leather factory with an output of 7,980,000 square deci
metres of Jight goods and 19,000 kilograms of sole leather; · 
one lime factory producing 1,000 tons ; a printing industry con
sisting of five printshops with an output of 286,000,000 ems;• 
a salt industry yielding 3,000 tons; fisheries producing 3,000 
tons; and a beer brewery producing 20,000 litres. The gross 
production for 1932 (excluding the Aidan gold industry) is 
~timated at 10,500,000 rubies plus the domestic craft industry 
which amounts to 11,700,000 rubies. In 1917, the total vol•ime 
of produaion amounted to only 7,000,000 rubies. Side by side 
with the growth of industry, there is also the training of 
cadres of proletarian workers, above all from amorig the na
tional proletariat. There arc now 10,786 industrial workers 

· in the region and of these 1,976 ·are Yakuts. In 1917, there 
were only 35. As a: result of this mark.ed progress in the 
development of industry, ~e position of industry in relation 
to the national economy has become essentially different. In
dustry yielded 5 3 per cent of the total value of goods produced 
in 1931, while agriculture yielded 47 per cent. Yalcutia is 
changing from a highly agricultural region into an industrial
agrarian republ,ic. 

The Revolution gave all the nay and grain areas to the farm 
workers and to the poor and middle peasants. -During the ten 
years' existence of the new -republic, cattle raising, as a leading 
branch of farming and _agriculture, has been greatly developed. 
In the ten years 1922-1932 the sown area has increased from 
23,000 to 74,000 hectares. The 11umber of large horned cattle 
an& horses has increased .from 561,000 in 1922 ,to 747,000 in 
1931. The social organization 9f agriculture is also changing. 
The poor and midd,le peasantry of the villages have decisively 
and irrevocably taken the path of socialism; in 1931, 32 per 
cent of all the .farms were collectivized, while in 1932, 48 per 
cent were collectivized. There is one grain Soviet farm and 

• Ems-printers• unit of measurement-Ed. 
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four cattle-raising collective ,farms. Agriculture is •not only be
ing re-built on a socialist basis, but endowed with a new tech
nical equipment. 

There are now three im.cbine and tractor stations with 
one hundred and twenty-one tractors, two mowing-machine sta
tions, ten 11omecha:nized creameries, stations where large
scale agricultural implements may be hired, steam flour mills, 
etc. ' 

In the rultura.l and sociaL sphere there has been an especially 
great amount of constructive work done. In 1917, there were 
one hundted and ,fifty-three elementary and higher schools, six 
secondary and polytechnical schools, and three preparatory 
schools. Now,- . there ate four hundred and eighty-eight 
elementary and higher schools, if ourteen secondary and poly
technical schools, and one hundred and thirty-five ·preparatory 
schools . .Jn 1917, th,ere were 5,500 students in all the schools; 
there-are now 40,377. In preparatory school institutions there 
were 100 students and now there are 4,150. Forty per cent of 
the entire population is now taking part in study of so~e kind 
or other. Besides this, there arc 786 Y akut students attending 
central universities. Y akutia for the first time has a university 
of its · own, together with an agricultural institute and two 
workers• schools (agricultural and pedagogical). In 1933, a 
communist college and a pedagogical institute will be opened. · 
There is a widespread network of institutions for political edu
cation in all districts. 

The publishing business is also developing. · There arc six 
newspapers, of which -four are •in the Y akut language. Before 
the Revolution there were only two newspapers. Now the total 
newspaper circulation is 17,300, that is, one paper to four 
or five households. Six magazines are published, of which 
two arc in the Y akut language. Besides this, papers arc issued 
at every factory, Soviet farm and machine and tractor station, 
in many collective farms, in all schools, village reading rooms, 
and workers' clubs. Newspapers and books are now accessible 
to every peasant. Before the Revolutio~, only 2 per cent of the 
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. 
pop1lation of Yakutia could read or write, whereas the per-
centage is now 70. The proletacian revolution has given wide 
scope to creative thought. Tens and hundreds of writers, poets, 
dramatists, andl men of letters have appeared. In this way, a 
culture has been developed which is national in form and pro
letarian in content. 

In the second Five-Year Plan, industry will be developed on 
an unprecedented scale. The gold industry, which will necessarily 
progress with the exploitation of the· new districts, Indigirsk and · 
Pimoisk, will be the chief branch of the national economy. 
The luni>er industry is also dev~loping on a large scale. The 
huge forests of the republic are for the fust time being opened 
up to real industrial exploitation. New lumber mills, a factory 
to produce wooden. building materials, andl a wood distillation 
plant will be built. The production of the timber industry will 
be used mainly for the internal needs of the republic; a part, 
however, will be exported, mostly the wood distillation 
products. , . 

The second Five-Year Plan opens up the real indu~rial ex
ploitation of the vast natural wealth of the republic, the com
plete development of which in the coming years will place 
Y akutia among the chief districts of the Union. The second 
Five-Year Plan will effect an ·essential change in the entire 
economy of the republic and will initiate the dev:elopment of 
new .branches of industry such as non-ferrous an-d valuable 
ferrous ~etals, the chemical industry, in •particular ,the manu• 
facture of artificial fertilizers, wood distillation, and the food 
industry, above all-canneries. · · 

Collec.tivization of farms . and the liquidation of the ku.laks 
as a class will be accomplished during the second Five-Year 
Plan. 1he problems of cattle raising and grain farming as 
branches of agriculture will be completely solved, thus ensur
ing that the growing demands of the workers and collective 
farmers will be satisfied and their roaterial position. substantial
ly improved. 
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With a. view to developing the national economy of the re-
• 

public and stren~ng the communications between the 
various districts, important me&S11rcs ar.e being •prG>j ectcd fot 

the solution of-the probliem of ttansportation. 
In the field of cultural construction, the · second Five-Y car 

Plan pro'Wdes for making .elementary school . education univer
al, thus completely eliminating -illiteracy, aad for a B£ftt 
spread of _technical education. . 

ltt this way, tlle .sccoao Five-Y car Plan will tum Y akatia in
to an industrial-asraria&i cuharal republk, occupying a position 
ef importance and a definite place in the structure of the gea
eral economy of the U·.S.S.I.. 1ae .cond Fiff-Y ear Pb:Jl will 

' ' 
tum Yakutia into a claS&less socialist a>aUriw1ity. Such lar~-

✓ 

sale constructioa is pc,ssible eoly 1.lfld.cr c~:-..-o.d-itions of a pro-
letarian dictatorship. The achinemenb- of the Y akut Republic 
by its lftth anniYersaty and its prospects of development dur
•ing the second Five-Year Plan are p.roof of the correctness: of 
I.enin's National Poticy, and are a striking example of lM1W 
backwMd aetiooal ~ids,. where the patriucha.l aode. ef life 
once predominated, can build a socialist society -with01d: having 
to pass- through-the capitalist stage of development. · 

We believe that these remarks are absolutely necessary if the 
reader is to ootain a clear ida. of . the circumstances ,uder 
which die events of this oodt «cUrred. 1bcy ma, also enabl-e 
Jlffn t'& understad the connection between th.csc tvfflts and 
tk~ CDiFC e0ttrse ef. the history of tac •pl'Oletarian revolutioa, 
the- history of the h~roic st'l"llggle of the ReGl Army against lhe 
Whiks in all e::oraers of the Soviet Uoiea~ •d cspecia.lly at flbat . 
timo itt Yalrotia. . 

In tftis book, Comrade Strod descttibcs the strug&le of · the 
workers of Yakutia against the troops of General Pepelyatv. 

The PepelyaeT" atlventme set itHlf the· task of ·capturing the 
aty of Yakutsk, whicb is ~ czcmtre of tne Y akut RepuWic, 
and ef overthrowing the· Soviet power in . Y akutia as a irst 
etep fowanfs ovc,thr-owtng the Soviet power in the whole of 
the U.S.S.&. General Pepclfaev dreamt that after captming 

. 
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Yakutsk, he would seize the city of Irkutsk, march on through 
Siberia, and thence to Moscow! Pepelyaev ~ound support in 
Y akutia-only among the toyon.r and the kulaks. The working 
masses -rallied around the Comiounist Party, and' soon routed 

• the Whites and drove them out of the country. 
The Red Army and the working masses formed a united 

front in the struggle against the whiteguards. There was no 
rear in this war; it was one battle front., 

In this struggle, the Red Army, under the difficult conditions 
of the Siberian winter, display.edi .great valour, . heroism and 
devotion to the cause of the proletarian revolution. The small 
detachment under the ce>romand of Comrade Strod, the author 
of this book, displayed noteworthy heroism. Comrade Strod's 
detachment occupied two peasant huts in the district of Sasil
sisi, in -the midst of the Siberian forest, far from the centre, 

, cut off from their original base, without connections either 
with the centre at Yakutsk or with other sections of the Red 

' Army. They had hardly any food or medical stores. Yet they 
withstood the siege for nineteen days against the main forces of 
Pepelyaev, which were better armed, which surpassed them 
considerably in numbers, and , which consist(!d mainly of 
officers. . . 

. Comrade Strod thus held up the main forces of the enemy 
and gave the Red Army the c~nce to irally its forces and to 
deal the enemy •a fatal blow. In this siege, the Red Army men 
and their commander, Comrade Strod, demonstrated exception
al heroism and a high degree of military science. Comrade · 
Strod, who -,,as wounded at the beginning of the battle by twQ 
bullets, did not abandon his command, setting ,an ~ample of 
bravery and courage which inspired ·the Red Army men to ~ill 
greater efforts. 

Both Comrade Strod and "Grandpa" Kurashov, who also 
pl-ayed a great role in the defeat of General Pepelyaev, took 
part in much fighting all o.ver Yakutia. They are the mo$t 
popular and beloved heroes of the workers of Y akutia and a-re 
now taking an active part in the sociali$t construction of the 

14 . 
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Y akut Republic. iThc strength of the · whiteguuds was ex• 
hausted by the continual attacks on Comrade Strod's detach
ment i,n Sasil-sisi. General Pcpelyaev, morally conquered and 
perceiving the uselessness of struggling against the Red Army 
and the imminence of his defeat,. after the surrender of 
Amga, was forced to flee from Sasil-sisi and: confess himself 
beaten. The siege of Sasil-sisi, the superhuman endurance . of 
Comrade Strod and his deta.chment is . ,unprecedented in the 
history of the Civil War. Only the proletarian revo.Lution, only 
the Red Army, is distinguished by such heroism; only supreme 
devotion to the muse of the p'roletaria,n revolution brings forth 
heroism such as was displayed at Sasil-sisi. 

c.omr-ide Strod's book, Ci11iJ War in the Taiga, will undoubt• 
edly have a wide circulation among the working masses. 

' 
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I. V. Strod, the .Author 
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, A BRIEF iJ\UTOBIOGRAPHY 
. 

• I was born on April 10, 1894, in the city of Lutzin, Vitebsk 
gubernia. My father, a poor peasant, was trained in a militaff 
school for medical orderli~. After completing his ,te.rm of 
active service, he did not return to the village, hut served as 
a medical orderly in the Rur.a.I District Hospital of Lutzin. 

l was first taught _in a parochial school and then entered the 
city school, but did not go ltigher than the fourth grade. I 
went straight from the schoolroom into the old army as a 
volunteer in 1914. ,I was enrolled-in the ranks of the Eleventh 
Finland Rifle Regiment. 

During the Kerensky period in 1917, I was raised to the 
rank of ensign for good con-duct under fire, ~nd ,was decorated 
with lfour crosses of §t. George. I .was demobilized from the 
old army in February 1918. In April of the same year, I volun
teered for service with the Red Guards in the First Cavalry 
Division in the city of Irkutsk. Under N. A. Kalandarishvilly 
I fought agaiQSt the Czechs and Semenov's White army . . 

After the de£ eat of the Soviet power in Siberia, I went from 
the city of Svobodny, on the Amor, to the taiga* with a group 
of comrades, at the head of -whom was N. N. Yakovlev, Pre
sident of Central Siberia. From the Amur region, we went to 
the Y .akut region, :where a number i0f our comrades, with Ya
kovlev at the h~<l, were killed by the whiteguards. Five com
rades and I had the good fortune to escape with our lives, but 
we were imprisoned in the city of Olekminsk. I was in jail 
there from November 10, 1918 to December 17, 1919. After 
our ielease, I .was put in charge of a ;Red :detachment of work-

• Taip-the Siberian forest or jungle.-EJ. 

:ii t Str-4. 
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trs and peasants who rebellrJ ,against Kolchak. I then went to 
the city of Irkutsk, where I again joined the parti~an detach
ments of Kalandarishvilly. As commander of a squadron I 
took part in the battles against Semenov's army and the Jap
anese. Then I commanded the First Caucasian Cavalry Partisan 
Regiment. 

In the battle of October 27, 1920, against, the division . of 
Baron Ungem, at the Verkhne-Ulkhunsk station in Zabaikal,· I 
was commander of a partisan detachment of four hundred 
and twenty men. The Whites, numbering 1,500, were driven 
out of that village, many prisoners ,were taken, and the .pro
vision train was .seized. I .was rewarded for this with the 
Order of the Red Banner. · 

For the military operations in Y akutia against General Pepe
lyaev, and .for _withstanding the twenty days' siege in the local
ity :of Sasil-sisi under unbelievably difficult conditions, I w'as 
rewarded with a second Order of the Red Banner in 1923. 

For rounding up the marauding bands of Do~ky (1923) in 
the Balagansk province of the Irkutsk government, I was 
awarded a third Order of the Red Banner. I was also awarded 
a silver Caucasian sword by the commander of the Twelfth 
Corps, Comrade Tchaikovsky. : ; 

In the city of ,Yakutsk, one of the streets js named· after me; 
in Ulus, a school carries my -na.me. 

In the World War, I was twice wounded and once shell
shocked. In the Civil War, I was wounded five times, the last 
time in 1923, in the battle with General Pepelyaev. A bullet 
werced my .right lung and is still there. Because of this injury, 
1 ,was demobilized from 'the Red _Army in August, 1928, as 
unfit .for mili.tary service in peace time and restricted to second 

•· . . category .service 10 war time. 
My last position in the Red •Army ;was commander of Bat

talion .103, the Siberian Rifle ·Regiment. Now, I am in the 
' civil service and am studying at the evening school of the 

Frunze Military Academy. I have been a member of the Com-
munist ;party since 1927. \ . 

. . ' 
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• Two of my brothers, my elder .• brother, Joseph, and the 
younger, Anton, served in the Red Army as volunteers, My 
brother Anton' fell in the ranks of the Red Army in the Crimea 
during the attack on Perekop. '--

I van Yakovlevich Strod 

Moscow, 1932. 

• 

• 

• 

' 
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CHAPTER I 

THE M.AROI BEGINS 

My detachment left Amga ·and advanced swif.tly without en
countering any of the Whites. On February 2, we halted fot 
the night, twenty vetsts from Petropavlovskoye. At four in the 
morning of February 3, after .everyone was _wide awake, I 

1

gave 
the detachment over to lvaoishko, the commander of a pla
toon, and taking five horsemen _with 'file, II rode .ahead and ar-
rived io Petropavlovskoye ~t dawn. · • 

Here I w.as surprised at the ooaoncern which reigned among 
the garrison. The Red Army men of the battalion, billeted in 
~11 the peasant homes, had. undressed and slept ·in their under
clothes only; no company was named for d·uty, there was no 
patrol, and no mounted ipatrolj were sent out. The entire 
guard of the ba:ttali!on consisted of two sentry posts placed .at 
the. northern and southern extremities of the village, in spite of 
the fact that on three sides of the settlement, the forest 
reached within a ·hundred to a hundred and fifty paces, and 
that on the eastern side the high left bank of the river Aidan 
could effectively screen the .approach of an enemy from tha,t 
direction. Here, however, there were no 1eotries p~ted and no 
trenches dug . .And lthis at a time when PepeJyaev's ,troops were 
already at ~he month of the river ,Mili and it w-as .necessary to 
be ready to repulse ,them. 

Such slackness was· sickening . . 
I ,scot the five Red Army men, who were with me, on patrol, 

.although· they needed! rest Wld .were chilled. to the bone. But · 
they themselves fully grasped how serious the situation was. I 
myself set ;0ff to look ;f,or battalion headquarters which I quick
ly ·found -thanks to the .9m·all red ,flag hwii out oo the gate . 

• 
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Dmqtlriev had also undressed to .sleep. I !3.Wakened him wjth 
difficul,ty, handed him a parcel from the commander, -and told 
him what I thought about the lax disposition of the battalion. 
Dmitriev answered, "Never mind, they won't catch me un
awares. I've got good agents, and they let me have .first hand 
information about. the movements of the Whites. And we've 
got trenches here too, let me tell you." 

I went to have a look ,at !those trenches nothing but shal-
. low ditches dug out durjng the autumn of the previous year, 
11..ow filled with snow !up rto the level of the earth. It would 
take hours of work to dear them out. 
. On that same day, they set about building new barricades of 
balbakhi.• 

Pmitriev started ,preparations for ~he march to Amga which 
was delayed by the lack of carts as there were thirteen hun
dred cartridge$, besides grenades, ,provisions and so (orth, to 
be .taken along. The means of transportation if or the en,tire 
base had to be mobilized at the nearest inhabited points, which 
held up (the batta.lio111 for ;a.t least if our or nve ·days. · 

Dmitriev told me that Artemiev's · White detachment was 
thirty versts east of Petropavlovskoye. I decided to make use of 
the ·delay by carrying on operations 'against this detachment. 
For this ,purpose, I asked Dmi,triev to r.einforce my detach
ment with one company of his ba~alion and with a f cw ma
chine-guns. After receiving his consent, I prepared for the 
attack. 

• 
The commanders and es.peciially the Red Army men in the 

battalion were in poor spirits. Our recent misfortunes were not 
forgotten ; in fact, they were brought to mind daily by the 
sight of the bodies of our comrades who had fall en in the 
.fighting of the past few days. The bodies more than thirty 
in nwnber-were brought to Petropavlovskoye and laid out in 

• Balbakhi-:-rnannre frozen into slabs, more than a yard long and 
some nine inches thick. Placed one behind the other, they form a good 
shield. . The bullet goes through two layers, the third is only split, the 
fourth is invulnerable and gives way only ~hen machine-gun fire is 
concentrated on any one point. I. S. 
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an iempty barn. ffhe door of the barn was not locked, ,and .the 
men, having much .spare time .on their hands and no'thing to 
do, used to drop in here almost every day and pay visits to the 
dead. For hours on end they would carry on conversations 
with the dead bodies of their comrades, asking them if they 
were not cold · or hungry, and so forth. 

When coa,tact ~a:s established w.iith Amga and mail 'arrived, 
some of the men took the letters to the barn and there, in the 
deathly silence, read out loud the letters that were addressed 
to their 'dead comrades. The .word's ·re-echoed uncannily 'among 
the rafters of the old barn and as silence followed the words of 
the reader he would exclaim, addressing one of the dead who 
lay there so still : "Mitya, old chap ! You waited and waited for 
that letter and it never came ! And now you lie there fast asleep! 
What about the folks at home? They'll expect a reply." 

You can imagine that such morbid happenings deeply af
fected the psychology of the Red Army men, and caused them to 
dwell on our recent failures. I pointed out to Dmitriev that 
such scenes were quite inadmissible. He explained that he had 
sent a report to the commander stating his intention of sending 
the bodies of the Red Army men killed in battle to Yakutsk, 
and that he was waiting for a reply. 

On that day, a guard was stationed at the ham and its 
doors were nailed up. The peasants together with the Red 
At.my men ma<le a Ja.rge bonf~re in' the village square. When 
the ground began to thaw, they started to dig a "Brothers' 
Grave." They worked the whole night, and.by dinner time the 
next day, the grave_ was ready. All the corpses had been Wcen 
the night before to some peasants' houses, where they were 
washed and dressed in clean linen. At two o'clock in the after
noon they were buried in the grave. On the small mound that 
was formed over the grave, a large five-pointed star, made by a 
local peasant at his own initiative, was set up. As there was no 
real paint, red ink was used to colour it. Our farewell volleys 
re-echoed through the surrounding forest as the bodies of our 
comrades were lowered into ··the grave . 

• 
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In· the evening .all the commanders mot at battalion head-
'· qu.a.rt:ers tJo dra.w up plans for. renew'od oper.a.tllons agaii.ast the. 

Whites. 
Dark blue waves of tobacco and makhorka • smoke filled the 

rocm, and cw,led up to the ceiling. 'As many as ten rifles hung 
on the wall with their muzzles downward, with full loaded 
cartridge pouches at their sides. On the window sill, some 
Mill's grenades were lying about. In the comer near the stove 
stood a "Maxim" surrounded by several worn out cartridge cases 
tightly packed with machine-gun bands. Machine-gunners lay 
about on the dirty floor· which was strewn with cigarette butts, 
the house d:>g, Polkan, pea.cefulily snoring alonrgside of them. 

The m~ng of the commanders ended at five o'clock in the 
evening. Everything was decided. It was agreed to march twenty 
vcrsts along the road, leave the baggage carts under a light 
guard, load the machine-guns on the hQrses and advance the 
remaining ren versts through the forest, so as t.o escape the 
enemy's sentinds and take ibis maiini body by surprise. 

Everything seemed settled and the commanders wanted to 
· move off with their pla:boons. But four hours befot1e the time set 
for: die advance, a loud lanock .'\W.S suddenly heard at the door. 
A man entered and reported that three Red Army men had 
j,ust urived at headquatte.rs. Dmitriev got up and- went Jnto 
the kitchen. · 

He quickly returned, pale and agitated. All gathered round 
him in alarm. ' 

"C.OOWcies, hnga has been taken by Pepelyaev. Our garrison 
has been :wiped out!" 

We 'Were all stunned at the unexpecred news. 
The survivors from Amga came inoo the room. Their, faces 

. were black and frozen, their hands swollen, their appearance 
ragged and haggard ; they no longer resembled human beings. 
Their arrival had a still greater effect on those present. 

These men were so exhausted dla.t they could not give more 

• Makhorka-an inferior sort o! tobacco.-EJ . 
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details of the ·loss of .Amga. They ,were falling off the1r feet as 
though drunk. But despite this, they were not allowed to lit 
down untiil the medical orderly had cLrcssed their wounds and 
had given them hot .milk to dnink. 1 

The capture of Amga· by the Whites completely changed 
the situation. The detachment found itself two hund-red -rersts 
behind the lines of the Whites and four hundred versts away 
from Yakutsk. The oommplated1 attack oo Artemiev had oo be 
abandoned. We were faced writh -the question-what was to be 
done remain in Petropavlovskoye or try to break through to 
Yakutsk. 

A council of war was called. There was a d!i.v.ision of opinion 
among the commanders. Some considered it better to remain 
in Petropavlovskoye for . a while until orders came from 
Yakutsk.* 

Th-e others .insisted that we march forward immediately. The 
outcome was a decision to leave Petropavlovskoye and move to-

• wards Yakutsk. There remained only the question. of which 
road to take. ·There were two roads: one straight to Amga and 
the other a roundabout route, six hundred versts long and pre
senting extraordinuy difficulties ; it was necessary first to des
oend· to the valley of the Aidan riivor and go alonig .it as far ~ 
the Okbotsk,ferry (three hund,redl vet5ts without a road), then 
to tum vrest along the Okhotsk highway so as to come out on 
the Churapchu road. This latter route was pronounced too dif
ficult, considering the lack of horses and the weak condition of 
many of our oommdes. _ 

It was tlheref ore decided to move straight on to Amga with-
' . 

out delay. If Pepelyaev had already left for Yakutsk, the Roedl. 
W10Uld sei1.e .Amga, destroy his base and go f urthcr; if Pepe
lyaev was sti:l'l tJo be £ound in Amga, we would en.gage him in 
battlie a.ad detai.n him there as long as possi,ble. · 

There was one other serious question : what was to be done 

• We afterwards learned that three mounted messengers were sent by 
Baikalov from Yakutsk to Petropavlovskoye, and although each took a 
different route, they were all captured.-!. S. 
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with the supplies? We had only seventy carts at this time, 
which meant we could only take reserves of ammunition and a 

very small quantity of food supp1ies. We cut down al1 we oould 
in the matter of food supplies, but nevertheless ten thousand 
Choche automatic cartridges had to be sunk in the ·river Aidan 
and even then there remained f:i.fteen hU1Ddred cartridges for 
each automatic; there were more than th-ree hund-red thousand 
cartridges for the rifles and a considerable supply of grenades. 

As horses were needied for t~e ,machine-guns, for the carts 
and for the medical service, only a ten-day supply of food 
coutd be taken. The test of our supplies we dlistriibuted among 
the population-more than one thousand poods* of flour, two 
hund·red poods of bu!bl:er, f or.ty boxes of brick tea, one hundred 
poods of salt, etc. 

• 
Although the Whites afterwards tried, they did not succeed 

in confiscating the supplies left_ to the population by the Reds. 
They· did not collect a tenth part of all that was distributed. 
On the other hand, of the·_cartridges sunk in the Aidan river, 
they succee~~ in obtaining almost half, most of which missed 
fire. 

e 
The night passed quietly. At nine in the morning, the whole 

garrison, with :rifles, cartr:idge oases and all the maahine-guns, 
gathered for a meeting in the large house of . the merchant, 
Yus~p Galibarov. Only the guard and the mounted patrol did 
not at,tend. 

The first one to speak was the Red Army man from the 
· .Amga garrison. The en.tire audience Listened! to-him eagerly. 

"Comrades,'' he began, "we ourse1ves, and most of all Com
rade Sutorikhin, are guilty of the surrender of Amga and of 
our defeat. We slept in the peasant houses and were unprepared 
for battle; we did not wake up until the sentinels opened fire 
on the enemy. .. 

' "The Red Army men ran out of the houses without knowing 

* A pood = 36 pounds.-Ed. 
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what tG do. There ·were no commanders and Pepelyaev' s troops 
advanced into the village in silence, without any noise or cheer
ing. . Their silence increased our confusion. The Whites were 
united while we were separated, and the fog made it difficult to 
distinguish our own people from the enemy. 

"We heard machine--gun fire, but from which side, we cou1d. 
not tell. Even when the Whites came within very close range, 
we did not shoot, for we took them for our own people. And 
when we did begin to shoot, it was too late. They advanced in , 
extended order, while we were scattered about in groups of 
threes and fives. 

"Most of the shooting took place at Koryakin' s house, ,where 
Comrade Renkus was stationed with a machine-gun. There was 
also much shooting ,near the ch-urch, where our headquarters 
was Jocated. But .we ,d,id not succeed i-n breaking itlhrough to 
headquarters though 'W!C tried to several times. Wherever we 
came, we found the Whites waiting for us. 

"When the fighting ,w.as over, we found that of ,the seven 
members of our section quartered :in one "Smail house, two were 
either killed or wounded-I don't kn~ which-and the re
maining five 900lehow escaped from tfhe village. At first we 
thought of trying to r_each )" akutsk, but then, on reconsidera
tion, we decided to come here to warn you. We walked for three 
days along the road, seeking shelter for the night with the in
habitants, who· fed us only on meat and tea-no bread. Then, 
on the fourth <lay, we saw some mounted men,, and being 
af.ra.id to keep to the -road any longer, we took to the taiga and 
the pathless forest. We were soon · ready to drop with exhaus
tion having eaten nothing but snow for two days." 

In the deep sockets of the dark frost-bitten face, burned a 
pair of clever lively eyes. He spoke quietly, drawing his words 
a little, and sketched on the table with his dirty, frost-bitten, 
bandaged fingers. 

"W.hile Wte were stru,ggling tihrough the taiga, we were all 
heartened by the thought that no matter how frozen, we would 
somehow •reacl1 our own 1people. We didn't mind getting killf'LI 
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in ba.ttle but we d!id not want to !Lie <lown and perish without a 
struggle. / 

"We stumbled along, half blia.d from hunger and fatigue, 
and our legs gave way under ,us. 

"Two of our comrades, utterly exhausted, got· within fifteen 
versts of Petropavlovskoye and then collapsed and froze before 
our eyes. We couldn't help them .. We were ba~ely alive when 
we got here." . 

The listeners wanted to toss the three heroes in the air, but 
' , their bandaged faces and hands~ their looks of exhaustion, 

restrained us from demonstrating our pride and respect in this 
way. . 

We rose from our seats to h_onour the memory of our com
rades who bad been killed at Amga and t1hose '\WlO fel( on the 

, road. 
After this, I briefly informed the meeting of our position and 

outlined the task which confronted us, pointing out the 'need 
for ta unified command As a result, the battaLion and my de
tachment were put together to form one combined detachment 
which would include !iree companies, a machine-gun section, 
three cavalry squadrons, and the sanitary and quartermaster 

• section. 
At this meeting, it was unanimously decided that I, Strod, 

should take command of the combined detachment, that Dmi
triev be designated staff commander, and that Kropachev be 
appointed military commissar. 

With t!his the meeting ended. All the Red Army men and 
commanders unanimously <leckled to sacrifice their Lives if 
necessary, to hold Pepelyaev back in Amga, to inflict as -much 
loss as possible on him, to undermine the strength of his corps 
bot!h morally ·and materially, and <Jo our utmost to perform our 
revolutionary duty to the workers. 

With great enthusiasm, we began our preparations for the 
departure. Many of the inhabitants wanted to leave their homes 
and join the detachment; we did our best to keep them back. 
but five or six people made up their minds to follow us. 
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The peasants themselves vohmta:rily provtided us with all the 
horses we needed. . 

"Take them, comrades, SQ the Whites don't get them. We 
know that the Soviet power will not let us die of starvation ; the 
Soviets will help us to sow our fields. If only the Whites be 
dr.iven away we w..ill not be lost. We are leaving ourselves some 
oxen; that iis enough for our wants to bring firewood .from 
the for est and water if.rom the Aidan. What do ,they want, 
these Whites ? They have sucked the peasants' blood and ruined 
the people." Thus the peasants stood by us in our hour of need. 
They even. gave the detachment their entire reserye of baked 
bread. 

' 

February 7th passed quiakly in feverish preparations. At 
eleven o'clock that night the combined detachment, consis~ing of 
two hundred and eighty-two men, left Petropavlovskoye for 
Amga. . 

1be ,weather kept warm. The sky was overcast wit!h clouds 
and there was a slight snowfall, as the detachment left the 
village and plunged into the for est. For a time we could hear 
the ba.rlcing of the village dogs; but these sounds gradually died 
down, and the detachment was swallowed up in the vast silence 
of the taiga. • 

With the exc~ption of those who were ill and of the fust 
squadron, all of us were on foot. Many of the Red Army men 
who wore shoes fell on the smooth slippery road, but all were 
filled with enthusiasm and overflowing with strength And 
energy. 

We marched until dawn wi,thout a halt and covered forty 
versts duoog the night. I . .: . ' • 

We finally halted in the neighbout!hood of Sooroakh and die 
mounted squa.dron was sent ahead to reconnoitre. They soon 
tttumed, reporting that ·the c~ 'Was oocupied by a.n unknow.n 
number of the enemy. 

We quickly prepared for action. It was decided to surround 
the enemy. In front of ,us was a baire plain. The first company 
formed .in extended order and opened a sharp rifle fi~ . . 
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The enemy, forming in several lines, took cover near the 
• 

huts ·and repLied weakly to our fire . . 
Two squadrons and the third -compa-ny ·mov<!d round to the 

right• flank, while the first squadron, the mounted one, mo-red 
over to the left. 

We advanced to the attack. Seeing that they were surrounded 
on all sides, the Whites, after a short ten-minute exchange of 
shots, began to run. 

We did not succeed in closing the ring. In their hurry they 
left two prisoners in a hut, who had been sent from Petro
pavlovskoye -to estab1ish communications with Amga and had 
been ambushed on the way. 

They told us that Artemiev's detachment was here, consist
ing of one hundred men, all mounted, together with two of 
Pepe1yaev' s officers. 

Artiemiev was on his way to Petropavlovskoye expecting to 
take it by surprise, or if the ,u·nexpected raid was not success
ful, to lay siege to the garrison and d.iftain it until Pepelyaev 
had occupied Yakutsk. 

-We had to reach Amga as quickly as possible, but the road 
was now blocked by Artemiev' s detachment, which was going 
in the saine direction. 

The road led through the taiga all tl1e way, so we might 
expect the Whites to lay ambushes at every step and avoid open 
battle. We had not foreseen such a state of affairs, and did 
not relish the idea of the delay thus occasioned:. There would 
be ambushes and skirmishes, there would be wounded, and 
the detachment would be even more encumbered than it was 
now. 

There was no hope of messengers witih reports being able 
to break through to Yakutsk. . . .. 

Entering the huts, the Red Army men immediately lay down 
to sleep, not even waiting to get a drink of tea. Only the com
pany on duty and the sentinels stayed awake, while the com
manders sat up to d1iscuss the situation. 

There was only one alternative, the one which we had pre-
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, 
viously rejected-that ol t:a!J.ng the longer road. 'f rue, that 
road led through uninhabited country; the detachment had no 
fodder, the soldiers' clothing was in poor condition, and there 
were no tents. However, there was no other choice, and it 
was decided to take this road. 

Now there remained one more very difficult problem to be 
tackled : how to deceive the enemy as to our intentions and. 
lead him astray. If we did nof succeed in this, the detachment 
would be even worse off than before, for the Whites, who were 
all mounted, could quickly move over to block this road and lay 
ambushes along it in the same way. 

For the · success of t!he manoeuvre, we had te steal a march 
on the enemy by making him thi•nk we were retreating. We had 
to gain at least two days on him. The company and· squadron 
commanders were summoned and briefly informed of the un
dertaking decided upon by the staff a-nd ,the plan which was to 
be followed. 

At twelve o'clock noon the men were awakened. In two 
hours' time the deta'chment had to leave. Soon every man had 
been told all that he had to do. The men wandered round the 
viillage talking and swearing in loud voices for the benefit of 
the inhabitants . . The Yakut peasants did not understand much 
Russian, but they got bhe drift of w·hat was being said. , 

"How d'you like that!" complained a Red Army man. 
"They've run away without giving us a .fight . . . ! The only 
thing they can do is liie in ambush, the dirty dogs. To hell with 
them ! If we had horses like they have, it would be another 
story. But as it is, we'd never •be able to catch them up .... " 

"That's a fact. Soldiers on foot can't catch mounted ones," a 
machine-gunner took up the story. "W11y did we come here any
way? Didn't our commanders know the Whites were mounted?" 

"No, that's just what they didn't know," declared a platoon 
commander authoritatively. "But it's no great misfortune. Little 
was lost and th•ere's no ha,[lm done. We discovered the -number 
of Whites .and we rescued two of our comrades. Today we go 
back to Petropavlovskoye; then in three days from now, we'll 
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all have horses ourselves and then we'll come back and tell 
, the Whites another story." _ 

In order to reach the other road~ be it noted, we had to go 
back seven versts in the direction of Petropavlovskofe; from 
there the road turns south in the direction of Amga. 

llis was ~onvenient, for it made .it appear as th~gh we 
. were simply retreating to Petroiavlovskoye to get fresh· horses. 

At. two o'clock in the a.fremoon, the detachment started from 
Soordakb. 

Snow soon began to fall, · continuing all night and all _the 
next day. , 

This time, luck was with us. The failing snow soon covered 
up the detachment's tracks and obliterated all traces of its move
ment. ! 
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Comrade $trod with a group of Red Army Men from a Yakut Flying Cavalry Column. 
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. OIAPTER II 

WE GAIN TIME 

Now the Ya.kum have one JP«Uliar characteristic which dis
tinguishes them from the Siberians. The Siberian peasant-up 
to the October Revolution, at any rate knew the market prices 
well, but took little interest in social life, less in the politics of 
his country, and least of all in foreign affairs. But the Y akut is 
another pair ~f shoes. When a Y _akut meets a teacher or any 
other educated person on the road, he is sure . to stop and -start 
asking questions. Is there some new order of the district police, 
a:re they expecting the arrival of political exiles, what -new de
crees has the governor issued? ~en he asks what· does Presi
dent Wilson or the German kaiser think and so forth. If he 
is met with an answer of "I don't know" to any of his ques
tions, the Y akut is very sur.prised, shakes ,his head, and asks in 
perplexity: "Why, what did you go to school· for then?" 

· .The Y akuts carefully preserve their ,iabional custom of k.epse, 
as it is called. The one who is the first to learn of any important 
event or interesting piece of news hurries off to inform his 
next-d09r neighbour, although this neighbour may live fifty or 
even a hundred versts away. He mounts his horse and gallops 
off. Of.ten there is -no road but he goes straight ahead along 
some path known only to him and discernible only to h-is sharp
sighted eyes which are- accustomed to pick a way through the 
forest. The season of the year, the day, the weather, present 
no obstacles to him. After two or three hours of fast riding, he 
reaches a hut. The inmates, awakened by the barking ol the dog, 
followed by the thud of horse's hoofs, come crowding out of 
their hovel to meet the gue9t; they know at once that he js 

S e Strod. 
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bringing some news, otherwi9C why -should he come at such 
a breaknetk speed? The horseman arriTes, ·slowly dismounts 
from his f oam~flecked horse, ties it to a post, . and greetfis 
everyone, goes leisurely into the hut and begins to take. off his 
things (if it is winter). The hostess ukes care of his outer 
clothing, his cap, scarf, · and mittens and hangs them all up to 

. ' . 

be dried. The guest 5its down near the fire, rubs his frozen 
han<l,, says: '·'Icha" (which means "it is cold"), and then re
lapses into silence. The flames in the fireplace blaze up bright
ly. The armful of dry resinous wood, just thrown on the fire, 
crackles and sputters live sparks. The host with a ski.tf ul blow 
of the axe cuts off a piece of m~at on a log near the fireplace, 
chops it into smaller pieces and puts it on a pan. The hostess 
pushes an empty ke~le nearer the fire in a business-like manner, 
puts ice into it to melt. and then inhales a deep breath of smoke 
from a home-made cigarette, while her little son of seven or 
eight years old, who keeps close to his motl1er all the time, 
holds out his dirty little hand and _asks her for a smoke. More 
people, young and old, crowd in from the neighbouring huts to 
hear the' news. They approach the newcomer, greet him, and 
also · remain silent. Finally one of those present, the oldest in 
years, turns to th~ guest and says "kepse," that is, "tell us." 
"Sokh, en kepse"-"No, you tell," answers the other, and again 
relapses into silence. 

In order that the news may be heard sooner, the guest is 
accorded special attentions and honours ; he is treated to leaf 
tobacoo, a coal f.rom the firq,lace is put into his pipe, and the 
hostess invites him to the table . for . a cup of tea from the 
steaming samovar. 1be incat in the pan is done to a tum by 
now. 

The taiga · custom is strictly maintained. After drinking a 
cup of tea and eating some meat, the guest . comes to the im. 
portant part of his visit-he begins to tell his neighbours the . 
latest titbit of news. 

All listen to him attentively. They puff at tl1eir pipes, spit on 
the floor, shalre their heads, a.no' after every bit of news, they 
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' 
repeat a single invariable phrase, "sep~sep," that is, "so-so." 
When all the 11ews has been told, one of the listeners hurriedly 
puts on his coat, mount5 a horse an<l tears off to tell everything 
he has beard· to his next-door nC!gbbour. If all the horses are 
grazing in the taiga at the time, then the messenger, in order 
not' to lose time looking for one, sets out on foot to cover the 
thirty or forty versts that separate him from the nearest human 
habitations. 

Among the Yakuts and Tunguscs there are walkers who are 
rema r.\cable for their speed and hardiness. There wer~ cases, for 
example, when the com111ander of our detachment sent a pack
age from Nelken to Port Aya11, a distance of two hundred and 
forty versts, along a rqad which was really only a path-very 
bad an~ swampy. Besides this, the Dzhugdzhurski mountain 
range had to be crossed. To speed~ the delivery of the pack.
age, it was sealed with wax on one side and a quill was pasted 
on. This mhrtt: fly like a bi,rd and· do not delay. This package 
was delivered with' amazing speed, with the aid of what we call 
"torbasah connections" (an expression derived from the name 
of a home-made leather boot, torbasah). The: same messenger 
. came back with an answer on tl!e fifth day. 

As a. result of this ancient custom, the Y akuts mainta•in cons
tant contact with one another. If anything of interest happened 
i-n the taJga; the news .was quickly brefught to Yakutsk, where it 
was soon the talk of the bazaar. The city population did not 
keep the news to themselves, but handed it on to other districts. 
Every Y akut k!new the latest -news, both in the centre and in the 
outlying regions, an<l also what was happening abroad. The 

' Civil War, of course, produced an especially·rich crop of news. 
The Y aku,ts all come to tihe msdcct place regularly and then 
to our headquarters to speak with our commander. "The bazaar 
radio-a lot of lies," we said at first. But when, after a day or 
so, we received a package ~ith a report, in whi~h we discovered 
that more than half of what was written as an urgent report 
had _already been circulated by the "bazaar radio," we marvelled. 
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The Yakut horsemen and the '-'lorbasah connection" outran our 
. ' 

messengers. -
Artemiev; the commander of the detachment of Whites, left 

Soordakih,. and ad'Vanced fifteen versts towards Amga, halted," 
and lay waiting in ambush. After waiting fruitlessly the 
entire day, he decided thu the R~ds had halted for a day's rest. 
In the evening-he advanced five versts further wi~ his de
tachment andl then halted for the night. 

Before da.wn on February 9, he ,returned to his old position 
and again lay in ambush. He waited until dinner time, and then 
sent out scouts to Soordakh. Here they were inf ormcd by the 
inhabitants .that the Reds had turned back. to Petropavlovskoye 
the day before, since they knew they could riot catch up w:ith 
the Whites on foot, and that to engage them in battle it would 
be necessary to get horses. When Artemiev receiv~d this inform
ation from the scouts, he concentrated his forces and proceeded 
to Soordakh, arriving there towards evening. That same night 
he went on towards Petropavlovskoye which he occupied on 
the morning of February i 0. 

/ 

In this maooer, we stole a march on Artemiev's detachment, 
for they ar.rive~ in Petropavk>vskoye after we had set out from 
there for Amga by the longer route, and were thus left more 
than one hundred versts ,behind us. There was nothing left for 
h-i.m to do, but to send an urgent message to Pepelyaev that the 
Petropavlovskoye garrison had set out and was moving in the \ 
direction of Amga. Artemiev then started off himself to join 
Pepelyaev, two days behind us. Our manoeuvre had succeeded 
·and the road to Amga was free. · 

• ~ .It was our fourth day on the march. According to our 
calculations, we would be in Amga the following day. Today, 
no songs were heard as· c,n the previous days. The soldiers' 
faces were dirty, sooty from tlie smoke of camp.fires," wrapped 
in thought, and serious ; in their eyes there glowed an uncon• 
querable determination. Each knew that the encounter must· 
take place soon, when the issue would be decided once and for 
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all. The SUipense could not last. Every step forward brought 
the clash nearer .... 

The cold northern sun glinted on our bayonets as we plodded 
' our way through the taiga. The deep silence all around was 

ominous and oppressive. During the march, we did not meet 

a single living thing . .A.1'1 life had sought refuge from the cold. 
Just once, we saw a carrion crow, flying. from west to· east. 
Seeing us, it Bew around in circles for a time, and then perched 
on the top of a high tree, staring gauntly at these armed 
people, plod1ding with tired heavy steps along the narrow snow
covered road. It seemed to see in us so many future corpses 
upon which it could feast. Then spreading its wings, it lazily 
fla.pped away in the direction of the mountains. . _ 

Sometimes,_ the_ forest did not hem in the road so closely, 
leaving a strip of bare plain open, with sparse bushes and 
stunted tr~ · standing like lonely sentinels. The atmosphere ot 
sudt -places oppressed us. We felt we wanted to hurry over 
the open. space more quickly and bury ourselves deeper in 
the forest. Far. away on the horizon, rose the mountains, beauti
ful in their massive immobility. In comparison with them, the · 
dark dots of people, crawling along on the snow, appeared like 
pitiful insects. Beyond the glades, the taiga closed in on us 
again as if unwilling to let us pa~. . 

At noon the detachment halted for dinner. The men has• 
tened ta _light fires, bustling about, rattling buckets and kettles, 
filling them with snow to make tea, and eating raw mita.t
there being no time to·cook it. The horscs\and oxen had to go 
l1ungry, as ·there was nothing to feed them on. The taiga pro
vided hardly any fodder and the minutes were too precious. If 
the animals were put out to graze, it would take too long to 
round them up again, so they stood there, hanging their heads 
and nibbling at the snow. 

A little invigorated, the detachment advanced further. Soon_ 
a cold, ·sharp wind sprang up: and· it began ta snow. Marching 
became more difficult. Night fell and the road was no longet 
visible. The Jong stumbling column of -men melted into the 
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darkness. They groped t~i-r way aloog, t,ipping and f'lling, 
but they did not stop. We had to reach 'Amga two ·days later, 
which meant covering another ten versts that night. Finally, 
we halted for the night, worn out with marching. We chose a 

. , place that was not too thickly , wooded, and soon we had some 
ten large campfires going, made,with dry logs. The glow of 
the huge fires lit up the glade, but d:id' not penetrate the 
darkness of the thicket. The men filled the kettles and pails 
to the brim with snow and hung them on long thin poles 
over the fi-re for the soow to melt. As it melted down, they 
addled more with. s·hovels or with their bare hands, , until the 
pails were two-thirds filled with water. Then the meat was put 
in, and salt a.dded. We waited as patiently as we could: while 
the meat boiled, but few of us could wait until it was done. 
Most of us ate it half raw, as we were cold and half famished. 
"No matter so long as it's hot," said the soldiers in jest, as they 
wolfed dbwn, the ch-un.ks of hot bloody meat. Each platoon 
{eceived its ration of loaves of rye b·read, frozen hard as wood. 
To warm · them up more quickly, we split the loaves with an 
axe and laid the pieces clooe up to Nie fire. 

To one ·side wider tR~J.rees, the horses, covered with blankets 
of snow, shook th~ _and whinnied, while the hungry 
o~n lowed mournfu~fy},1nere was no hay.,~ fed the an~mals 
ooce a day on bread, but our small reserve of food was quick
ly becoming· exhaus~ed. The weaker -comrades settled down 
by the fires as soon as tl1ey were lit, making themselves pillows 
of their kitbags and beds of pine-twigs, and fell asleep at once, 
without even waiting to eat. However, when· supper was ready, 
we woke them up and persuaded them to have a bite . 

.. Then we all turned in for the night. From·, five to eight 
comrades grouped themselves round each fire, being careful 
to choose the windward side. Those who tried to stay on the 
leeward side which was ·warmer, were driven away by the 

-
smoke. The gusts of wind blew through t1he thicket and fanned 
the fire like a blacksmith's bellows; thowands of sparks were 
sent whirling high up into .the air, and disappeared in;1ong the 
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tree tops. We had an especially bad night of it. Although the 
' . 

squadron on duty kept up the fires until dawn, we were all 
frozen by the cold. The side turned towards the fire kept warm 
enough, but the other side was exposed to the cold wind. It 
was impossible to sleep, as one had to keep moving round in 
order to warm first on:e si~ and then the other. The who.le 
-night was passed i.rt fitful dozing without a minute of sound 
sleep. 

The flying sparks were tl1.e last straw. They kept fallin,g on 
the sleeping men. "Oh hell! Now my coat's all burned!" one 
was heard cursing. "Ouch!" yelled another and jumped to his 
feet. , It appeared that the whole ba~ of his sheepskin coat was 
burned to the very sh~; when the fi.re reached the skin, it 
scordled hi,m and he awoke. Often the felt and leather shoes 

• 
would be burn~d through, which for us was a great and irre-
trievable loss. On this night more sheepskins, coats and boots 
were burned than on all the preceding nights put together. 

We presented a sorry spectacle as we prepared to take the 
' 

road in the morning. There were big holes burned i,n the sides 
and backs of dhe sheepskin coats; the sleeves w-.ere wrinkled up 
and looked like dried mushrooms; the holes in the boots were 
stuffed with rags and bound with string. 

Nevertheless, our spirits were excellent. There was no despon
dency, and we ·only poked fun at one another on account of our 
misfortune, as we began to march. 

The men struck up a song which blended with the rattle of 
the sledges on which the provisions were carried. This night 
would be the · .last spent in the open. It was deciped to spend 
it fifteen versts from Amga. Everyone was happy and looked 
forward to §!~ping in a warm hut, if only the enemy did not 
int.fere with our plans. Everyone was :possessed with the same 
idea-one good night's rest under a roof, and then let come 
what may. 
· The wind, which had not ceased howling all night, .died 
down, and the sky cleared. We came out on a plain. The sun , 
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~hone brigh.tly, turning the snow to a ~parkling brillian~ which 
dazzled our eyes. . 

As the day wore on, quiet fell on the detachment. The men 
, seemed to be listening, on the alert. Only the squ~ of the 

sledges and occasional neigh of an emar.ia.ted horse betrayed 'its 
movements. The mounted squadron carefully felt its way across 
the taiga, casting about here and there, but finding nothing 
suspicious. On that day we hurried our march. Before dark 
we wanted to reach a place where we could spend the night. 
We halted for only half an hour, drank a mug of hot water 
which smelled of smoke, and then continued our march. More 
and more often we came to open glades,. with stacks of hay. 
in them, which made our hungry horses and oxen tum aside, 
only to be driven bade to the column. We sensed the closeness 
of human dwellings. Not more than twenty-five versts now 

, separated us f.rom Amga. 
It was about three o'clock in the afternoon, and there re

mained· seven versts to the place where we planned to spend 
tire night. As a halting place for t'he detachment and also as a 
base for the attack, we had chosen the locality of Sasil-sisi (the 
"Fox-Glade"), where there were five huts. None of us had been 
there before. From the description of our guide, we could not 

· clearly see what its merits were from a tactical point of view. 
True, we could have gone six versts further and stopped twenty-

. two versts northwest of Amga, in the Abaga school. But we 
had \.'O reject this idea because our men were tired out and 
urgently needed a day's rest. At Abaga there were three houses 
besides the school, standing in an open space five to six h-un
dred paces from the forest, but there was nothing there with 
wh-ich to make fortifications. We would have had to catt ha/. 
bakhi from a distance of · two or three versts, ·arrd digging 
trenches was out of the question as .the earth was frozen ha~ as 
bone .. In Sasil-sisi, on the other hand, there were enough bal
bakhi for our needs. We could not go on to Yakutsk w•thout a 
halt. At least one day of rest was necessary. 
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CHAl"l'EN. III 

AN ENCOUNTER WITH THE ENEMY'S SCOUTS 

Our guide warned me that we would soon come to a large 
glade, three versts across. The mounted squadron was half a 
verst ahead of the column. Suddenly we saw a horseman com
ing galloping towards us. He drew rein and quickly delivered· a 
verbal message from the commander of the mounted squadron. 

"There is a large meadow ahead. A verst from us, by a large 
tree on the road, thirty mounted men who were riding towards 
us have halted. The squadron at once scattered and took cover 
on the edge of the forest. I await further orders." 

Having halted the detachment, I rode forward to the' 
mounted squadron, dismounited•' within a hundred paces, and 
made my way forward to meet t,hem on 'root. From there the 
. unknown cavalry could be discerned. Even with the aid of 
binoculars, however, it was impossible to make out who they 
were, although we did not doubt that. they were Whitc;;s. We 
waited, hoping that they would ride on and fall into our 

• 
trap. As if · complying ·with our wishes, the ene~y began to 
move and came towards us at a light trot. Thirty paces re
mained .... Suddenly, absolutely unexpectedly, the Whites 
turned their horses quickly and rode ·away. 

We could not think of overtaking them on our exhausted 
horses, so I ordered our men to .open fire. But the Whites were 
already at a good distance and were galloping at full speed. 
They suffered almost no losses, only one horseman was seen 
to fall to the ground, together witih his horse. Our squadron 
quickly mounted, rode to the spot and· brought in the prisoner, 

_ a corporal, His horse had been killed und.~r l1im, while he 
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himself was only stunned by the fall. He was a talka~ive man 
and told us all he knew. 

Pcrpelyaev was sti,11 in Amga, in: a tew days he was to start 
for Yakutsk. A messenger had arrived the night before from 
Artemiev, and informed the Whites that the Petropavlovskoye 
garrison was 11_!oving on to Amga. In the morning, Pepelyaev 
countermanded his first order and sent scouts out to meet the 
Red d'etadM!Rmt, the strength of which he estimated at four 
hundred men and ten machine-guns. The White general, Vish
nevsky, was preparing to attack somewhere, but with what 
forces was unknown. 

Churapcha was in the hands of the Reds. General Rakitin 
was to go there from Okhotsk, where Pepelyaev had sent 
Colonel Vargasov with a small detachment of Y akuts. 

What was happening in Yakutsk Jtself, he did not know 
exactly; there were rumours that the city was being fortified .. 
In Amga, there were altogether seven hundred militiamen, six 
heavy and two light machine-guns, and about a hundred Y akuts. 
Artemiev was also going to A:mga. The prisoner could report 
nothing more. 

We had no doubt, when we received this news, that we w-ere 
on the eve of a battle with General Vishnevsky. With the 
knowledge that Pepelyaev I was still · in Amga and that our 
arrival would interfere with the attack of the Whites on Ya-

. kutsk, the detachment was well satisfied·. No one thought of the.
immediate danger, and the men were not depressed even by the 
larger number of the enemy's forces. Each ope understood that 
now when he had re.ached the· goal, ·he must .fight to the last. · 
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CHAPTER IV 

WE ARRIVE IN SASIL-SISI 
' . 

The cw.y drew to a close. Twilight was setting in,. We had 
left the road which we had been following until now, and were 
marching along the Amga highway. We expected to encounter 
V~shnevsky at ·any moment. The first squadron rode ahead to 
the -right, crossing the glade ~ to the edge of the forest; and 
only after it had occupied the outskirts of th_e forest along that 
side, did the entire detachment advance. The men marched 
rapidly across the open space and in half an hour we had 
plunged into the f Qrest again. 

It was alread', getting dark. Our road now took us up a 
steep ·hill for a verst or so, where we woµld have been at .L 
disadvantage if attacked, for the men were forced to ,traggle 
mor~ than usllal by the • gradi_eot, while the baggage-train 
lagged beh-iod. The patrols rode on both flanks of the detach
ment, scouring the surrounding forest. We made our way with 
great difficulty, for the darkness and the thickness of th<: 
forest 111ade the going hard. The enemy could have posted: l1is 
men two or three hundred paces from the road and attacked 
us as soon as we came abreast. Two companies and· two 
squadrons had to .be marP1ed in exter1dled single file along both . 
sides of the road. The first squadron reconnoitred, while one 
company with two machine-guns remained with the baggage
tra.in. The horsies were tired out and· had to be urged on every 
step of the way. 

At last we reached the summit and descended in the same 
marching ,order as we had climbed. The enemy did not appear, 
and our only loss was a few broken siedges, but we continued 
to advan,ce with great caution. 
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. Only about a verst and a half separated us from our goal. 
A little later we heard the barking of a dog. Then we saw 

light through the trees- }t was the sparks flying from the 
chimney of a hut. A shower of sparks like a swami of golden 
bees! The very thought of wamith caused our spirits to rise, 
and we pressed f orwar<l quickening .our steps. -· 

The starved oxen an,d horses had not even seen a shred 
of hay for four days. -Now when they caught sight of the hay 
-stacks at the side of the road, they reared up and bolted to the 
food in spite of ~ . deep snow, upsetting and breaking the 
sleds in their career. 

"Whoa, whoa, you cattle, damn your eyes !" shouted the 
Red Army men as they rushed in pursuit of the carts. · 

The noise and uproar was mm.ordinary. Everyone was in a 
hurry to get io out of the cold and have, something to_eat . 

. Thus we reached Sasil-sisi after five days of difficult march
ing, with_ eight frozen comrades in our detachment, at ten 
o'clock on the night of February 2, tired, but in good spirits. 
Pepelyaev was eighteen versts from us. · "-

Dmitriev took charge of the battalion and of a machine-gun 
detachment with three heavy ·machine-guns, one Lewis gun· and 
eight automatic Choches, and distributed them in four of the 
huts, together with the baggage train. I was in command of a 
detachment of eighty-two men with two _Colt machine-guns and 
two Choches. With these I occupied one of the huts about three 
h,undred paces from the battalion.. The first squadron was on 

I 

guard. I sent a messenger to Dmitriev with an order that he 
come to .t;ne immediately '\\'tth the company and machine-gun 
commanders. Soon ,they had all gathered in my hut. I empha
sized the fact that we must be prepared for a night· battle and 
that we would be very lucky if the Whites waited for morning 
to begin their attack. Further, I ordered Dmitriev to divide the 
fighting line into sections and assign these sections immediately 
to different companies and, in case of an alarm, to occupy the 
birch grove at the side of the road, half way between the detach
ment and the battalion, with one half _of the company, witl1 
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the Lewis machine-gun, and two automatics. Though this small 
birch grove did not interfere with our seeing each other, it 
could be occupied• by the enemy who would then be in a 
position to strike at both Dmitriev .an-d me from the rear 
and the flank. 'The retention of this small bit of forest was of 
great tactical signilicance for. us. The birch grove was . the 
key-point in tqe position. 

"Comrade commanders," I said, "today we must choose out 
the best Red · Army men to keep guard,, otherwise our guards 
may fall asleep. At each hut, we m~ also place one machine
gunner as sentry. After such .a march, the men will fall sound 
asleq, and if there is an a.ttack we may not hear the shooting 

' at once and thus not ocupy our positions on time. Moreover, as 
soon, as the fighting forces ·are assigned their posts, each com
pany must form in line, and the same must be done with the 
machine-gum. It' is necessary for each. to know his place in 
action. Leave not lass than half a company in reserve and J«ep 
in contact with me." . . 

Dmitriev then went off with the commanders to his own 
battalion, while the squadron c-ommaoclers, the commanders of 
the machine-gun squads and I, went off to examine the lay of 
the land. 

My section was in a good position for temporary defencc:'-e -
or to put it more exactly, to resist the first onslaught. On the 
southeast lay the thickly wooded mountainside, the foot of which 
was two hund:red paces away; to the north the ground was 
open up to the very hut occupied by the battalion, and only 
half .a hundred' p~ away were two barns; on the southwest 
there was the birch grove a hundred and fifty paces away; on 
the west side was a lake extending for a.bout a thousand paces. 
This l'ake, however, did not flank the position occupied by the 
ba.ttalion and here the forest approached a little closer. The 
first and second squadrons were in position, in extended order 
with the machine-guns placed. The third squadron under 
Comrade Adamsky was kept in reserve and guards were chosen 
from this squfdron. 
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Having made tl1ese· dispositi(?ns, we returned to the hut. 
The owner of the hut welcomed us gladly, cooked a whole Qiul, 
dron of meat and, gave us his entire supply of ~ncakes, of 
which there were not enough to go round. The woman of the 
house, together with her old mother and twelve-y~r-old daugh
ter made a thick dough of barky flour, rolled it into round 
lumps and put it in the ,pan. When the dough had dried a 
little, it was taken off, -pierced lengthwise with a spit and 
exposed to the fire, till first one side and then the other was 
t~ed. In ten min.utes the cake was done. We drank tea ti-11 
we had emptied several large samovars and, disposed of a caul
dron of meat weighing one· and ·a half poods, but we all 
wanted more. The inhabitants were astonished at such appetites. 
However, we had had enough. Stomachs became heavy, heads 
grew drowsy and everybody wanted to sleep. The men lay ~own 
on the Boor, all huddled-together, while the machine-guns were 
laid near the· door. 

The tired men witl1 rifles in their hands, sot>n fell asleep. 
I made myself comfortable on a bench in the corner. The entire 
Yakut family, which had been so hospitable to us, spent the 
night together with us in the hut with their children and cattle. 
It was two o'clock in the morning wf1en ~e turned in .... 

' 
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OIAPTER V 
' 

THE BATILE WITH GENERAL . VJSHNEVSKY 
, 

Soon after Pepelyaev had occupied Amga, he received a report 
from Artemiev to the effect that the Petropavlovskoye ganrison 
had forced its way through and was quickly advancing on 
Amga. Pepelyaev decided to destroy this detachment of Re<ls 
by setti~g ~ in its patlh. For' this pwpose,. he seat . a 
battalion and! a cxmpMlY ,of of .6.ce1$, two ihundrecl and' t,hiirty 
men ;in all, under the cominaoo of Vishnevsky. 

At the time when we reached Sasil-sisi, . Vishnevsky was in 
ambush two ve~ts to the east, in the ta1ga. He heard the · . 
neighing of the horses, the squeak of the sledges and the lled 
A!rmy men swear.ing. He decided= to attack at sun·rise, coimting 
on taking us by surprise .. ~ • 

It was almost morning. The weary detachment slept soundly. 
The guard and Dmitriev' s battaLioo :were all fast asl~. 1bey 
had stiriven ihard, but failed ro keep a.\lVQke. Slieep overcame the 
sentinels. At first they fought against it and tried to drive it 
.away by rubbing theiir eyes rwitb Sll10W and keeping on the 
move. Then they decided to sit down for a minute and rest 
tiheiir tired :feet. The seDtioel sitting oo the ground, leaning 
against a tree with his rifle between his knees would drop off 
to sleep imperceptibly and was ~oon snoring with the rest. 

Vishnevsky with his battalion and company of officers; stole 
up to within one verst of our position and then· launched their 
attack. The White scouts quietly and stealthily made their way 
through the taiga. ·Noiselessly, without firing a single shot, 
they captured the sleeping sentries and emerged on the outskirts 
of the for est with1n a hundred and fifty paces of the position 

' 

• 
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occupied by the battalion. The commander of the White ~couts, 
Ensign Volkov, reported to V!shnevsky: , . 

"I have captured thr'ee posts of double gua:rds. The Reds are 
located in four huts. A little smoke can, be seen rising out of the 
chimneys, but apparently they are all asleep. The whole baggage

. trai.n i5 here, by the· huts; the horses and oxen .i,n the enclosure 
are unharnessed. I await further orders." 

, On receiving this report, Vishnevsky ordered. his men to ad- . 
vance swiftly, surround the Reds and take them prisoner. Ten 
minutes later one hundred Whites had surrounded. the huts on 
all sides. Some of them made their way into the yard and began 
to examine the load in the carts.. They uttered exclamations of 

· mmprise uru:ler the1r breath : , 
"Cartridges, cartridges, all cartridges! How _many cartridges 

have they?" 
The other section of the Whites divided into groups of ten 

' each and entered ~he huts. They took the sleeping Reds 
completely by sw:pri&e, and it was ooly ~en they tll·rew wood 
into the fireplace that they awakened their prisoners. The Red 
Army men and their commanders · awoke and began to rub 
tiheir eyes i-n ast~nt: ''What the . hell! These men are 
wearing shoulder-straps."* 

The Whites seized their riffes. 
"Give up }'IOUI'S gu:n.5, brothers, and don't stir! You are 

prisonens, you a.re -su.r.rournled and all .resistaince is futile! W1e 
will oot haim1 you. It iis a good th-inig tha.t· all bas en<ied 
wicliout bloodshed. Let's !have a smoke, we have some first
class Harbin tobacco. Do you waint som,e ?" 

The door was Bung open ; a gust of cold air· blew into the 

• When the corps was fu-st organized in Harbin and Vladivostok, 
Pepelyaev proposed abolishing shoulder-straps with the thought that 
this would attain "hundred per cent democracy" in his army. His 
officers, however, opposed this idea and he gave in. Pepelyaev had 
retained the shoulder-s~aps but uied to .. democratize" his corps, by 
other means. He issued a long order in which he decreed that every
one call each other "brother" not, however, for getting the various 
ranks, thus : brother general, brother colonel, etc. I. S. 
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hut, b.tiinging with lit a ·.Lieutenant-colonel. The conversatio05 
stopped. He cast-a cursory glance around. the ir:iterior of the 
hut, looked at the prisoners for a few seconds and turned ~o 
his subordinates: ' 

. "Brot!hers. Some shooting has started to the rii.ght of us. , 
FoU!r of you iremain !here and the !l'est go out in the yard·.", · 

"Nonsense, brother colonel! There is only one hut there. 
1ne Commuindsts aire oot there in force, only they doo't like to 
give m witlhout a struggle. I think brother Vjshnevsky will 
manage without us. He has more than half of the forces, and 
the officers' company _is with him," the lieutenant with the long 
moustadie COlllfidently expressed his oplhion. · 

"True, brobher lieutenant, but send three men anyhow, to 
estahllish c.ontact with tlhe gmeral." 

"I obey, brother colonel"--:--and three men. left the hut. 
· Dmitriev was in the smallest hut, sleeping just inside the 

door. The Whites e~tered the hut and went straight to the 
fireplace at the other CDid of it, so that die ent was left free. 
Dmitri~, hearing the shooting, sprang up and went out. He did 
not even notice that there were Whites in his hut, an:d they in 
turn did not pay any attention to him, thinking, it was on_e · of 
t'hrir own men :who had gooe · out. 

Seeing some men loafing around the baggage-train, Dtpi
tniev, tlhinlcing that they were Red Army men, got excited 

' 

and shouted at them angcily: 
"What the hell are you doing here? Get to your places!" 
The Whites began to disperse. Suddenly an officer ran over 

to Dmitriev. They looked at each other· for a second and 
then-

"Who are you? Hands up!"· 
Only a£ter he noticed: the shoulder-straps d1id Dmitniev gr~ 

w!ho it was. He promptly took to bis heels. A couplle of long 
strides and he was vanishing into the fog. • . . One after 
aDIOOher diey dashed ~n pw:suit firing their revolvers, but 
Dmiuiiev got away . . 

The ~djuta.ot of the battalion, Fyodor .Yan-ushkovsky, also 

, e Strod. 
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~riled to sl,ip out of the hut, aind had alreadr crossed the 
threshold when he came face to face ·with a White officer. 

"Back!" shouted the other, and a blow on the head from 
his revolver sent the adjutant staggering back into the hut. 

• "There, you Communist rascal-we will shoot all of you 
yet! It doesn't matter 'Wihether we take you prisoner or k.illl 
you, my darlings, there's no escape for you now," .shouted the 
lieutenant-ooloncl whose nerves were on edige by oow. 
· "Do you hear OU'1' men oheering? They are attadcin.g. It wiJl I 
6e all over SlOOO." 1 

Silence fell. Agai,o ch~g was heard. I 
Just then a White soldier, all out of breath, came bursting I 

• 

into the hut. , 
"Vishnevsky is retreating! Occupy the outskirts of the forest.'' 
"What happened? Have the Reds been reinf orce.d or what?" 
Stunned by di1s u~ed •D.CWIS, tlhe lieutenant-coloneD ran 

out of the hut, the others following him, and they all start eel 
.running ;in tihe dli:r«tio.nr of t1he for est, iinclud1iing those who had 
been h.olduig die baggaige..trai.n. · · 

The Red J.Dadbine..goon.ers, :w:ti,o were th'US lleft alone m the 
huts, promptly mounted two machine-guns in the windows, 
breaking through the ice which served the purpose of window 

' glass, and opened fire on the fleeing ·enemy. The other Red 
Army men. came r-unni,ng out of the huts and ifd~ jnto liine, 
while the Whites from the forest opened a fierce fire qpon.them. 

Meanwhile what had been happening with my detachment? 
The sentries whom I had posted at the outposts of our 

position were on the alert. Leaning on their rifles, they cast 
searching gJances a-beau in an attempt to penetrate the thick 

' wall of S1110W-rovered bushes. Thei,r sensitive ears were pricked 
- up to detect any suspicious rustle ·in tdre forest. I.n. the sti.Llness 

of dllC ea:rLy morning fug. they iWould hear the indistinct 
mysterious sound of sainethi,ng ,running through the taiga, and 
then again quiet. . . . 

"When does the :relief came? My feet are . beginning to 
f reere," wthispered Li sit sin. 
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Khokhlov, his mate, replied with a shrug of his shoulders. 
All was quiet. Sometimes a pine twig would detach itself 

fJOOl the great mossy pines aod fill to the ground at their 
feet. 

Then, suddenty, in tlhe -~ frozen mist, the voice of the 
sentinel .rang out : · 

"Halt! Who goes there?" 
The Whites, seeing that they were discovered, tried to break 

their way through. The seotioels raiiscd their guns. The .first 
shots rang out with a dry crack like a breaking tree-trunk. . . . 

The da:rk figures of the eocmy ame ploogif18 through die 
SDOW. }as they brdc(? through the diidcets of the taiga, they 
soot at the sentinels, .v.b> stuck to cbeir posts and kept u,p a 
furious me, in ·order to iwam thei·r conltadb of the approa.chinB 

~-. 
Lisitsin was lcilled. His ·rifle drQpped from his hands as be _ 

fell bmyiing h-is face in die snow. Kb~ received two bullet 
wowids. His loot aod shoulder mjwed, ~ made his way 
hia O?itDB down tthe mow1,ta:in side, stJill shooting from time to 
time. 

As 6000 as he heard tibe firing, the sentinel in the ya.td opened 
~the hut door and !hoored: "Comraqes, they thave opened fue 
on ~ outposts!" 

I j .amped up and started shoutliog orders: 
"Squadroo,, to a4'fflS! Take up }'OU£ positions! The madJine

guos wi,11 givie us coveniog fire while we distribute our loices. '' 
There was neither panic nor confusion. Everything had been 

t!hought out beforcbaod. Ln spite of t!he · s'boit and ~nsuf.6cicnt 
rest, the men ~ ~set:kally. ·Not a -mioute passed before a 
madnoe-gun was alircady sputteriog fire rfrom die yaf!d, and soon 
another joi.ned1 iit. The rifle locks clicked and shots began to 
ring out. The ·fire grew fiercer and fiercer .... The first and 
s«004 squadroo !WM 6mg into open order. The tmrd squadron 
under Adamsky ttmaiin~· in .«serve, takring rover behind the · 
huts Ulld peasant houses. The -fight had besun at last, tihc fight 
between two irreconcilable class enemies. . . . 
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The Whites kept coming on steadily. They were not more 
than a hundred aod· fifty ·paces away, shou~-ng at us: 

"Surrender! Lay down yrur aim.s ! We won't lharm you!" 
Then with a ringing oheer t1he enany rushed to the attadc, 

s1lrong and confident. OW' two Colts worked smoothly, wbii;le 
. the automatic Choche jibbed a little but kept ·up a hot fire. The 

rules rattled 1iloe <the roll of a drum. 
The enemy's ranks, more than, knee creep m snow, came 

f orwa.rd . u.nchedced, leavjog their dead . and wouoded behind 
them. The distance separating us grew less and less. . . . 

"How tihey k(q) coming on, damn 'them!" grooted 
Turpitsin, 'as he re-loaded the <:_mpty magazine of his rifle . 

. After his next shot he ~ve a Jughtning glaoce along the .ranks 
of his squad•ron. · • 

"Now, boys! You've nowhere to retreat! Fight to the last, 
1 

eh?" ,, : 
"0 .K. We aren't going to iron." 

The Whites lay down to get their breath. They were not more 
than a hundred paces from us. Thirty more Whites appeared 
on tihe outski-rts of tihe thicket. At Dmitriev's all was quiet. 
I diid ·not tmderstandJ what the trouble was, and the fog pre
ven,ted. us from seeing what was happening there. · 

"Adamsky, kn<l two men oo eshlhlish contact with the 
battaLion ! What tn the'hell are they doiD!g there?" _ 

Five mmutes later, the man I had sent came.runoing back. 
"The Whites are there." 
I was stunned, unable to believe my ears . 

. "Wha-a.t? ! You didn't get there, you turned back iia a 
fright! Tell me the truth or 1'11' shoot!" I pnmed· my tifle 
against t!he man's cthest. 

"Comrade commander, we did -not get within a hua,d;red 
paces of the huts, when we met three. . : . We . . . we thought 
they were our chaps but then we saw the shoulder-straps. We 
killed two, the third got away. There were Whites among the 
baggage-tra;in:; we d1idn't see any of~ men." 
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"All righ,t, I'll look into it. But inot a word to anyone about 
it, do you hmr, or there'll be panic." 

I felt as if someone had suddenly thrown a budret of cold 
waiter over me. I U1lderstood that tbe battalion was in trouble, 
but there was ·oo way· of !helping them. Only one course 
1c11:nai,ned. They were fighring men, old guenihla fighters, and we 
must die fightifiig with diem ,in the crash of battle, but not 
surrender or desert, because then everybody would be cap• 
tured .... · 

_ Tiie medical orderly, Kostya .. Tokarev, ran up to me. 
"Comrade commander, tihey .are moving round' us on ou·r left 

flank!" . 
"Damn it." Twe~ty of the White~ could be seen running to 

oooupy the bi.och grove, the key to the whole position, but not 
even a single shot could be heard coming from there which 
me.ant that die grove was not occupied by our ha:lf oompany. 

"Kesha!" 
"Y,es." 

"Do you sec the biroh grove.?" 
"Yes." 
"Don't let them occupy it-!. Otherwise we are lost! Hold 

. them_ paolc with die squadron. Your men must hold the grove 
at all costs!" 

"All right, trust me . ... Come on, boys!" 
Under the eoemy' s fire, with one killed and two wounded, 

Adamsky rushed tlhe first squadron ~o the biroh grove, and 
overcame the Whites with a bayonet charge, forcing them back 
to the barn from where they had launched their attack. 

I was left without reserves. The Whites were pressing their 
attack vigorously. Eighty paces remained between us. Some of 
our men vrere killed, and bhe wounded meo, groaning and 
leaving bloodly, traoes on tthe snow, were crawli,ng towards the 
hut. Turpitsin was already there, his shoulder shot through. 

"The dirty bastards wounded! Those damn skunks." 
Despite his wounds, he-continued fighting, volleying oaths. 

A few 1paces behind our 1ioe Jay some oxen and horses "Wlhich 
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had been kitted. One of ~ l10rses wa:; d!ragg.ifl.g his hind leg 
whidi was 5llOt through. He trembled and SOOl'ted•, the whites 
of ·this eyes gleamed and were filled with f ~r and· he g« 
entangled among the ~ed sledges and dead bodies of 
aoi.ma:Js. The horses and oxen, which had not been shot, went 
charging madly across · the ~ke, on our western Bank. Some 
of them, were overtaken by stray bullets and fell in black 
strupi,g heaps, traipped in tne icy bosom of the lake. Thqi 
tried to sl2nd, theilr legs twitdied helplessly unti:l feebleness or 
death quieted them down and Jhey lay still. . . . 

The firing grew fiercer. The Whites were close up to us- l 
only forty paces intervened. Their faces, pouring with sweat and : 
twitching W!idt excitement, coold be clcatly seen. As if to spite I 
us, one of the Colts jammed and the other stopped working ] 
due to a bent cartridge. : 

The cor1l'Noder of the madhifie-gun, Petrov, .was so 1 

~ and a.gitated he could do oothing to fuc it. With tears · 
of irage .in his ~, he kept swea1'•ing veoomously at his gun I 
as though it were aiLiive. . I 

"Why doo't you work, yoo <lamn,ed whore, yoo !" \ 
His mouth was contorted a,nd he ·Im& bitten his lips till the 1 

blood streamed from tlhem. 
"Shura, <bi't get upset, keep cool J" I said to him. "You 

won't help matters in, this way. Doo't get excited, there is time 
coough.''. 

Karachorov who had just re-charged his automatic Choche 
with a new full disc and ha4 placed the butt end on his 
shoulder, did not succeed in firing: . • . A dum-dum bullet 

· exploded and shattered bis head. Clutching his a.utanatic with 
both lh~ be fe!l on it, ~ering it witih bis brains. The 
snow, like a sponge, thirstily drank tho hot steami,n,g blood 
which came pouring from his terrible wound .. . . 

, . 
Our position became critical. The_ medical orderly, Tokarev, 

somdiow got the autorolltic f.rom under the <lead man's,-body 
and clapping it to his shoulder, fired off all the cartridges at 
close range. 
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I decided on a d~perate move and sprioging to my feet, 
I yeliled : i , 

••c.ome on, boys! Let's attack!" • . 
But at that moment, jwt · as I wainted, to -raise a cheer and 

dash fo~rd, I was :wOWldied m, the diest. My voice failed 
' me and I stood rooted to the ground-my legs would no 

longer obey me. . . . 
The Whites were getting nearer and nearer. · Only about 

thirty paces remained. Our men, with bayonets fixed, stood their 
ground. I lifted my carbine to my shoulder and fired. The 

• squadron6 opened fire too, as .if by commam:fl. 
~y, Ivan lvaruclt ilhrew up his a,rms and felll with a 

crash, like a ,f all1ing ~- Dragging his _ri.fle after hia\ his 
wounded! chest Vttiee'JJi:Og, he slowly crept towards the oo·t. Just 
as he reached tile door, he llOst conooiousness. 

The Whites, for some reason or other, suddenly ceased fire, 
and at a command\, quiddy'•fell oown _j,n, t!he snow. . 

• 

Kaigorodtsev, who was stand~pg next to me in the ranks, stole 
a glance at me .a.n:d ~ed. · . · 

"Why a.re 'you so ~le?" 
. "Wou:ndled. Doo't tell the others. Transmit my order: 'Lie 
down! Rapid fire, throw grenades' !" 

Kaigorodtsev did so, and botth · sides opened fire ag:aio more 
fiercely than ever. Our hand grenades exploded with sharp 
bangs, with a film of blade smoke a.OJd a d.r:ty yellow .Bame, 
producing a sound liike tlhe clang of broken window glass. 

Not a single Japanese grenade thrown by the Whites 
~lbded .. Onie sudh ,grenade struck a Red A·rmy man r,ight on 
the forehead. He swore, shook his head ruefully, and with 
the words, "The Japs seem to be neutral in this war," threw 
the grenade back at the Whites, being none the worse for his 
adventure excq,t for a large bruise on the for~head. 

By this time, Petrov ha.cl fixed1 his machine-gun and had 
opened fire again with it. . . . 

The Whites began to waver. They could not stand the 
pace . ... At first they began to fall back slowly, then they took 

• 
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to their heels and fled in disorder. The entire three squadrons I 
hurled themselves forward with a cheer. 

The first squadron followed up the pursuit, the Whites \ 
fleeing into the forest without resistance. · , .-

The second a,nd thi,rd sq~drons wheeled i:ound and, sro~ed 1 
. the left flank of the Whites who were firing on the battalion. 
-. These also did not withstand ou11_ attack and began to retreat. 

T4e whole of my detacqment, together with one company of 
the battalion, pursued bhe enemy for more than a verst, a.n.d 
then turned back towa,rx:lis tlhe huts. I myself ma.de for the hut / 

. in a f amting oonditioo, but lost consciousne95 on .reaching Jt. · 
1 

When I came to, I was lying on the same bench on which 
I had spent t!he previous nii~. 

In this battle, the squadron _lost el~ven men killed and .6.f teen 
wou.nided. 1he losses of tibe batta.1.ion were thirteen killed' and 
seventeen wounded. . . 

The enemy had left forty-nine killed and two wounded 
prisoners on the field of babtle. Of die forty-nii•ne, more than 
twenty were officers. They had lost in all one hundred and ten 
men in this battl~: (These figures were verified by General 
Vtishnevsky' s report to Pepelyaev whidh later fell into the hands 
of the Reds.) 

This unexpected omoomc of the battle compelled Vishnevsky 
to ref.rain from repeating the attack. He temporar.rly tttreated 
along the Amga road to the village of Tabulakh ("Reindeer 
Meadow"). We could not pursue .him because of the fatigue 
of oor men and the number of casualties among our comma·n,d
ing staff, for besides mysetf, . we ha.di lost two squadron 
commanders, two company commanders and several platoon 
commanders. Tibere was no one to entrust with the leadership 
of the operations, in order to route ViSlbnevsky enti,rely. 
Dmitriev did not arrive until after the battle, aoo he naturally 
did ,not commaod the necessary authority at this nwnent. The 
detadmien.t remained in its ,old position, posting sentries a.gain 
and bringing all the dead bodies, the Whites included, into the 
yard. 
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CHAPTER VI 
. 

TI-IE DEATI-1 OP A WHITE COLONEL 
• 

The squadron returning from t!he pursuit, in making its way 
through the bushes, came uponi the body of a colonel. Believing 
him to be dead, they took him by the arms in order to drag 
him away, but on examining him more closely, they saw that 
he was breathi•nig-t½iough wounded and unconscious. They 
took him with them, brought lhim into the hut and laid! hi.m in 

• • • 

a corner on, 90mc hay. After a few minutes, wthen the medical 
orderly was free, he asked the Red Army meii- to bring the 
wounded man nearer to the · fire. They took off his fur coat 
and unfastened his tunic. His shirt iwas all bloody. The medical 
oroerly examined. him and sh,rugged his shoulders hopelessly: 

"He will not live a half hour; it is .not worth while bandag
ing him." ; .. 

The wounds were severe, two bullets ihad gone through his 
chest. 

"Let's bandage him all the s3:me. It's our duty to," said the 
other ordierly, Kuprianov. ! 

With !his nimble !hands, he took bandage, l~nt and a ~rman
ganate solution from his first-aid kit, bathed the wounds and 
quickly bandaged ·up the shattered chest. 

The colonel did ,not move; lhe only sh-ud,dered •now and then. 
Between his tightly clenched jaws, a groan escaped now and 
the.n; at times he sighed deeply and something like a gurgle 
could be heatd in his wounded ahest. The bandage was quickly 
soaked through with blood. · 

"He is dying," said the medical orderly and tqmed away. 
. . ' 
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Just then a White soldier, armed with a rifle, entered the hut. 
Tihe Red ;Army ,me.n Jn, tihe hut :r.ushed to the exit bhi.nking 
that the Whites had surrounded us. 

The White soldier looked round him in an1azement,· and 
finally opened ·h·is moutl1. 

"I though,t that our men d1a.d occupied ,the place, but there 
a.re Redts here ... I ,was one of t!he scouts on: bhe left flank, was 
out off ,f ram the oiliers and ,remained .in the woods during the 
fighting. I heard bhem cheering and then the f ir.ing sto~, so 
I came in here an.di now I_ am aui~t-they wiill say I .ran away 
from battle. W~ll, god knows! You can't tell where you are. If 
Russians fight Russians, bhere's ,no. te1ling one f,rom •ttl1e other. 
If it were Germans, it would !have been a different matter, but 
here, we speak the same language and swea·r just the same V{ay." 

The _colonel with difficulty opened his eyes. With dull, un
blinking glance, he gazed into the crackling fire. Slowly raising 
his hands aoo' covering his face wibh his .palms, he began to rub 
his perspiring forehead with his fingers. Then, with an abrupt 
movement, l1e let l1is hands drop, stared at the prisonet and 
unexpectedly said to all of us : • 

"How are things going, brother Uretsky? Did we lose many 
men ? Are you wounded too?" 

"No, brother colonel, I'm ·safe aod pind, but we are both 
· prisoners Qf the Reds." ! 

"Wha-at ?" the colonel ,r~ised-hiirue}f wibh a jerk from the 
floor, and {ell back weakly. 
• "Our men have ,retreared. Gone bade to Amga I suppose," 
eJCPlained, bhe soldier indiffe•reotly. 

1be colonel moved .restlessly about on the floor. Raising 
hunself ·up on his elbows, he spat ve0001ously jnto the fi,re. The 
spittle hissed-as it struck ,bhe live coals. . _ 

"There, Uretsky, did you see? Our whole campaign was 
just a flash in tlhe pan and now it's . .fizzled out. Where were 
my ieyes? Wihom d'i,d I trust ? 'The- People's representatives' !. .. 
The enti:re region 'has :revolted. . . The swine! Why did · they 
retreat:?,,. 

. , 
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Blood ome gushing from the wounded ·man's mouth. His 
face grew deathly pale, aod the :pupils of 1his eyes became even 
larp A rattl-iog sound came f.rom his throat aod he ·stretdte<i 
out· on the floor full length, his chest rising and failing in pain
ful throos, his siort-cl~pped blade moustache contrasting clearly 
with the pallor of his strong-chinned face. Hewwas about thirty 
years old, weil built, apparently a good athlete. The dying man 
somehow ma.de a good impression on' those present. • 

Suddenly, as if remembering sorodbing very important which 
he wanted to say, he .raised himself on his elbows with a super
human effort, ·resred on one arm an,cl stretohed out the other, as· 
if asking fur the floor at a meeting. He shoul'Cd: "Here we a.re, 
damn it ... •• and then felt back &ad on the blood-spri-nkled 
h~. . : 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER VII 
I . . 

• THE LATE REPENTANCE OF A WHITE SERGEANT 

The dbor of t!he lhut opened. It was .impossible to see who 
had entered on account of the cloud of frozen air that burst in. 
Somrone silently made his way to the fireplace, th~ said: 

· _ "I'm ftCozen! Let me get wam1 for a bit!" 
He -was given a place at the fire. We now saw that he was 

a very tall, powerful man wearing wide trousers and a tunic 
made of grey army cloth. He wore neither a fur coat nor a 
sheepskin. By the. shoulder-strap on the tunic, it was not diffi
cult to recognize the rank of sergeant. 

"Brot!hers, ba.n.&.ge me! I am .:wounded all over! I was hit 
by the machine-gun fire. . . . I retreated together with tpe rest 
but came back, because I saw that I wouldn't be able to go 
on. . . . Before I die, I want to tell you what is on my 
mind .. . . " The muscles of his face twitched .. 

Some fresh logs were thrown on the fire arui the flames 
blazed up again. The sergeant sat down on the bench, which 
creaked under the weight of his ,powerful body. Two medical 
orderlies came over to bandage him. When they took his shirt 
off, ~ey found that he was all covered with blood·; there were · 
several open wou.nids on h-is ·broad powerful ohcst and· on his 
strong muscular al.'lms. 

The sergeant went on speaking: 
"Brotlhers, I was a worker at tihe lzhevsk factory. I have a 

wife and two ohildre~ I µved. near the factory, had my little 
house and small far~Just a garden, a cow, and a few pigs-.. 
but we were fairly well off. The revolutions came, first one and 
then the other. The Soviet power did not last long at oor 
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pl~c. I did .not 11ave time to find out how it would be. Then 
the Whites came and they told such tales about the Bolsheviks 
that they made me an ar~t enemy of the Soviets. Tu,ey said 
that the Reds take everything· away, that you can't have any
t!h.ing nor a-n,o~ of your own, all must be common property. 
Even your wife was not your own. Ekh ! Give me a smoke, 
brothers." , I 

He inhaled a deep breath of' cigarette smoke, then began 
to cough and spat out a clot of blood. 

"I believed the Whites, so I went with them. We got as far 
as the Volga, then we had to retreat. Why did the Bolshevics 
prove stronger than we who were hel~d by the Japanese, the 
English and all the rest of them i> I wanted to stay, but I was 
afraid because of all t1he berrible things that were written. about 
the Reds in the newspapers. So I went to Manchuria and landed 
up in Ha.tbin. For a lQilg time I was unemployed, starved, 
worried about my family. ~inally, I .got work somehow at an 
electric power station. But I longed to be back home. All tthe 
time I kept looking foi,ward to something, though I couldn't 
have sai(i_ 'Wlhat Jt wa,. Once, while walking down the street, I 
met a captain witth whom I_ihaid: served in the same company. 
What he told ·me came as a complete surprise. 

" 'All through Siberia,' he said, 'there are insurrections against 
t1he Commun,ists. Pepelyaev ·•is preparing for a campaign. Leave 
your job .and j<;>in. his corps. This time we will not be defeated. 
We will free our native country from the Bolsheviks and we 

• will see our wives and children. again, if they have not been 
massacred by · those Red <revils.' . 

"The news took me aback a.aid I d-idn't know what to say. 
He w.rote down my address and :we parted. For two d;ays I · 
didn't go to work but walked about as if dazed. I couldn't eat 

' - . 
or sleep and I had but one thought-how to get back to my 
family and see Russia again. _I was very anxious to see how 
things were going t:qere. But I had my suspicions. I somehow 
couldn't believe what the captain !had told me. What if -it were 
all a hoax-? What if they· were only a gang organized to invade 
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• Soviet territory for plundu? I l1ad beard that it had· :happened 
before, more than once. They plundered, burned whole villages, 
killed those whom they captured-both Bolsheviks and those 
who worked for the Bolsheviks, and then they ran back across 
the border. I thought and thou.ght, and! did not know bow to 
decide. There was no one whose advice I could ask. On 
tihe third! day, the 011ptaio came to see me. 

"'Well,' !he said, 'how about it? Tomorrow we leave Har
bin; the staff is aossinig over to Vladivostok!' 

"I con9eoted, and that is how I came to Y akutia. I put my 
own head into the noose." 

His strength left bi.m. He rolled over and almost fel:l oft 
. the bench. They Jaid him on the floor neat the lire where be 

lay quietly for a~ut live minutes, then suddenly sat up, thrust 
his hands undler the bandages, tore them off as if they were 
thread, aaid flung them on the ground 

"I don't need them .... I am dying ..... Death is not terrible, · 
but it hurts me to t11ink that I did -not make peace w,ith the 
Soviet .power before. I was like a mad wolf, raging against the 
Soviets. J believed~ I heard· fi:om the papers and the gen
erals . . .. Curse them! It's they who do the mischief. Forgive 
me, comrades! I am dying, and a worker should have died in a 
better cause .... " 

With these words on his lips, the sergeant fell back, lost 
consciousness and died. , 

Mean.while the Y akut who ow,oed llhc hut, fearing the return 
of the Whites and a new battle, was making hasty preparations 
to depart:. He went out into the yard to har-ness his oxen, while 
his wife snatahed up the .ah-ildren. -one by one, wrapped· them in 
diirty blankets covered with tom hare fur, and then put each 
little one ioto a .la:rge lea.tiler bag which she skilfully laced with 
narrow striips of soft chamois leather, until only the ohiLd's 
head could be seen peeping out at the top. The old mother 
bent down her grey tou&led ihead as she warmed herself at the 
fire. S~ sighed deeply, moaned and mumbled something in 
her native tongue. 
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The man himself soon returned to the hut, and began collect
ing his· household goods. Everything was thrown in one co1n
mon h~ : pillows, ba.gs, pa05, a f ishi:ng net, a bucket of biroh 
bark and all kinds of skins. The air was thick with feathers 
and dust. The .poor man was so excited that when his wife 
asked him to tie up the last child, he seized the samovar which 
was stan-din8 next to die cradle, and began thrusting it ·into the 
bag instead of the baby. 

It was painful to see these people hurriedly forsaking the 
corner -whim t!hey ihad so Jong ocoupied, leaving the small 
home whith had cost them so much effort to build. 

' 

Pepelyaev' s adventure <lid not spare anyone. The population 
fled before him as from the plague. , 

Inside the hut, dhildreo, were crying and' the . wouocled: men 
• 

. were groaning m thei1r pain. Outside, the for lorn cattle were 
bellowing, the horses that had survived the battle were· whi~
in:g, and some stray dogs had set up.a tedlious endless w~ioe. 

After he bad itniished gathering the things together, the 
Y alwt slowly .gazed for the last time at the bare walls of his 
hut, then for some unknown reason,, stood ,for a moment bare
headed before the fireplace,• and turned to us to take his leave. 

· "Fare_:wel~ comra-des !" he said, "I ·hope you will resist and 
not give way to the Whites_; I hope there will be few wounded 
and not one killed, that you will defeat the general and retum 
my hut to me soon, and also bring back a peaceful life to our 
en,ti,re region•. lf it wene not for the family, I would .remain · 
with you, for -I shoot ~ell, but you see for yourselves,_ I am the 
only worker for seven people; there is no one else. I am leaving 
the samovar-we can do without it, and you need it. Farewell!" 
He raised his hand, hastily put on an old worn-out horse-hide 
ap, and! -weM: out of doors to where Iris family, ready for the 
road, stood waiting for him. 

* A peasant afterwards expl.-ined to us that aJ uot, or the holy fire, ' 
which gives life and warmth to the dwellers of the taiga, was especial
ly dear to the Yakut, and that the roaster of the hut was on this 
occasion bidding farewell to the domestic hearth. I. S. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

NEGOTIATIONS WITH PEPELY AEV 

It was clear to all of us that tJhe detachment was in for an
other battle, -that we would have to prepare for it immediately, 
and also male~ all- preparations for a protracted defence of the 
position we occupied. My wound seemed to be r~ther serious; 
the bullet had pierced the right lung, and I was spitting blood 
aoo oould oot walk. 

To leave the battalion in its old position was out of the ques
tion. We must unite all our' forces un<ler one command,. So the . . . 

battalion left the huts they had occupied, and came over to join 
. us. The detadupent and the squadron were merged iru:o one 

compa,ny and immediately set about making fortifications under 
the direction of Adamsky. Balbakhi were dragged into the yard; 
bay &lid firewood were brought; the dead oxen and horses 
were piled together in a heap. 

· Everylihing was soon in its proper place. The oxen aoo 
horses rwere left in the -centre of the yard together w.ith all our 
provisions. The hut and the barn were strewn with hay, the 
latter· being cleaned of all manure and used to house the 
wounded. The balbakhi were placed in rows four and five deep, 
and. reinforced on the outside Wiith 9(ll()W over which we 
poured water brought from an opening in the ice on the lake. 
The frost helped us for it quickly cemented our construction. 
We built the fortifications in a circl~, _the area enclosed being 
about a hundred paces long and thirty to forty paces in breadth. 
We built -special embrasures for the roachirie-guns seven or 
eight embrasures in all-thus providing the necessary reserve 
embrasures to which we could rush machine-guns according to 
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where the danger-point lay; By evening, our for:ttttcatiom were 
completed, and a report to Ba.ikolov had been prepared. 

As soon as darkness approoched., our messenger Koostan
tmov, a Yakut who knew the road well, started out for the city. 
The report was marked "Full speed!" but alas, it was evident . 
that the horse which bore our messenger was not capable of 
high speed, and that he would probaoly have to dismount. It 
he did not cover the seventy or eighty vents in the first night, 
he would be overtaken.. And t-hat was wlhat actually happened. 
After tiding about twenty ver~, Konstantinov abandoned his 
horse, and started walking, but tbP. Whites caught him and took 
him prisoner. · . , 

The entire day and night passed quietly. There was no sign 
of the Whites aoywhere. Our scouts went about five versts, but 
fo~ oo one and retunned with no illlf ormatioo. It was risky to 
venture f.urtiher, as they might be cut off and captured. 

When Pepelyaev received the alarming news of Vishnevsky's 
misfortune, he hurried to the scene himself with the remain
ing forces of his corps. He intended to fiillish off the Red 
detachment in .short time. But when he arrived in Sasil-sisi, he 
realized that it would cost many men to take the strengthened 
position in a · frontal attack~ He thought it better therefore to 
negotiate with the Reds and propose to them that they surrender 
without a battle. 

On the next day~ therefore, February 14, at eleven o'clock 
in the morning, two of Pepelyaev's soldiers, carrying a Bag of 
truce, were seen approaching one of our sentry posts. They 
were former Red Army men ·who had be.en .t.akcn pri5oners in 
the battle of Amga. , 

They ;reported that Pepelyaev with six hundred nXIOJ, five 
heavy machine-guns and three automatic Choches, was half a 
verst away from us. -Having delivered their .message, they 
mumed. 

Pcpc,lyaev w.rote: 

"'You a.re surrounded on all sides by the Siberian T<>lunteer 
eorpe and inaurrcctionary detachments. Resistanc.e i1 .futile. In ordei 

• • !lrM. I 
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.to avoid unnecessary bloodshed, and in order to spare the lives 
of the Red Army men, I propose that you surrender. I guarantee 
che lives of all Red Army men, comma.oders and Communists. I 
must have your nnal answer by twelve o'clock noon. 

"Commao~er of ·the Siberian volunteer corps and the insurrec-
tiooary detachments, , · 

"Lieutenant-General Pepelyaev. 
"Chief -of Sialf, Leonov." 

, 

, The report was recei:ved by us at 11 : 15. Pepelyaev' s proposal 
was -read to the whole detachment, which had gathered' together 
for the occasion. . · 

Everyone was of the same opim.on,-,we must fight until the 
.Last a.rtridge. However, before rejecting Pepeliyaev's offer, I 
decided to examine our fortifications myself and sec that they ., . 

were all in order. . , 

A fur coat was thrown over me, _!nd supported l;>y two 
men, I went out into the yard and made a rursory inspection 
o( our position. The results were not at all consoling. The 
barricades shielded us only against a frontal attack, and were 
open on the flank and rear. They had to be ·re-bi1ilt, but the 
moe allowed, vmich had almost expired, was too .short for us to 
do this. , , 
• In order to gain time, we decided to use strategy, and an
swered Pepelyaev as follows: 

"I received your proposal to surrender the detachrQent entrusted 
to me, at · 11 : 15 o'clock, FebllJalY · 14. In view of the great impor
tance of the question of surrendering the entire detachment with 
arms in its hands, I cannot decide it personally. It is neccssaiy 
to hold a gcnelfal meeting of the detachmerit, at which <he question 
of your proposal will be di$cusscd. For this we need more time 
than you have allowed us . . I ask that the time be prolonged until 
4 p.m. · 

"Commander of the ,ombined deta,hment, I. St,od, 
"Commander of the S1alf, Dmit,iev, 
"Military Commissar, Kropa,hev." 

. . 
Two men were chosen to deliver our reply, the platoon 

commander, Alexei Vollrov, and! the machine-gun operator, -
Pozhidaev. They were given this note and a stick to which wu 
tied a dirty white handkerchief. Carrying the flag of truce, they 
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quickly made their · way ~p _the hiilside, ~ssed our ·sentinels, 
and, thirty · paces f wther on, £ame upon the outpost of the 
Whit~, where they found one platoon stationed with our former 
machine-gun commander, Re1'lllws:. Here they were called uipon . 

to halt. An officer approodhed, and. after questiollling_ them, de
manded tnat their qes be band~ged. · 

"Why is that necesµry ?" ' 
"So that you may not se,e our position· ~d our forces," ;lll~ 

swered the commander of the White oatpo!!t. : 
They had to agree, and with their eyes covered, were led for

ward by a guard of two men.. On, the way, they tried ~o ~rt a 
conversation, but as the Whites rofused to arlswer, they. stQpped. 
questioning them. Th~ir eyes were not uncovered until th~ had 
entered a hut. At first they could· not see anything, and ~l09<i 
there blinking. Then, they saw that five officers, apparently th~-. 
staff, were seaitcid round a table in the room. . , 

"Which of you is µeneral Pepelyaev ?'' asked the messengers. 
"I," responded a tall black-bearded man, standing at the fire

place. He wore doth trousers, Siberian deerskin boots, and a 
knitted red sweater w.Nihout shoulder-straps. 

He extended! his han<l and greeted them, the other officers 
following suit. They were offered ~ts and were treared to 
cigarettes. Pepelyaev took the note, read it through, and thought 
it over. 

"Is your ,commander a Party member?" Pepelyaev asked 
Pozhidaev. •· 

"No, he is not." 
"Well then,, one can at once see that he is a man of sense. 

Arc there many Commu-nists in your detachment?" the question 
was put to Volkov. · 

"Isn't it all the same to you?" Comrade Volkov answered. 
Pepelyaev was silent for a minute. At this moment General 

Vishnevsky entered the hut. 
Pepclyaev went over to him, and they began to 'deli.berate in 

low voices. Then Pepelyaev turned to hi, staff an-d said loudly: 
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"Brother officers, Stood is asking for a four hour .respite in 
order to con5ider at a general meetmg of the detachment the 
difficult situation that has been created for them, and to make a 
fjoal decision. What dlo you think-can we give them this 
respite? Brotiher Vimoevsky and I think that we can. Any 
objections?" 

The chief of staff, Col,onel Leooov, wrote out a reply then 
and there, and gave it to Pepelyaev. The• latter signed it, and 
then tappin,g Volkov fami1liarly on the shoulder, he said: 

"I am glad that there is to be no useless bloodshed. If we 
were not successful in th~ first battle, it was only because I 
allotted small forces to it. Now, res_istance is useless. I have 
oooceotrated all my forces and the odds are in my favour. If 
for some reason, your commanders do not agree to surrender, 
shoot into the air when we attack. Remember, I' do not shoot 
anyone, and your comrades who were taken prisoners are vol
untarily serving in my corps. Whoever does not want to serve 
in my ranks, I release and let go to Yakutsk." 

He gave them the message and they turned to leave. Their 
eyes were again bandaged until they arrived at the outposts. 
Renkus asked the commander of the White outpost for permis
sion to s.p®C a little wibh his former comrades. The officer 
granted him his request, walked about ten. paces away and 
stood looking at them as they talked. , 

"Well, how are things going, comrades? How are you all?" 
"All right, 'brother Renkus', we are getting on .fine ~ 

awaitmg better times." 

"Why the dev,i,l 'brother' ? I'm no more their brother than 
a wolf in the woods ... 

,Renkus had spoken rather too loudly. The officer frowned, 
but was silmt. 

"My neck still hurts; that is how these 'brothers' of ours 
sec~ved· me with their rifle-butts at Amg-a, but I paid them hack 
all right. There were too few of our chaps. If only we'd have 
had a few more .... " 
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••stop this conversation, Renkus, and you, brothers, must go. 
Oon't delay, they are waiting for you there." The commander of 
the outpost cou,ld no longer endure the conversation. 

"Well, and you Renkus, what ace you doing?" 
''Nothing, as you see. I command a machioe...gun for them." 
"What, you will .fire on your own side?" 
In answer, Renkus only •turned his eyes towards the officer. 
"They robbed me of all my rags, they took my last pair of 

underpants, and then they call me brotlier." 
The commander of the outpost came up to them and sharply 

insisted that our men continue op their way. 
The old friends bade each o~er farewell, and Volkov and 

Pozhidaev started off. Then Renkus sudldenly raised his head 
and shouted after his comrades : 

"Give my regards to all our boys! Tell them not to sur-
render, and to fight like hell!" . 

The officer began, shouting furiously at -him, while his two 
com1aoes made their way quickly dowo the hillside. 1 

Pc;pelyaev's answer read: 

.. Agree to-extend the time allotted for negotiations to 4 p:m., 
by our time. During this time, no hostilities are to be undertaken 
by either side." • 

Our strataigem had suc.ceeckd. We went to work with a will 
and by half past . three the ba.rricades had been rebuilt. By that 
time, too, our reply to Pepelyaev was ready. It read as follows: 

. ' . 

"Having discussed your propositiop of surrender from ~ery 
point of view, the detachment entrusted to me. has arrived at the 
following decision : . 

"You have defied all of Soviet Siberia and Russia. 
"You were invited here by the merchant speculators and the 

traitor-the socialist-revolutionary, Kulikovsky. The people did 001 
summon you. With arms in their hands, they stood ready to defend 
the Soviet power. Now the former rebels, together with the Red 
Army, have risen to defend the autonomous republic. The Y akut 
intellectuals have sided with the working people. Your entire ad
venture is a house built on. sand and is doomed to inevitable ruin. 

"The detachment refuses to lay down its arms, and propose• 
to you that you lay down your arms and surrender to the mercy 
of the Soviet power. Your adventure in Yakutia is at an end. 
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"Remember, ·that the people arc with us, and not with · the 
. aenerals... ' 

Thi-s time, Pozhidaev went alone with our reply. . 
'The Whites may shoot him .... " said someone. 
"I am ready to dlie"-was his answer-"though I'd prefer to 

fall in battle. . . . " . 
.At the outpost, the proced!ure of band'aging the eyes was 

repeated. SoQn he ,was facing Pepelyaev again in the hut. 

Pcpelyaev took the message: He .nervously opened it. His 
han<ls trembled. Then as h-e read it, · his face datkenedl ·in a 
scowl. The othe56 were watching the .general with strained at
tention. Finally, having read it . through, he threw the paper 
aside and. turned to the officers with ama2ement written on 
his face. 
, "Brother officers! He proposes that I surrender!" 

.All of them laughed, inclucbing Pepelyaev himself, but it was 
nervous laughter. 

Then he· turned to the m.essenget : . 
"You have 1nost likely fortified yourselves?" . 
"Yes, we fuced up the barricades in a few places." 
"I thought -so, I thought so. . . . That means that they are 

aM Coomunists. .And you are also a Communist?" 
· 'No, comrade · . . . citizen general! There are Communists 
amoog us, but rnore of us are non-Party men·. I am not a 
Communist, but we are ail ready to die like Commu,nists, if 

" necessary. . . 
"I am very sorry that blood will :have to be shed unneces

sarily. Once more, I advise you to shoot in ~he air. Resistance, · 
in any c.ase, is 9f no avail. There will only be victims on both 
sides •for no reason." . 

".All right, we w.ill see then." 
Pozhida.ev soon returned·. Pepelyaev had written : 

"W c came here at the appeal of the population. • I know the 
state of feeling among the population. It is regrettable that you. 
do Qot take the opinions of the people into consideration. I con
.Sider the. negotiatiom -at a close and will c:<>mn>encc hostilities." 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE CUNNING OP THE WHITES • 

• 
.All the sol<liiers were at theJr posts-tihe company in the. 

trenches, the ~quadron in reserve. We waited an hour, two 
hours still no sign of the eoomy. Night catN', but still oo 
sign. We sent out scouts in three directions. Two men were 
diispatched on skiis to report to Yakutsk. 'They were .Alexei 
Vichuzhin and the peasant Sergi us Mirushnichenko from Petro
pavlovskoye who knew the taiga well an~ promised not to 
go by ,the ·road but to cut through the forest. lo order not 
to. be too heavily buulened, they left their rifles behind and 
were' annedl only with revolvers and a .pair of grenades. The 
scoub accompanied them !or a.b9ut seven or eight versts, after 
which they turned' off ~ road a.od' plunged into the for est. 

However, iin spite of all their precautions aod the fact that 
they started out at night', the Whites learned of their departure. 
Five armed men on skiis followed-m their tracks for a hundired 
vorsts, and on the third d-ay almo~t c.a.ptured them. They were 
saved through the kindness of a Y akut. 

Ooe of the slciis broke, whereupon the two men, who were 
tired- out, stopped at a little hamlet place to change skiis; and 
at the same time to rost and get something hot to eat. They 
chose the farther !hut of the two which comprised the hamlet. 
The own~ of the hut brought out several pairs of skiis as 
soon as he learned what the trouble was and asked them to . . 

choose. whichever they liked, while his wife started gettins 
• them tea. Fifteen minutes after they had entered, five White 

soldiers arrived, on skiis at the first hut and asked the ,men 

there if two men on skiis had passed. . . . 
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"Of ·course, of course"-he answered. "I met them out in 

the yard not more than half an hour ago. One had a broken 
ski. They took my ·horse and sledge and drove off. They 
d'i<I not even. stop to d'rink tea." ... ' 

• • 
"Oh, the diev.il take it ! We thought we would get them · 

~re.. . . Have you any horses?" 

, "I have, only 'I let them out on the taiga to grue. f will 
get -them in the evening; only wait a bit." , 

. "What good are your horses to us in the evening? You're 
cruy, you old fool! We ,oeedl horses immediately, and he 
says 'in the evening.' Go and find out from your neighbou.t 
if he has any ·horses at home. .Aod: let's have some tea to 

.drink .meanwhile." 

1be Y akut ran over to the second hut and told the Red.$ • 
everything. They quid<ly budded on their skiis and made 
their escape. Of course, the neighbour also had oo horses 
and the Whites gave up the pursuit. . • • , 

In a ,few hours' time· our scouts returned and reported tl1at 
the entire .road was free, that there were no Whites to be seen 
within seven or eight versts around. This both pleased and .. 
puzzled us. At first we decided _that our forces were approach
ing Amga from Yakutsk, and that Pepelyaev had hurried off 
to encounter them, leaving lllS in peace, and giving us the 

\ 

opportunity to move 'Wlherever we pleased. But on reconsidera-
tion, we decided that it was a stratagem of the Whites. Pepel
yaev had set a trap, thinking that the Reds would· go· forwarq 
and abandon their fortifications and that he would then be ab1c 

• 

to smash the whole detachment as soon as they reached a ·con-
venient place. Even if we had not seen through this tridc 
of Pepelyaev's, we would have stayed where we were .. There! 
was no rea.soo for our moving; aoo bcsi~, we were hampered 
by the presence of woun~ men and had no contact w.ith our 
own people. If we had known that our own. f orccs were ap
proaching, we would have risked a battle and advanced to 
meet them. 
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Meanwhile we posted more sentries and pulled down one. 
of the barm for firewood, making a wood pile in the yard. 
Besides this, we sawed down about thi,rty trees and laid them 
in front of the trenches with the branches pointing towards 
the enemy. This formed something like an abatis; true it was 
only a makeshift, but to the attacking side even sax:b a. slight 
obstacle sometimes creates a psychological effect of seeming 
strong and difficult to overcome. And this actually happened 
in this case. The abatis we made appeared to the encmr to 
be a serious obstacle to their a.ttadc. _ · 
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OiAPTERX 

PEPELY AEV LAUNCHES HIS GRAND OFFENSIVE 
/ 

' 

It was close on twelve o'clock that night when the White 
scouts came in contact w.ith our outposts. The firing continued 
the whole n,ight long. The enemy's object was to tire us out 
before beginning the attack, not to let us sleep by keeping us 
always on the qui 11i11e. We reinforced our guards with one 
platoon and two automatic Choches. One pljtoon was on duty 
in the trenches, while the others. rested, tum an<l turn about. 

' ' 

At five in the morning, the White scouts withdrew and we 
were left in peace. · · 

Day was dawning. The darkness of early morning was in
terspersed! with large white patches of fog. l·t grew· lighter 
aod the frost became more severe. Our sentinels were frozen. 
They stamped their feet softly and rubbed their cheeks and 
noses with their mittens. 

"It sure is cold!" wh.ispered: one: . 

"That'$' nothing, comrade. It's not the first time I've felt 
it. In 1922, it was sixty below and we had to stick it. Toda1. 
it's not more than forty below." ' 

"If we could only smoke. I'd give anything for a smoke." 

"Go ahead then, smoke. The devil knows where they are! 
They may be quite close up, but in the forest an<l in this fog 
you can't sec far." 

"But they'll surely attack today?" 
"Sure they will. Pepelyaev wants to hurry on .to Y akut:sk, 

and it's we who arc detaining him." 
"Sh, sh . . .. They are coming! D 'ye hear?" 
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"Yes. But maybe ;it's our chaps, coming from Yakutsk. We 
should challenge them." 

''Who goes there?'' 
Bang! Bang! Bang ! Whiz-2:. . . . Invisible swift bullet, 

. answered the challenge. 
. "Maybe, it's the scouts again?" 
. ''To bell with the scouts! Look! 
of them, aclvaocing in column . ... "-

• 

It's the whole bunch 

Not more .than ·twenty or thirty paces a.he.ad, dark moving 
silhouett~s of people were dimly visible advancing through the 
white shroud of fog. 

The sentries,. after _ firing a few rounds, abandoned their 
position, an<l ran .down the hill towards the hut. In a few 
minutes all were out in the yard. 

This time, : Pepelyaev himself l~d the attack. He hoped to 
win a quick :victory by a violent onslaught with all his forces. 
The whole taiga was. thronged with Whites. Their ranks ex
tended right along the outskirts of the forest. It was six o'clock 
in the morning\ The Whites . were .advancing and attacking on 
all sides. . . 

The entire company and the machine-gun · squad were posted 
· at the barricades. The squadron--remained in re~~e in the 
hut, ready at any moment to lend supp<;>rt. . . ' · 

The early morning quiet was broken by tl1e rattle of our 
machine-guns. From ·every corner of the barricades came a 
burst of fire in answer to the Whites. Hundreds of bullets 
pierced the embrasures. Those in front . fell; but 6thers took 
their places. From-the outskirts of the forest more and more 
troops came run,ning out into the glade. Paying no attention
to their losses in dead and wounded, the Whites kept coming· 
on, spurred on and encouraged by their c01m11anders. · · · 

The groans of the wounded, the hiss of the bullets, the 
crack of the rifles and machine~guns, and the cheers of friend 
and foe, all :blen-ded together into one confused uproar. . 

Twice, the Whites got within thirty or forty paces of the bar-
ricad'es; but both times they were beaten back. . 
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It was now broad daylight, and the figures of the advancing 
Whites could be clearly seen. They were forced to retreat to 
the edge of the forest, from whence they kept up a fierce rifle 
and machine-gun fire. Mter about forty minutes, they came 
on again, but agaia they were beaten off. ' .They attadced Jnter
mittently uotil one o' cl'OCk in the afrernoon---each time being 
beaten back. Finally they drew off and took cover in the forest 
and .in the birch grove. · Trheir machine-guns opened fire 
whenever . they noticed any movement among us and a .fitful 
riffe fire was kept up. 

We now had a short respite. Those of our men who had 
' , 

oo !heavy boots, got their feet frozen. Although their bodies 
were hot and1 the sweat poured ~own their faces, their f ect 
were stone cold from standing still. They had eaten nothing 
sioce morn.ing, and the cold weather gave an edige to their 
hunger. Some ·of our men, ex:posing themselves to the fire 
of the Whites, dragged some carcasses of dead horses nearer to 
the barricades, chopped off ,pieces of frozen meat with. an axe 
and d·evoured them raw. There was no bread but a supply 
of salt was brought out from the hut. In, order to wet their 
parched throats, they swallowed handfuls of dirty snow, which 
caused them to catch cold and cough hoarsely. 

At three o'clQ9k in the afternoon,, the enemy again adiva,nced 
to the attack. Fresh forces were evidently being hurled in~o . 
the battle. During the preceding attack the snow had been 
trampled down, so that the enemy could now advance more 
quickly. In spite of the1 fierceness• of our fire, they neithe1 
stopped nor took cover. When only fifty .paces · remained be
tween us and the enemy, our Lewis machine-gunner was hit 
by a bullet, the automatic Choche b~oke down and .the Colt 
jammed and had to Cea.5C fire. Dmitriev called on his reserves, 
and the squadron came rushing out of the hut into the yard. 
It was only just in time. · Some thirty ~f the Whites had rushed 
a ,ection def en<fed by the first platoon, but as a result of the 

. timely arrival of the reserves, they were repulsed, some being 
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killed and the rest taking to their heek The danger was 
over; t-his onslaught also had suffered dcf eat. 

1nc squadron commander, Adamsky, was ·killed. He was a 
courageous fighter who had fought through the entire Civil 
War. Dmitriev had received a wound in the arm, while the 
chief of the machine-gun squad, Alcxei Khasnutdinov, was · 
missing. The platoon commander, Alexander Metlitsky, took 
over the command of the squadron; .A,lexandrov took over the 
company, and Zholnin, another platoon commander, an energetic. 
and brave comrade, was appointed commander of the defence. 
The battle contillllled, the enemy repeating his unsuccessful 
attacks from time to time. 

The hut and the barn formed the centre of our fortincations. 
During the ·battle, scores of bullets beat against the walls, some
times sticking fast in them, sometimes piercing through and 
skimming the Boor. To avoid· being hit, it was necessary to 
lie Bat on the ground. The interior of the two buildings was 
almost ,pitch daclc. There were a few small wind'QJ'.s, mere 
slits, cut through for air rather than for light, which were 
shielded wi~h balbakhi as a :protection agai1ist the rain of bul-

, lets. All day, wounded men came crawling in from the yard. 
Once in the barn, they felt themselves comparatively safe and 
did riot lie d:o~n immediately, paying no attention to the shouts 
of their comrades: "Lie down! Lie down!" This cost many 
of them their lives. 
. There were two medical or.derlies in the trenches and two 
others in the barn, the latter lying on the floor near. the door. 
The feeble light of two home-made lamps did not .penetrate 
the surrounding darkness and formed only a small circle of 
light around the orderlies. At the risk of their own lives, . the 
orderlies banda:ged the wounded. When a volley of shots came, 
they would stop in the midst of their work, and throw them
selves flat on the ground, and then, when the rain of bullets 
had subsided, they would again continue dressing the wounds. 
Evening approached, but the fighting did not cease. 1be dark 
rifii of barricades was surro~d by a fiery &ird·Ie of sputter--
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ing gun muzzles. The lour remaining machine-guns continued 
to belch forth a burning tornado of · shots. By now all our 
automatic Choches were out of action. The rifle muzzles were - . 
glowing, the locks often refused to work. The machine .. guns 
ja:mmed continually and: caused us considerable delay. 

At last the .fi·r!ng died &own on both sides. One after an
other, the machine-guns fell silent and following them the 
rifle .fire also began to slacken, and .finally ceased. Somewhere 
a last lone rifle shot rang out and then all was quiet. · It was 
almost midnight. Pepelyaev withdrew his forces for the time 
being. He had lost one hun-ched and .fifty men killed and 
wounded. · 

Our casualties were sixty-one killed and wounded. 

• 

' 
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CHAPTER XI 

A NIGHT ATTACK FRUSTRATED . 

The second battle, which lasted eighteen hours, had thus 
c™:fed in another clef eat for Pepelyaev. This battl~ however, 
cost us dearly too. All the commanders of the detachment 
were bit. The barn was filled with wounded and the men at 
the barrica<l.o.s were frozen. Huge fires were lighted, and the 
men took turns at warming themselves at · them. But all were 
in good· spirits. Everyo!],C understood that our losses were 
not -in vain. Pepelyaev was now obliged -to remain at Amga. 
He would have to wipe out our force before he could advance 
farther, and even if he succeeded in doing so, th~ strength of 
the Whites would be so undermined that they would no longer 
present any danger to Yakutsk. Moreover, the experience of 
the past fighting had taught the Whites that they could not 
capture our detachment without ·sustaining serious losses . 

.It had been a hard fight. The commander of one of the 
Maxim machine-8':IDS said: · 

"I never shot so many rounds from a machine-gun in one 
day's · fighting. We used up forty belts. How did that gun 
ever ~old out, I wonder? We had one jam, but it was only 
a trifle, and we fired ten thousand cartridges in all" 

Pepelyaev commanded General Vishnevsky to make one more 
attack .that night, ~d capture Sasil-sisi at all costs. 

He himself went. off to Amga. 
We were on the alert waiting for a new attack. The men 

were so tired, that half had to be released from. duty to go to 
the hut and take a rest. The machi~-guns were brought in 
to th~ hut, one at a time from the barricades, taken apart and 
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cleaned. In this way we cleaned and oiled them all, so that 
they worked' ,smoothly again. It only remained to fix up two 
of the automatic Oioches. The machine-gunners also took 
turns at resting in the hut, not more than two men from e-ach 
gun being away at a time. 

At three in the mo~ning suspicious noises were heard coming 
from the direction of the enemy. A new attack was being 
prepared. The detachment had five rode~ four for illumina
tion and a red one for signals. We had somehow forgotten 
about them, and only remembered them now. The noises in 
the forest were growing louder, coming closer.... , 

One rocket shot -up from the barricades and rent the dark 
covering of the night;' it iIJ,1minated the glade, the barricades 
and the outskirts of the forest. Another shot up, and for a 
moment the whole glade was as light as day. The two rocket5 
fell one after the other like failing stars, emitted a dull shim
mering light and a low hissing sound as they hit the earth. 
Thick darkness again covered. the glade, the hut and the forest. 

Then the Whites opened fire, and the shooting lasted until 
• momm~. 

The attack did not materialize. Vishnevslcy informed Pepel
yaev that the Reds had a large reserve of rockets artd were 
firing them off continually. This had a demoralizing effect 
on the militia, so he would await further orders from Pepel-
yaev. , 

On the night pf February 16, a strong convoy arrived. from 
Pepelyaev in the shape of several cart-loads of different sized 
mirrors which had been requisitioned from the inhabitants. The 
mirrors were intended to counter-act the effect of the rockets. 
A mirror placed opposite the barrica<res would reflect the Bare 
of ·the rockets an<l would thus prevent our men from being 
able to see what lay before them. ' 

However, Ute approaching moonlit nights interfered with the 
use of this "last word in technique." 
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OIAPTER XII 

BESIEGED 

All the following day, February 16, a spasmodic rifle fire 
was kept up, punctuated at intervals by bursts of machine-gun 
fire. The Whites did not attack again. 

The night also passed off quietlr. Only at times was the 
quiet distud>ed by a short burst of i:ifle fire from both sides. 

In the morning, Zholnin, the commander of the defence, 
reported that the Whites were putting up barricades of balbakhi 
around us. They had decided to starve us into submi,sion. 
We were surrounded on. all sides. The siege had begun! 

The first difficulty we encountered was the lack of water. 
There was only one remedy for this, which was to use snow; 
but the snow l'ay beyond the barricades under the guns of the 
Whites. 

During the day there was oo use trying to get snow. It 
could only be fetched at night, and then only at the risk of 
one's life. The wounded were suffering from thirst, and kept 
a9king for water constantly. 

"Comrades, give me some water! I am dying! I want a 
drink! Give me a drop of water, for Christ's sake!" 

"Comrade, be patient until evening. There is no water, 
t;her~ i$ no more ice, aod snow can't be got right now-they 
will kill us. See, the firing hasn't died down yet! The Whites 
are close up; they have surrounded us." 

At last the long wished for night arrived, but as luck would 
have it, it was a bright moonlit night. Two Red Army men 
of the reserve were detailed to go for snow, and the non<om-
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missioncd officer who was taJcen prisoner when we were coming 
to Sasil-sisi, volunteered to go with them. 

The three of them took a -bag, went out into the yard' and 
stole over to the ,barricades .... 

In the .fitful moonlight, the black shadows of the three men 
crawling on the snow wer~ clearly visible. The Whites saw 
them at once and opened .fire. The non-commissioned officer 
was killed and the others wounded. They came back empty
handed. Two more went. One was wounded, the other brought 
back a little snow. It was put into a bucket and melred on 
the .fire. From it we obtained a few cups of water which we 

· distributed among those who were seriously wounded; they 
pressed their parched lips eagerly to the cup and took small 
sips, as if it were some rare delicacy. They sighed with relief 
after they had d11unk, _but in a few minutes they were again 
asking for water. Their thirst became more and more un
endurable. What could we do? During the night, snow had 
to be gathered for the entire detachment; -but while the moon 
shone, this was impossible. The enemy had taken stock of 
our position and they kept sleepless watch over the only path 
by which we could get snow. The moon would set two hours 
before daybreak so there would be a short interval of darkness, 
but in that time not much cou)d .be brought. Fortunately we 
had some sheets among our medical stores and from these we 
made long white robes. Three Red Ar-my men, clad in white 
robes, crept up to the barricades, but the enemy spotted them 
aoo opened .fire. We answered vigorously and a regula.r ·battle 
began. But the three men in their white robes lying flat on 
the ground, gathered up the snow in bags, filled them, dragged 
them back through the yard, threw the snow out in a heap, 
and made gm their escape. And so it went on until morning. 
During the night they succeeded in · getting so much snow 
that there was enough water to give each wounded man two 
cups, the others one each, and to cook meat once during the day. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

WITHOUT BREAD 

When we l~ft Petropavlovskoye, we had taken only a ten-day 
supply of bread an<l as there was no hay on the road, we had 
to use some of this bread to feed the horses and oxen . 

. From the very first day of the siege, the question of provi
sions was an acute one. Our only resources were the killed 
horses and oxen•, which we believed would last for a month. 
In spite of the frost, however, the meat spoiled, the reason be
ing that the entrails had not been removed from the carcasses. 
Fortunately, we found a · saw and in order to remove the 
entrails, we sawr:d up the carcasses which were frozen hard as 
bone. Thus, the meat was at least protected from further 
decay . . As soon as evening approached and darkness covered 
the white strip that divided us from the enemy, two men 
crawled out into the yard to the carcasses. The work progressed 
slowly, .but three or four carcasses were sawed up in one night. 
The Whites who ~eard the rasping of the saws, guessed what 
was going on and began to shoot; . the bullets were shot at 
random an.& scattered through the yard. They hit the frozen 
earth, rebounded, and flew on. Others hit the horses and re
mained embedded in them, but that did little harm. The soldiers. 
crouched for cover behind the carcasses an,d continued to work 
in com,parative safety. But there was no way of washing the 
meat when it had been cut up ·into pieces we could not 
spare the water. We ofkn cooked the meat together with the 
skin, for it was difficult to remove and besides there was no 
time to remove it, for we were famished. The hair was singed 
off at the fire and the meat was wiped with the hem of a coat 
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or a piece of rag, and then put into a bucket of wakr. Only 
salt was added for seasoning. 

At nine. or ten o'clock in the evening, the meal was ready. 
Each one received a piece of meat and a little broth. 

"Hey, what's this? They're giving us Harbin bean soup to
night!" exclaimed some wag. finding a bullet in his portion. 

"These beans aren't well boiled, you know-they're as hard 
as nails. Say, kitchen police, what were you looking at? 
These beans are quite raw, I tell you! They must be soaked at 
night-then they are soft in the morning. We'll break our 
teeth on these." · 

' 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE MEDICAL STORES RUN OUT 

It was almost morning. The moon had sunk behind· the 
mountain. The thick 4arkness began to be suffused with the 
luminous blue of daybreak. In the yard, rifle shots were still 
ringing out. No one in the hut was sleeping, all were sitting 
and waiting, for hot water was soon to be distributed. 

Suddenly the door was flung open, but instead of a bucket of 
tea, which was what they expected, the men saw a wounded 
comrade borne in. He had just been shot. Those carrying him 
stopped at the threshold, and examined him for signs of life. 

"How do you like that! We didn't even get a chance to 
bandage him. The poor fell ow' s stone dead already!" said 
one of them, shrugging his shoulders hopelessly. 

The other Red Army man sighed· deeply and began heaping 
curses on the Whites: 

"The damned butchers! Haven't they killed enough poor 
kllows already? Why did they come here anyway?" 

Then he snatched . up the dead body under the arms and 
dragged it back to the yard. 

"Why don't they clear Qut?" exclaimed a µ,an lying near 
the door. "Killing's the only thing they can do. It's t-heir , 
trade. They thought they'd be met with open arms. They 
trusted in the ignorance of the Yakuts that's why they came. 
But it didn't turn out as they expected. I remeni>er an old 
fable about the wolf that the mouj iks tell. The wolf cam(' 
running to the village one day and asked the moujiks to hide 
him f rooi the pursuers, who were persecuting him! But no 
one wanted to help him, because he had molested everybody-
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he had killed one peasant's sheep and ripped up the cow of 
another. It is the same with Pepelyaev. He is not the first wolf 
we have had in Yakutia. In.1918, we had plenty of these white 

· wolves here. They were all of the same Kolchak pack, and no 
one wanted to feel th~ wolf's teeth twice. The Yakut people 
can remember the Whites well. They know what sort of folk 
they are, and they' re not going to be fooled by soft words." 

"Yes, the Y akuts have changed. now; they've come right 
round to our side," another soldier· struck in. 

"When we left Petropavlovskoye, the Y:akuts bade us farewell 
and heaped curses on Pepelyaev. A Yakut came up to one R-ed 
AMJ.y man, extended his right hand, clenched his left fist and 
shook it in 'the direction from which the ~tes were expected. 
It's too bad we couldn't understand what he. was saying in his 
own language. In Russian he could o~ly swear." 

"But maybe this Y akut was swearing at us and lifting his 
hand for us to go," someone else put in. 

"Maybe so, but he acted differently! If it were us he was 
rursing, would he have brought the detachment a sack full of 
frozen milk for the· road? They keep giving us thi~al
most everybody gets something. Why, they gave us more 
than we could carry, for we had no cart." 

"It's ~sy to see on which side the population is," inter
rupted the commander of a rifle section, who was cleaning a 
rifle lock. · "Take the master of this very h·ut. On the morning 
he left, I was out in the yard-cutting up meat. The Y akut 
packed all his possessions together on the sledge and was 
ready to leave. Then he sudidenly came over to me anq shoved 
an axe into my •hands. My axe was a bad one, you see, and 
he wanted to give me ·his. I refused, of course. How could 
I take it, when I could see that the man, was ruined ? Five ot 
six of his cows -had been killed in the first battle. But he in
sisted that I should have the axe, until I began to feel quite 
uncomfortable. Finally, he plunged the axe into the carcass 
and · went back to the cart. 'f.he children were sitting on top 
of the baggage heaped up on the sledge strapped in so as not 
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to fall. One end of the rein was tied to a small wooden rine 
pierced through the oxen's nostrils, the other was in his wife'~ 
hand. She tugged at the rein and the ox lumbered off. But 
before he left, the man ·went over to the bodies of the Red 
Army_ men, took his cap . off and stood there a min,ute i_n 
silence. Theo he follow.ed after his family. As he passed 
me, I saw tears in his eyes. He said nothing to me, only 
waved his hand, quickly untied the second cart ana left. The 
\Vhites have gone crazy," continued the section commander. 
"Everyone has turned again-st them, but they don't want to 
see that. They agitate and call upon the people to Bode to 

. ' ' 

their. caus~, but who .follows them? Nobody wants to see 
the Whites · back." 

A platoon commander was dragged into the hut,· wounded. 
, The conversation stopped. The medical orderly, Kuprianov, 

. bandaged the wounded man, then came over to me, sat down 
. on the floor beside me, and reported an unpleasant piece of. 

· news=" the med1ical stores were coming to an end and th~re 
was no more bandaging material. 
- All the detachment's medical stores were in the first aid 
kit of the two medical orderlies; there was nothing in reserve. 
That small .amount of bandage, disinfectant and cauterizing 
material, which the detachment had, was sufficient for only a · 
few days. We had to make dressings, ·but what were we 
to use. We had to use the old bandages which were saturated 
with blood and pus. They were washed again and again, until 
they tore into shreds. There was no way of getting fresh sup
plies. The wounds were festering. The bandages soaked 
through. At the end of the first week of the siege, we had 
no more bandage and not a drop of iodine or sublimate. There 
was nothing with which to bandage the wounded. 

1 

In the ordnance section of the detachment there was some 
cloth which until then we -had bartered to the population in 
exchange for foodstuffs and fodder. We asked the quarter
master if there was any of this material left. To our good · 
fortune, there was almost eight hundred yards of it left. The 

• • 
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material was ·made into bandages, but what substitutes could 
we .6.nd for iodine and other disinfectants? 

The wouods had to ·be washed with snow water. The cloth 
was all dyed stuff. Before using . it for bandage, it had to 
be boiled two or three times until no more. dye came out, 
and even then there were several deaths from blood poisoning. 
Ouf four medical or~rlies, Kuprianov, Takarev, Volooikhin 
and Fogel worked under u.obclievable conditions. They had 
to take care of almost seventy woun~ed men! 

The life of the wounded was one long agony. In this barn, 
as dark as the grave, they lay utterly cut off from the rest of 
the world. A new day came and brought them no consolation. 
Today was like yesterday, and tomorrow like today. 
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GIAP'J'ER XV 
I 

THE PUGHT. OP THE WOUNDED 

The garrison of a .first-class fort, which is in every way 
adapted both for defence and for siege, finds, after being sur
ronodrcl for · a few months, that the besieged are ~ng 
to ,uffer n<>,t only _ lrom the attacks of the enemy, but even 
more from the insanitary conditions. 

Our "fort" at Sasil-sisi consisted of one hut with a barn 
• attached to it. The entire area of_ the •~fort" was a hund'red 
paces in length and thirty to forty in width: The men who had 
oot .been hit, used the but, which was not more than sixteen 
or seventeen square yards in extent, while the wounded were 
quartered in the barn. After two battles and a few days ot 
siege, they numbered seventy men. · The area of the barn was 
not more than about forty yards square. It was dark both •in 
~~ hut and ia the barn; the -windows could. not be opened. 
The small supply of oil was used only. for the lamps, which 
were not burned except at the time when the wounded were 
being bandaged. Only a microscopic !peck of light was kept 
burning day and night near the medical orderly on clrty. Its 
fitful shine could not penetrate the surrounding darkness. The 
wounded; after a few hours of restless sleep would wake up 
and ask: . 

. 
"Comrades, is it day or night out in thc·yard?" 

At .first, as long as there was plenty of wood, we could 
make a .fire in the fireplace, and this freshened and warmed 
the air a little. But it soon became necessary··to economize on 
.firewood. The .fire was made up only once a day and not more 
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thao six or seven logs were used. ~ a r(sult, the air became 
foul and stuffy. 

"It is suffocati~g. Open the door," a \Vounded man would 
begin to shout. · . 

"It is cold, comrades! Oose the door!" came answerins 
shouts from the other wounded. . 

There was nothing with which to cover the wounded to keep 
them warm. It was dark and damp and ou,:, heads felt as if 
they were filled with lead. Our eyes hurt from tllle constant 
darkness, and there was one enemy from which we could find 
no escape the millions of crawling lice. The wounded were 
terribly tortured by them. They crept in h~ps ~erever there 
was a wound' or blood or p~an entire living crawling mass 
of horror and repulsion. · • 

The ceaseless coughing of those who had caught cold in this · 
damp place--the heartrending cries of those who were badly 
wounded, whose arms, legs, or ribs were smashed-the hoarse 
sighs and groans-the tossin& about of people in delirium
all this aggrai'ated still more our already difficult position and 
had a depressing effect on those who had not yet been hit 
and who were still able to hold their rifles . 

. 

No one feared death; we were afraid of wounds and ot 
having to lie for days .on cod in this dark barn where physical 
suffering was heightened by the dismal surroundings and the 
horrible condition in which the helpless wounded lay. · 

In this sombre dwelling, riddled with bullets, the suffering 
they endured was inhuman. The black wings of death shut 
out the sun, the air and the light. But above the sdng of death 

.. and of horror, rose the Red anthem of the October Revolution, , 
the song of unyielding struggle and. of certain victory. Neither 
complaints nor reproaches were heard; there was neither faint
heartedness nor despair. From every corner of this black pit, 
curses of deadly hatred were hurled against the enemies of the 
workers, the last champions of the Siberian counter-revolution 
who had come from Hatbin. 
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Something stirred in the mighty heart of. the ,iaiga. The 
news Bew from mouth to mouth. The news was carried from 
one inhabitant of the taiga to another. The news reached 
Yakutsk: The Reds were putt~g up a stout resistance. Pepel
yaev could not conquer them. Only starvation could break 
the iron will of the defenders of the Soviets·! 

• 

.. 
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OIAPTER XVI 

A CONVERSATION DURING TIIE NIGHT 

The hours passed "ICry slowly. A week had passed since 
the arrival of the dm.cbment at Sasil-sisi. It was nine o'clock 
at night, and the men at the barricades were being relieved. 
Those whose tum it was crawled out into the yard by ones 
and twos. · 

In one comer of the bam the fitful . light of the medical 
orderly's lamps Bickered weakly in the darkness, half choked 
with soot. The dying flames of the fire cast shadows on the 
walls. The comers of the barn were cold and draughty but 
they had to be used for lack of space. Only those wounded 
~o could move about without help lay there, but it was im
possible to stay long-it was too cold. Every two or three 
hours, the orderly on duty roused the wounded to change 
places, according to a list of those whose wounds were less 
severe. 

Out of doors, it was a clear moonlit night. A light trans
parent halcl! hung on the frozen air. The glade was splashed 
with long black shadows. All was deathly quiet-not a sound 
from eith~r side. Occasionally the frost would aack through 
the trees like a shot, and then again silence. 

Suddenly from the black shadows of the taiga, came a voice 
calling: 

"He ey ! List-en .. . Re--cds ... Brothers, brothers . . . ! 
Let us talk!" 

"Go on .. .. Let's hear what you have to say." 
The echo resounded uncannily in the vast _stillness all 

around. The Whites began propagandizing. 
. . 
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'· Listen, brothers! What ate you fighting for? Whom are 
you defending? What are you holding out for so stubbornly? 
Aren't we all Russians and don't we all pray to one God? 
Among us there· are workers of the Izhevsk and Votkinsk fac
tories. There are peasants from Pmza, Samara and other dis
tricts. Why should we kill each other? We kill only Com
munists and Jews. Let us free the Russian people. Sur-

. render. . . . You will not be hurt. Let us march together to 
' ' . 
save Russia. . . .'~ · . . 

Silence fell. They were waiting for their answer. 
Then· from our barricades the workers' answer rang out: 
'We are fighting for the Soviet power, for the power of 

the workers of the whole world. We are defending the workers 
and peasants against the landowners, the bourgeoisie and the 
generals. We are struggling against you because you are fools ! 
You kiss ·the hand•s of your mas~ers,- the bourgeoisie, who buy 
you for a few gold rubies and send you against the Soviet 
power, to save not Russia, but their own factories and private 
posses~ions. Stop saving the fatherland for the }an downers. 
Better save your own skins! Cast away your arms and sur
render. The Soviet Government will pardon you . for your 

. cfee..l .. mJS us . ... 
The Whites were not pleased that their propaganda had had 

this effect. They hurled back threats and abuse: 
"In two days we will finish you off! You are all C.om-

munists there, you rogues .... " . · 
The talk was cut short by a sharp burst of rifle and machine

gun fire .... 
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CHAPTER XVII 

, PEPELYAEV'S ORDERS 

"To Major General Vishnevsky, Colonel Rein,gard or Alex
androv and Colonel Dragomiretsky. 

"February 23, 12 o'clock. 
"The enemy remain on the defensive in the fortified houses 

that they occupy, and continue to defend themselves stubborn
ly, apparently hoping for relief. Only by persistance and acti
vity can we break their will and mora/,e, and then either force 
them to surrender or d~roy them. 

"My orders are that you ·set to work most energetically and 
methodically this evening; close in on the enemy by moving 
your de.fences closer. 

"I eatrust Colonel Alexaodrov with the direction of this 
work; fifteen worktng people from the battalion and division 
are to -be sent under his command to the southern end of the 
village every day at 8 p.m. . 

"Colonel Dragomiretsky is to bring manure for ba/,akhi day 
and night in accordance with the orders of Colonel Alexandrov. 

"The work must be done quickly, untiringly, in order that 
the defences may be moved one hundred paces nearer the enemy 
within the next two or three days. 

"I entrust the general survey of the work to Colonel Rein
gard, who must inform me daily of its results. 

"The .commanders should impress upon the volunteers that 
we must destroy the enemy in a short. time at all costs; on 
this depends our further advance, and· I expect untiring energy 
from every volunteer. 

94 

"Commander of· the Siberian Volunteer Corps, 
"Lieutenant-Genera/, Pepel'Jl,ltv." 
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OIAPTER XVIII 

THE SIEGE CONTINUES 

The days dragged endlessly. Except for short intervals, the 
.enemy's rifle and machine-gun fire continued uninterrupted. 
Every now and then a wounded man would come crawling 
into the barn. The men in the hut usually remained in a prone 
position, but some sat up, no loeger · paying any heed to the 
bullets that riddled the walls. • · 

"If only we could smoke! I'd give anything for a smoke 
right now. Why haven't we got souls like the priests say, then 
I could sell mine to the devil for a fill of tobacco! If I could 
only -nnd a cigarette butt, to inhale just once!" 

For two days the Whites concentrated their fue systematically 
on the barricades, usi.ng mainly machioe-gun lire, until, on. the 
evening of the third day, they had broken down the barricades 
in a few places, especially in the spots where our machine
guns were placed. 

The chief of the def eixe, Zholnin, reported to the staff that 
there were breaches in, our barricades, that some of our men 
had no cover, and that if the Whites continued firing the next 
day ~ they did on this, it would go badly with us. 

We had to find a way out of the situation. How were we 
to replace the ruined barricades and with what materials could 
we build new ones? 

I asked Zholnin how maay dead bodies there were in the 
yard. 

"There are fifty of our people, but counting the Whites, 
there- are more than a hundred." • 
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'fhe dead bodies saved us; we decided to use them to build 
barricades. While it was still light, we could not carry out 
our plan. We had to wait for darkness . 

.At night the Whites could be heard shouting with malicious 
• 
JOY: . 

"You will soon be left without any defences, and then we'll 
finish you off! Better surreodet while you're still alive." 

Groans were heard {rom the bullet-riddled bodies in the 
darkness of the barn. "Water, water, give us just one gulp 
of water!" 

Two cups of water were not enough for the wounded; they 
were tortured by thirst. . 

• 

"Comrades, there is•no snow; it is all ~- Wait 11otil 
evening." 

"Please, just a little snow, just one gulp!" 
The orderly did not hesitate; he crawled out and in half 

an hour returned, dragging in a bagful of snow. The wounded 
stretched out their hanm eagerly towards .the sack. 

, . ~ . 

"~o, wait, I'll get the samovar to boil." 
"Hurry, hurry, a drink .... " · 

. The samovar was ready. Cups of water v,,erc poured out. 
I was brought half a cup of water and was able to wet my 
throat, but for some reason it ·seemed to me that the water 
smelled of dead bodies. I asked the orderly where he had 
got the snow. It turned out that he had taken it from, under 
the <read bodies; he had collected a whole bag full of snow 
mixed with blood. 

I asked him if it was $ale to give such water to the wounded. 
"Yes, it's quite safe. .All the bacteria have been killed by 

boiling." 
I could not drink it, however . . J almost vomited. The others 

gulped it down-it did not matter, as long as it was water. 
Thirst tortures what difference does it make, even if the watei 
smells of corpses ! 
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The medical orderly on duty made the rounds of the wounded, 
asking them how they felt, and whether their bandages were 
soaked through. He bent over one, examined another .... 

A single ,bullet sm·ashed against the wall of thre hut. Then 
there was a lull in the firing. No more shots. 

"The bandage has shifted out of place ... ·. It ~-urts bad
ly . ... Re-bandage it, please!" ·asked a wounded man. 

The orderly came over and ·by the meagre light of the home
made lamp, he began to unwind the bandage, while his as
sistant .bcld the wounded leg. The man was in agony-the 
bone was broken. He clenched his teeth, and was silent. Final
ly, the bandage was removed and the orderly began to wash 
the wound with water. At that moment a volley of shots 
was fired and the 1f>uiiets crashed into the barn . . · The orderly 
who was hold!ing the leg was killed•. He dropped the wounded 
man's leg and fell ·on it with all his weight. The wounded 
man yelled wildly! The Whites had opened fire on the barn. 
Everyone pressed their bodies to the ground for safety. With 
great dif .fi.culty and at the r.isk of his own life, the other orderly 
dragged · his dead assistant off and freed the wounded man's 
leg, but it was impossible to attempt to bandage it now. The 
wounded man ceased ~ng, and raised himself up on his 
hands. 

"Lie down, you'll be killed," ·the orderly shouted to him. 
· "I won't lie down-let them kill ine. It is better to end it 

at once than to suffer such torture." 
The medical orderly held the wounded man down forcibly, 

not paying any attention to his curses and entreaties to be freed. 
He held on until the enemy ceased firing on the barn. The 
wounded man cried and aied. ••• 

I 

The Red Army men were busy fixing up the barricades 
during the entire ni~t. . They dragged up the frozen bodies, 
rolling them over and trying to place them in rows. They 
placed and replaced them until the bulwark of corpses was 

· properly jointed. 
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"That one is too long-it doesn't fit. Pull over a sh~rter . . 
one. There, take that one I think it's Fyodorov .... " . 

The small holes in the walls of the barricades were stopped 
up with horses' lheadi. 

And ' when morning came, the new barricades were ready. 
The ·Whites opened a strong machine-gun fire, but all in vain. 
The .dead bodies were hard as stone. It woutd take field-gun 
fire to destroy them. ' . 

The victims of Pepelyaev' s bloody adventure, even after 
death, continued to serve the cause of the Revolution io the 
outposts of distant -Yakutia. The dead served as a trustworthy 
protection for tlteir living comrades, who were serving without 
·relief at the rifle and machine-gun embrasures. · 

Horrible barricades of frozen dead men screening the soldiers 
from death! Their extended arms, as stiff as steel~ threatened 
the enemy-"Away!" .. 

!)8 
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CHAPTER XIX 

WE GET SOME FRESH NEWS 
. - It y.ras cold and damp. The fire was being· made up.. The 

first tongues of. flame ·.dispelled the gloom that brooded · over 
the hut. Qeath, like a greedy giant, w~s seizing one life after 
another in_ its bony fingers. One more wounded _comrade died 
that night. He was given over to the disposal of Zholnin
f or the barricades. In the piace left by the one who had just 
been carried away, aoother was already lying-wounded while 
fetching snow. The water· boiled and each was given a cup 
to drink. Warmed by the .cl-rink, their hunger was aroused and · 
they wanted to eat. The meat ration· had to be almost halved, 
for some of the dead horses. had been used ·for the barricade. 
If there was only tobacco-that would keep back the hunger ! 

. . .., 
The men for the most part lay silent. They rarely talked . . . . 

to each other. But in the morning t!he military comman-der of 
the detachment, Kropachev-the soldiers ·called him Misha
who had . been at the :barricades all night, came into the barn, 
lay down among the wounded and began to talk, telling stories 
about the Civil War. A conversation sprang up. Each had 
something to remember. Each had been in action more than . . . 

_. once, had seen death, had felt hunger and -cold. Reminiscences 
sta~.d. · 

"In 1918, I was in the Re~ Guards"-Androsov began his 
story. "After the defeat of the Soviet power in Siberia, I ·fell 
into the ban~ of the Whites. They beat me unconscious. The 
Japanese al~ost killed me. I cadured and bore it all. Then 
I succeeded m escaping. From Chita I made my way to the 
village of Olovyannoya and started. to work at the- railway depot 
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• there. Near the station, there was a large settlement inhabited , 
mostly by workers and clerks. I don't remember whetlier it 
was in November or December, when the frosts grew more 
severe,. that a whole squadron of Semenov' s cossacks arrived. 

"Soon after t!heir a.r.rival, tihey began to arrest all who were 
suspected of Bolshevism. Many were arrested at their work 
and put into cold freight cars which were standing in a siding. 
They collected about a hundred people in all. By some stroke 
of good fortune, I was not arrested. Soon the Whites began 
to mete out their "justice." Some got off lightly-they were 
only beaten with ramrods ; others were examined by the secret 
service. There were terrible rumours going about the tJorture 
and deat!h of our c-omrades. We heard the sound of shooting 
during the cold nights. Our comracks were led· out to their 
deaths-ten and fifteen at a ti~e. 

"The last terrible. night, which it seems to me I will never 
. for get, was especially cold and windy. . . . I felt such terrible 

despair tha~ night, I was in such a .mood that I was ready to 
end it all there and then. . . . I went walking · about aimlessly 
for a long time; I don't remember how I found myself at the 
blown up railway bridge at the river Onon. The Whites had 
blown it up--aSemenov's men-about seven months before their 
retreat to Manchuria. • · 

"I was about to turn back to the settlement, when sud~y 
I heard the sound of cursing and shouts. I could not dis
tinguish the words, the wind carried them away, 'but ~ ter.rible 
suspicion seized my mind. It was our chaps being led off to 
execution. . . . I fell flat on the ground, scizied with panic, for 
I knew it was death for me to be found there. Soon, the• 
heavy tramp of a hundred feet was audible, and then, in the 
darkness I discerned the vague outlines of a group of people. 

"They passed a hundred paces firom me. I could not count 
how many comrades were being led to execution-they were 
surrounded by cossacks. I could not understand why they had 
chosen this place. They always did the shooting in the forest 

. behin<l the water tower. However, I now saw them go down 
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to the . river' bank, stand there a short: while and then begin 
to go out upon the ice. They went out almost to the middle of 
the river and halted there., The escort banged the butts of 
their rifles on .the jce. 

" 'Undress, take your boots off!' 
"The comrades sentenced to death started taking off their 

clothes and pulled off their .boots. The cold wind cut their 
naked shivering bodies. At that moment :the moon shone out 
from bdhin,1 a cloud. The copper hilts of the cossacks' sabres 
and the steel of the rifle locks could be seen glinting in the 
moonlight. The Whites were shouting words of command, and 
confused fragments of words were brought to me on the wind. 

"From the mass of nude bodies, of which there were about 
• • 

twenty, five or six ,comrades separated themselves. Each one 
of them had a pick in. his ~ds. They began to break through 
tJhe ice. Tuk ! .. Tuk ! .. Tuk ! . . . The ice resounded to the . . 
blows of the sharp steel piaks. 

"All were undressed, barefoot. 1bey shouted and ran 
about _from the cold. They relieved their comrades who were 
hacking at the ice, seized the picks from their hands and 
hurried to open the door of their grave. The cossacks smoked, 
laughed, and one of them eveii stnick up a song in a drunken 

• voice. 
• 

"Finally, the hole in the ice was ready. 
" 'Jump in,' some one, apparently the cossack officer, com-

manded. · 
'The whip was used freely. One after another, the naked 

men th-rew themselves into the black hole, which was already 
covered with a thin layer of ~ce. The falling bodies dropped, 
the human wails ceased. . . . · 

• 

"Soon it was all over, and the cossacks marched away . . . : 
"I don't know how long I lay there, but I did not get home 

until the morning. That day, I did not go to work. 
"Murmurs were heard among the workers; they cursed the 

murderers. It was said that the flesh and skin of the soles 
of hu•ma.n feet had been seen oo the ice of the river near the 
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spot where the hole was dug. After the cossacks had meted 
out this 'justice' to the workers and clerks of the depot and 
village of Olovyannoya, many workers went to the mountains 
to carry on guerilla warfare as Red partisans. Those who· re
mained alive have returned from the mountains and are prob
ably working 110w, but I am still .fighting.• The counter-revolu
tion must be fought to the very end .... " Androsov concluded 
decisively. , 

Such stories left us with an in-describable sense of pain, a 
dull heartache; the dark barn became even · more gloomy. It 
was painful to believe that human beings were capable of such 
atrocities. 

"Hey, comrades!" exclaimed one of the wounded who was 
recovering and for several days past had been asking to be 
put back in the ranks behind the barricades, !}le medical orderly, 
however, .refusing to give Ibis permission until his wounds were 
entirely healed. "How I should like to see our Soviet workers 
and peasants getting busy with real constructive work, laying 
down their rifles an,d going to the factory! Before the ~evolu
tion, I used to work at a machine shop in Tula; There, every
thing is mo,t likely roaring and rattling now-thick clouds of 
smoke coming out of the chimneys and the war quite forgotten! 
But here see what a mess they've made, the cursed devils from 
Harbin. And what chance do they stand in the long run? 
They.'re just trying to kill an elephant with a peashooter. You 
can't . outwit the march of history, brother. If Pepelyaev re
duced all Siberia to ashes, everything would go to the dogs 
with him anyway . . A coffin is waiting him in Yakutia ! Pepe!-

. cl d " . yaev 1s oome . . . . 

This worker spoke a Ions whi,le. The others listened to his 
words attentiv~Iy. 

At the barricades all was quiet. It was night. The meri who 
manned the barricades were d,ozing. They lay curled up on 
the ~round but they gripped their rifles tightly, none the less. · 
Only the sentries and those on machine-gun duty dig pQt sleep. 
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A breeze sprang up from somewhere. It blew over the taiga, 
stirring and lifting the boughs of the pine trees. . . . The 
guards started, pricked up their ears. A few rifle shots rang 
out. The- machine-guns sputtered fire. The Red forces would 
awaken from their nap with bayonets fixed, so that the bar
ricades bristled like the spines of a hedge'hog. The outskirts 
.of the forest were lit up by the fiash of gun muzzles and the 
shots whizzed and fiew over the heads of the soldiers. 

Again it was quiet. Every two hours there was a stealthy 
noise in the yard. A rifie clanked as it was dropped by .ac
·adent on the frozen earth, and the Red Army men swore under 
their breath. The relief was going on duty at the barricades. 
And beyond the barricades, o.n the enemy side, the crunch of 
snow under boots was audible after a similar period of time. 
Those at the White defences were also being relieved. 

It was almost two o'clock at night. Of late we ·permitted 
no more talks with the Whites. But now, despite the lateness 
of the hour, t!he enemy urged us to tak · · 

Finally we could hold out no longer. 
"What do you want?" tbe soldier on guard shouted across 

to the Whites. 
"We want to tell you some cews." 

. ''Go on! We'll listen to the lies you have to tell!" 
"We have just received a communication from brother Pepel

yaev. He writes that General Rakitin captured Churapcha 
yesterday at three o'clock. The garrison surrendered, and he 
·seized two field-guns. Your 'Grandpa' Kura$ov and his staff 
succeeded in forcing their way througih to _Yakutsk. We con
gratulate you on Churapcha. We have been· sent one .field-gun 
from theire, and it will soon be here. It won't take us · long ro 
finish you off then. Better surrender while you are still 
al. '' IVe. , , . 

"All right. We will infomi the commander, then you shall 
have our answer." 

"Good! W~ will wait.'' 
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• • 
CHAl"I'ER XX 

•, 

OUR DEOSIC>N I . 

The news was not pleasant. On the one hand, it was pos
sible that the story was only a f a:brication of the Whites; but 
on the other ha~, we had no grounds for not believing them. 
What were we to do? With .field-gun fire, they could blow 
us to pieces in• no time. We analysed our position carefully 
and decided that it would be best to prepare ourselves for the 
WIOrst. We understood that the destruction of our det~nt 
was not as important to Pepelyaev as the seizure of our supply 
of .fi,reamns; ro get arms at our expense would, greatly raise the 
spirits of Pepelyaev's corps. · , 

Apart from those on duty a.t the bulwadcs, who sent t!heir 
representatives, the entire detachment was present at the meet
ing. In order to have more -light, the fire was made up an.cl 
all the lamps were lit. Not much was said. There was little 
to say. Each one clearly understood our position, and the de
cision was written on the face of every Red Army man and 
commander. We worked out the following plan: The entire 
supply of cartridges and grenades was to be put in the cellar 
of the hut; over it we would pour nearly three poods of hunters' 
powder which we had; over this we v/ould throw dry hay and 
shavings. Two absolutely reliable comrades were to be dhosen, 
who at the critical moment, when the .field-gun opened fire, 
would display a white B.ag. . As soon as the Pepelyaevites came 
over to our trenches, a bonfire was to be lit and at the last 
moment ... tt:here would be an explosion and everything would 
B.y into the air together with the Whites. · 
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All became quiet; tth~ groans of the wounded stopped. It 
seemed· as if tibe detaahnxnt had one great hea:rt and its beating 
could' be heard .... We voted, the wouoded voting tioo. No 
one was agaiDi.St the plan. Although we sensed the closeness 
of approaching death, we felt also a new strength within us. 
A fire of struggle and ,pertinacity burned in the breasts of the 
men. No one thought of the risks we were running. In each 
there lived an unshakeable belief in the justice of the general 
cause and a firm dete11mination to conquer or dlie, but never to 
surrender to the White general. 

The enemy had already asked twice whether there would be 
an answer soon. It was important to keep the• Whites from 
shooting while the cartridges and grenades were being dragged 
from the yard to the hut. We informed them tlha.t a meeting 
was being held a.nd that we would give them our answer jn 
the morning. The Whites accordingly did not disturb us that 
night, thus leaving us four hours till day-break in whlch to 
carry out our "gun-powder plot."· We l,,rought the boxes of 
cartridges and grenades into the h,ut, tore t'he covers off and 
lowered them into the cellar; There were seventy boxes in all. 
Finally, we spread the powder on the hay and shavings, and . 
covered it all with hay. The mine was laid. We were ready! 
Soon, all that was left of us might be a tangled heap of crippled 
mutilated bodies, but we would never surrender to the enemy 
our revolutionary banner for which we had f ougl1t and suffered 
so much and under which we had now decided to die! 
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CHAl"l'Ell XXI 

THE RED FLAG AND THE ACCORDEON 

The detachment decided to show the Whites that even after 
-

this bad news, its ~irits bad not f alien, that it did not even 
think of surrender~ that it was -ready to fight and die for the 
October Revolution. A long pole was made from a few shafts 
taken from the sleds, and to this we hoisted ·an old battle flag, 
wh,ich back iri 1921 was presented oil the Amur to "Grandpa" 
Kalaodarishvilly. The morning had come and the Whites were 
shouting: . 

"Well? Have you decided? Do you surrender or not? The 
field-gun will be !here by evening." 

"Look and listen! This is our answer to you." 
And above the barricade -of dead bodies, the Red Flag with a 

picture of Lenin on lit was raised on high. Lenin himself, 
among the faithful soldiers in their hour of need!! ..• · All the 
able~ied Red Army men at the ba-rricades pressed up against 
the embruurc, to see. Zholnin sat beat over, crouching against 
the balbakhi. In his hands he held a wheezy accordeon which 
had somehow survived the whole campaign. For ,_ min-ute he 
tried his voice, and then began to play. • 

The "International r• 
Everybody was singing, singing with husky croakir:ig 
• voices .•.. 
The effect was astounding. Even the Whites were discon

certed. Then they opened fire from all their machine-guns and 
rifles. The bullets ~•ummed like angry bees, beat against dead 
bodies, splintered the teeth of dead horses, pierced the flag 
and split the staff. · ~ 
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Bu-t the hymn of labour, the song of revolutionary struggle, 
swelled higher and higher, mingled witth the crack of rifle 
shots, and -resounded with a loud echo far out into the taiga. 
It seemed as if the dead bodies too weie ready to stand up and 
side wibh us. . . . . . 

One corpse which was lying in a bent position, was knocked 
down by the machine-gun fire. It rolled dow:n from the bar
ricade and came to rest alongside of the accordeon player. The 

. soldiiers were singing tthe last verse of the song. Zholnin drew· 
. in his breath and tumed to the body as it lay beside him.· 

"Are you hard of hearing may.be, or· why do you oomc so 
close? Sit a while, old chap, and then go back· to your post." 

Then he played the "Varshavyanka." . 
Gener.al Vi~evsky, the commander of the besieging troops, 

reported to Pepelyaev : . . 
'·'The besieged know of the capture of Churapcha, they know 

that a field-gun is being sent. In answer, they hurig . out a 
Red B.ag and played the accordero. What shall we do?" 
. Pepelyaev answered: · ' . 

"It is apparent that some one has forced his way through to 
the Reds and b~ought tlhem important i.nf ormation. I com
mand that the ring surrounding the enemy be closed in.'' 

All day long, the Whites fired without a pause. They tried 
to knock <k>wn the flag, but it soared aloft as before, rididled 
with bullets. To the very end of the siege, it hung there, a 
symbol of the inflexible resolution of the Red Atmy. 

Again -it was night in ~e yard. All was quiet. Only those 
who crawled out to f c,tch snow came · in for the fire of the 
Whites .. 

Every two hours the men at the barricades v.:e1e relieved. 
They crawled in on all fours, oot venturing more tlian two ·or 
three paces from the barricade, for beyond was almost certain 
death. Danger especially threatened on the eastern side, where 
the White~ occupied a hill and oould shoot ·down from above. 
From the continual crawling on all fours, the clothing was 
worn -threa,dbare to the bare skin at the elbows and kn~s. The 
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swollen arms and leg joints ached. No one had undressed for 
-days, and the cartri~e belts, worn day and ~ight, bad robbed 
the shoulders and chests until they were swollen and aching. 

Thoughts raced throµgh one's mind one after another, .b~t one 
could concentrate on nothing for long. Our heads wer.e heavy 
as lead, the brain ref used to work. The unrelieved darkness 
in the barn was oppressive. Our nerves were on edge and 
the single little light glowing beside the medical orderly was 
somehow an irritation. We forgot the date and even the day 
of the week, though we bel,d to die calendar. 

No one washed, tlhere was no water to spare. From the 
gunpowcfer smoke, the dim: in the · hut and from tending the 
fire, the men's faces had come to r~emble smoked ham. 

Outside, everything was quiet, but everyone's nerves were 
strained to the breaking point. Eighty-five wounded were ly
inig in the camp straw which oozed of urine an·d spit-soaked 

...... 
dirt. Most of tl1e wounded were enjoying the oblivion of deep 
sleep. Suddenly an unexpected volley broke the silence, awaken
ing tlhe sleepers and renewing the pains of the wounded which 
had temporarily b~n forgotten. Again groans and moans were 
heard. 

"Oh-oh, I haven't an ounce of strength left in my ·body and 
my limbs are all growing stiff! C.Omrade, help me get up!" 

"Will there never be an end to all this? Something must 

happen! Either we get rescued or we go to hell along with 
the Whites!" · 

"C.Omrad-e, t'llrn me over on the otlher side.. Tm the ban- · 
dage off. The lice have eaten me all up." 

The medical orderly came over, opened -the man's shirt where 
the wound was, unwouod the dirty rag which served as a ban
dage, to two sides of which a living ant-hill of lice was stuck. 

The medical orderly washed the wound with water, and 
bound it up with a cleJ.n bandage, throwing the old oner out 
into the yard. A change of bandage helped a little, but not· 
for long; it was physically impossible to chang~ dressings every 
hour, and there was a limited supply of cloth. 
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We were tortured by thirst. Those who were lying near the 
walls of the barn stretched out their hands, scraped up the hoar 
frost from· the boards and greedily licked it up with their 
tongues, getting a little moisture in this way. 

Small fires were kept burning day and night at the machine-
~ 

gun embrasures. · 
Belief in victory struggled with doubt. . . . 
Could we hold out? . Did we have enough strength to see 

it through? At that moment of. inner struggle no one of us 
could answer these questions. In such cases, the answer always 
comes from without. 

the temporary calpi was unexpectedly brok_en by firing. We _ 
opened fire more of ten than they in order to inter£ ere with the 
moving forward of their def enccs . . -

The Whites answered and the firing lasted several hQurs. 
With the first -rifle shots and the h~nvner of ,the machine

guns, all our doubts vanished. Our inner balance and stead
fastness returned. The entire. meaning of this struggle was 
once more forcibly imprinted on our minds. The dPtai:,bmPOt 
again became aware of the significance of our sacrifice. 

Our moral, was restored once more by the touch of reality, 
by -the challenging music of the firing. . · 

The steel bullets, which fell in the yard beating against the 
barricades and piercing the walls of the hut and the barn, were 
like so much fuel thrown upon the dying fire of our tot:b.iisiasm. 

The men who had been relieved from duty at the barricades 
entered by ones and twos, knocking their rifles noisily on the 
threshold. The door ~as, flung open, letting in a gust of cold 
air. Finally, all were ·in, the last orie banging the door after 
him. · ' 

Each knew his place well, and without any trouble or noise, 
they settled diemselvcs on the floor. 

They .fixed their cartridge belts, groaned and rubbed their 
cold hands. Some had mittens but these were absolutely wor-th
less by now. They began to exchange views. 
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"Do you know:• said one, "I think, we ough~ to ~ake a 
sudden attack. Maybe . the Whites _are not ~ strong as we 
think-maybe only twenty or thirty _in all-who knows :and 1 

maybe Pepelyaev is at Yakutsk with the rest of the_ forces." 
"Well, and then what?" -someone asked him. • 
"Then we will leave all our wounded here in the eare of the 

two medical orderlies and the weaker comrades, we'll destroy / 
J 

all the spare cartridges and grenades; burn the extra rifles that 
we can't carry, take a piece of horse meat for each and go to 
Yakutsk." 

"In any case," the squadron commander, Metlitsky,' struck 
in, "it's not a bad idea. We must put a stop to all this sitting 
about, and pretty quick too. I've had enough of all tnis ·crawl
i~g · and living hunched up!" 

"All that, comrades, is true," interrupted Alexei Volkov, the 
platoon commander, who had already recovered- from his 
wound. "There's nothing drcadf ul about getting killed in 
action, especially after such a life as ours. · We're lying here 
one on top ·of another.:....:.uiere' s no tobacco and no p.lace to ·spit. 
It's especially duficult for our wounded comrades. But sup
posing this plan of. yours doesn't come off?'• 

: "What do you mean?" 
"I mean, supposing there Are more Whites than we think? j 

That is only half the misfortune, and it is not what I am driv- , 
ing.at. What .will be-bad', is that we will suffer losses and have ' 
to retreat; then the Whites will take advantage of the situation, 
follow us up, break through our -barricades and take~erything. 
That .is what I'm afraid of." .. . . 

All were silent. They were thinking. , ; . . 
"Even if we ~o _take this course and it turns out unfavourably 

for us," I put in, "in any case, there is a way out of the situation 
for us. lo. the cellar there will be the two comrades whom we 
appointed at the meeting, and if the enemy does make a co.unter
attack and occupy the yard, we will still have time to make 
peace with the Whites . the matches are dry and the powder 

. hasn't got damp yet." 
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"I had forgotten that. I'm ready for a sally right noW"," 
Volkov announced decisively. 

"We will all go," the others said. 
· Each was ready to leave the shelter of the barricades and to 

hurl himself upon the bullets and bayonets of the enemy in 
order to smash through the icy ring of siege which was slowly 
strangling us. · · 

Preparations for the s~lly ibegan. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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CHAPTER XXII 

GENERAL RAK.ITIN'S DISCOMFITURE 

Meanwhile, though we did not know it, the ground wls 
already slipping from under the feet of the Whites and at the 
very moment when we tho.ught our position desperate, help was 
approaching. _ 

The Whites had indeed occupied Churapcha, but they had not 
met with the support which they expected. They came there al' 
the invitation of a group of local kulaks, who told tliem that 
there were "900 insurgents" in .the district. When, l1owever, the 
White colonel Vargasov arrived there, sent by Pepelyaev on Feb
ruary 13 to take over the leadership of the "insurgents," he 
found only eighty-two persons instead of the expected 900. 
Forming these into two companies, he occupied the road from 
Churapcha to Amga, in order to prevent our comrade "Grand
pa" Kurashov, from establishing contact with the besieged de
tachment in Sasil-sisi. 

GeneraJ Rakitin's detachment, consisting of 250 men, arrived 
in the Bagayantaiski Nasleg in the latter half of February, and 
camped twenty versts east of Churapcha. 

The Y akut Soviet Government proposed to General Rakitin 
that he cease hostilities against the Soviet power, guaranteeing 
that all the White volun,teers who would lay down their arms 
should be allowed to go free and unmolested. Rakitin, however, 
rejected the peaceful overtures. 

Soon after this General Rakitin commenced hostilities. He de
cided to occupy the village. of Myaginsk in order to break the 
connection between the Red forces in Churapcha and the city ot 
Yakutsk. 
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Moving unobserved around the boundaries of the .Myagimk 
community, General Rakitin launched his attack. But as soon as 
the Reds opened fire, the Y akuts in his detachment, finding that · 
they were suffering useless losses in an exposed position, lay -down where they were and ref used to budge. .. 

Neither the orders nor the personal example of the Russian 
volunteers could -prevail on the Y akuts to continue the attack. 

With forty men uselessly lost in killed and wounded,, General 
Rakitin had to withdraw his detachment from Myaginsk towards 
Churapcha. 

' 

After this initial failure, a mistrustful attitude towards the 
White generals made itself felt among the Y akuts. Accustomed 
to attack only from ainbuscad-es, they considered the Myaginsk 
attack an absurd undertaking of the Russian officers, who, it was 
said, wer~ not sorry for the loss of Yakut lives. 

General Rakitin then attacked Churapcha. This attempt also 
ended in failure and cost the Whites nea,rly thirty men in killed 
and wounded. 

The commander of the Red detachment in Churapcha, 
"Grandpa" Kurashov, received orders to prepare for an attack 
on Amga, 'in order to rescue our detachment which was besieged 
in Sasil-sisi. At the same time, Baikalov was also to attack from 
Yakut9k. - -

In order to move on Amga more easily and to deceive General 
'Rakitin, "Grandpa" Kurashov made a pretty chess move. 

He issued two orders to the garrison. A<:cording to the first 
. order, which was fictitious, the garrison was tog~ to Yakutsk; 

according to the second-the order to be acted upon-the Ghu
rapcha garrison was to depart for A.mga and unite with the be
sieged Red detachment at Sasil-sisi. . 

' 
Our' messenger, who was sent from Churapcha to Yakutsk 

with the false order, was captured by the Whites, who· naturally 
assum~ that Kurashov was going to try to break throuJh to Ya-
kutsk. 

That night, accordingly, General Rakitin moved round thirty-
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. five versts to the west, took up a position on the Yakutsk road 
and lay there in.ambush, waiting for Kurashov. 

In this way, "Grandpa" Kurashov gave Rakitin the slip. He 
left a small garri90n in O.urapcha which was well fortified, and 
himself marched on Amga, th1: only obstacle .in his way now 
being the one deta~ent of Colonel Vargasov which was post
ed in his path. But at the approach of "Grandpa" Kurashov, this 
detachment of Whites turned tail and ran away. 

I 
The eighty-two "insurgents," who followed Colonel Vargasov, 

had obJected to being moved away from their native community. 
Vargasov had to report to ·Pepelyaev that "when they learned 
that the detachment was to ,be moved to .a new position, they 
immediately began to go about with sour looks and, most sur
prising to me, demanded to be demobilized, giving as their 
reasons, fatigue and conditions at home. 

"Egor Ammosov declared that he had entered the detachment 
as a 'community militia man,' and that he did not want to .fight. 

"Only after my firmly insisting that the general had for
bidden demobilization, was it possible to start for the front. 

"The m Qrale of the detachment was already low and its ap
pearance was that of a mob. -

"At this time the Yakuts everywhere spoke of nothing but the 
events in Sasil-sisi, and that strong !orces of the enemy were 
moving from Yakutsk towards Amga." 

Vargasov was unable to prevent the news from spreading and 
one by one his men began to desert, the kulaks returning to their 
native village. On February 22 he learned that Kurashov's de
tachment was· approaching, and made desperate efforts to rally 
his men. 

"Egor Ammosov and Protasov, ·in the presence of the other 
partisans, laid down tlieir arms and cartridges, declariag that 
they would not serve any more. I arrested them, but ·their ex
ample proved contagious. On the next day nearly twenty-.five 
men left the second company. 

"About 10 o'clock in the morning of February 23, I was 
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informed that a column of about fifty horsemen had been seen 
dismounting. In a furious sweat, literally pulling them by the 
sleeve, I placed the partisans in position and opened fire, at a 
distance of .five hundred paces, on the approaching enemy. They 
in turn opened fue from a Colt and a Choche. -

'!. • • I decided to lead my men to the right flank, to a very 
good position. Fourteen men were held in reserve. I commanded 

~ ' 
them to ·follow me. Under machine-gun .fire, we crossed over 
and took cover behind baJballhi. 

"Then I saw that there was only one interpreter left with me, 
and that the rest of the Y akuts were mounting their horses ~ 
making of f. · , 

"Our retreat was already cut off by the murderous fire of the 
enemy; my fleeing subordinates had left no horses for us. 

". . . I lay in the snow until evening, then I Bed to a hut. I 
wanted to overtake my detachment, but I did· not know whore it 
was. The Yakuts had chan&ed entirely. No one wanted to act as 
messenger; they said there were no horses, aod that no one knew 
a:bout the state of affairs at the front. 

"I only learned J,,y accident of the proximity pf General Rak
itin and managed to hire two Y akuts to deliver a letter to hirn_ 
paying for their services with linen. They took me with them to 
Okhotsk." 

After General Rakitin had waited more than twenty-four 
hours in ambuscade without results, he realized that the Reds 
had fooled him. He wanted to go in pursuit of "Grandpa" Kur
ashov, but there were rumours in his detachm~nt that the Yakuts 

' in general did not want to fight against the Reds, and that they 
intended to disarm the Whites at the fust opportunity and hand 
them over to the Soviets. 

In view of this, General Rakitin, who had i,rcviously intend
ed to unite with Pepclya~, h·ad to change his ,plans. He dis
missed all the Yakuts in his service and with twenty-six Russian 
volunteers, hastened off from Churapcha towards the northeast, 
along the old road to the city of Okhotsk. . • • 

· Pepelyaev was informed tnat a fresh strong detachment of 
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Red soldi~rs with artillery, under the command of Kurashov, 
was moving to join the besieged Reds at Sasil-sisi. 
· Leaving Artemiev' s detachment and thirty Russian volunteers 
with Vishnevsky, Pepelyaev marched, to meet Kurashov with his 
corps. He hastened .to occupy a favourable position for the battle. 
On February 26, Pepelyaev met "Grandpa" Kurashov's detach
ment in the neighbourhood of Elasin. He received a severe set
back, his casualties being nearly sixty wounded and killed. 

Besides this, our· ·comrade, Renkus, the captured Red Army 
man who had been forced to serve with the Whites, succeeded 

4'n making good 1his escape and went over to "Grandpa" Kura
shov, together with eighteen of his comrades. 

On February 2s; the second action took place. It also ended 
in discomfiture for Pepelyaev's corps, they lost nearly thirty men 
killed · and wounded, and twelve more "volunteers" ( captured 
Red Army men) deserted to "Grandpa." 

In these two battles, the losse~ incurred by the detachment of 
"Grandpa" Kurashov did .tllo.t exceed forty men. 

Pepelyaev then dug himself in in the neighbourhood of· Ari
lakh, where he ,wished to offer battle to "GrandJ>a" once moie, 

.but Kurashov declined further fighting an<l moved off west-
ward. · 

Like an old, experienced commander, "Grandpa" Kurashov 
d-id ·everything possible to reach Sasil-sisi as quickly as possible 
and avoid the enemy when they were in a strong position. 

In this way, he forced, the enemy to keep changing ground. 
Pepelyaev began to manoeuvre indecisively in the district of 

· Elasin and in this way a final battle between the Whites and 
"Grandpa." Kurashov's detachments was avoided. Kurashov con
tinued swiftly on his way towards Sasil-sisi . 

•• 
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CHAPTER XXIII 

TH.E STRANGLEHOLD TIGHTENS 

The entire detachment soon . learned of our plan to make a 
sudden attack that night. We began taking the names of those 
who wanted to take part in the sally, but everybody wanted to, 
so we had to choose qut the stronger comrades. The others 
were displeased, gnJmbled, and asked to be taken along too, but 
the ·barricades could not be left "'ithout defenders. Eighteen men 
in all were chosen for the desperate venture. 

Preparations were made. It was. decided not to take machine
guns, but to carry as many grenades as possible. 

. Although my wound was not completely healed, I could' 
walk by now and I decided to take part in the sally. 

Our men were in a desperate mood by now and though it was 
now broad daylight, some of them sprang up, standing upright 
on the barricades, threatening the Whites with their fists and 
shouting: · 

"Surrender! Come over to us! 5top this dirty business!" 

The enemy op~ed rapid fire on these dare-devils. Two were 
wounded, but this did not stop the others fro~ displaying their 
recklessness. 

However, an order was ·issued to remain under cover, and 
this .was carried out, with a few exceptions. ~ndividual soldiers 
at times violated the orders of their commanders. 

"The machine-gunner, Ivan Pargachev, has been wpunded," 
the soldier on duty informed us, as he came into the hut. 

"He crawled out again and began swearing at the Whites, I 
suppose? Oh, that Pargachev ! He's afraid n~ither of god nor 
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the devil, and he's up to fresh tricks-every day. How he', es
caped death until now is a miracle!" Metlitsky said. 

"Today Pugachev went one better," the man on duty con• 
tinued. "During the firing, be ran out into tbe middle of the 
yard, sword ~n hand, to cut some meat from a dead horse, and 
singing at top of his voice the whole time. After he was 
wounded in the right shoulder, he went on hacking away w~th 
his left hand. His left hand was then shot through. As he fell, 
he shouted : 'General Pepelyaev, how far . do you think you' 11 
get? You are trapped in Yakutia you'll never get home!'" · 

The wounded Pargachev, swearing but not groaning, was 
dragged into the hut . 

.. There, you scoundrels ! Thought they'd miss only for a 
minute, I slashed off a bit of meat. I wanted to have a bite of 

eth" .. som1ng ..•• 
For the first .time since I was wounded, I crawled out of the 

hut to the yard. Khasoutdinov went with me. I was intoxicated 
by the fresh air, and blinded by the bright sunny daylight. I be
came dizzy. I lay down for about ten minutes, until I became ac
customed to the outdoor world, then I felt better. . 

The most prolific fi9CY imagination could not picture all that 
I saw.. . . . ·. 

It was a terrible picture. I wanted to impress it so strongly 
upon my mind that it would remain with me until the end of 
my life. , 

The snow in the yard was all stamped do-wh and covered with 
blood. Animal blood could not be distinguished from the bu-man 
blood with wbidi it was mingled ; :a small plot of ground, red 
with blood .... 

The · entire ~ll area of the yard was heaped up with dirty 
rags, pus-soaked bandages, bones of horses, frozen faces, tens of 
thousand5 of empty . cartridge cases, rusty iron bands, ramrods, 
and unexploded grenades which the ·enemy had hurled. Broken 
and unbroken rifles, bent discs of the Choche gun, empty broken 
machine-gun bands Ia1 in separat:c piles . 

• 
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Under each machine:gun (thre~ Maxims and one Colt) a 
small fire was kept burning. In order that the enemy might not • 
know how many machine-guns we had, we had to keep up aboot 
ten such fires and move the guns from one embrasure to anothet . ~ . 

shooting from .different places. . 
In this way, we succeeded in deceiving the enemy; they be

lieved we had nine machine-guns with us. 
One ,part of our forces kept shooting from the embrasures, 

the others were scattered in groups around the fires, talking in 
undertooes .. 

'The Whites were lying about the field-gun. It's taking it a 
long time to come. They're probably bringing it by oxen-flash
ing past the countryside at two versts an hour," argued one who 
was nicknamed "junk ~n," because he always carried a supply 
of "various kinds of things for the campaign" with him. If 
someone needed a -piece of string, a nail, a small strip of leather, 
a bit of thread, or even a whole patch for his ,underpants, he 
went (o Ushakov and always got what he wanted. He would 
pick up old horseshoes and other oddments and tarry them with 
him as "reserve supplies." 

"The Whites lied about the field-gun. There is no sign of 
it. I'll be damned if tl,ey took. Chura.?Cha either. They only 
wanted to catch us napping! Yes, the affair miscarried," Busur-
gin spoke with assurance. ., 

Our barricades presented a frightful appearance. · 
In one place, two corpses-one, · a machine-~er of ours, 

the other, a White were almost touching, their• hands extended 
towards each · other as if trying to touch fingers or to grasp 
hands in union a~inst the common ~nemy---capital. 

A little further on, lay the platoon commander, Moskalenko, 
his eyes wide open, bloody f oa,m frozm on his lips, his left arm 
extending alongside his body, his -right arm half bent and 
thrown. over his forehead as if to screen his eyes from the sun. 

Two or three paces beyond lay Adamsky. His forehead was 
lined deep with wrinkles. His blue eyes were screwed up; they 
had lost their former steely shatpness and glitter. His face was 
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serious and preoccupied; on it was stamped an expression of 
iron will and detenoination, Even the bullet which pierced the 
h~rt of the old guerilla fighter did not rd:> his face of its cus
tomary expression of courage and daring. 

Near him lay the Choche gunner, Karacharov-the entire back 
of his head torn away by a dum..dum bullet; a horrible black 
hole gaped in the empty skull ; the arms were crossed and 
pressed to the chest; the hail4 was stuck together, frozen in a 
large bloody mass ; the face was contorted in a grimace: 

The corporal, who had •received a fatal wound in .the temple, 
had fallen in the snow, face down. As a result, his face had 
flattened out and caved in, and only a small elongated wart 
on his nose remained to identify him. Only the night before, 
the soldiers had dragged the dead body through the snow to 
the barricades on which it now lay. 

The large clumsy body of ~ sergeant l~y on top of the barri
cades near the Colt machine-gun, his arms flung forward; the 
long tangled locks of his hair lifted now ap,d then in the light 
breeze. From ~ distance, you might have thought that he was 
sleeping. 

The hut and the barn were enclosed: by a Bloody circle of 
more than a hundred human corpses and dozens of dead· horses 
·heaped 11p pell mell together with the balbakhi. · 

Over this two by four area, the Red Flag· fluttered. It recon
ciled the· de~dL Lenin with his arm extended called to the living 
defenders of the October Revolution to fight on ... . 

The firing increased on ~ sides. 
The bullets cracxeai against the frozen corpses, rearing off 

fingers and .particles of flesh. Heads were split open by t•he bul
lets and the grey frozen mass of brain inside was laid bare. 

Sometimes a dead body would be knocked down from the 
barricade by the force of the shots, but our men would instantly 
replace it. · · 

It seeined as though the dead could not endure the rain of 
blows that was showering on them and were ready to cry out 

• • 1n agony. 
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Up the mountainside among the bare tree trunks we could see 
the narrow paths worn by the-coming and goi-ng of the White 
troops, nioning criss-cross among the trees, crossing their lio~ 
of defence and then losing themselves among the thickets. 

The Whites had cut up the taiga, and covered the hill with 
a network of defences, hopin& that in the event of rescuers 
attempting to approach us, their attack could thus be beaten 
off . 

. However, events that we did not know of were even then 
hastening on. Pepelyaev's ruin-not here in Sasil-sisi, but in the 
battles with "Grandpa" Kurasliov, and in· Amga with -Bailca
lov. 

From my point. of observation, tile exact number of Whites 
could not be determined. There were about thirty in the firing 
line and a few more could be seen in the hut beyond. 

I felt tired and chilled and returned to the hut; we needed 
rest to gather strength for the sally which we had clccided to 
carry out that night. The head of the machine-gun squad, Khas
nutdinov, remained at the ~arricades "to play a little bit with 
the machine-gun," he told me when I called to him. 
· Less than twenty miilutes later, Khasoutdinov was severely 

wounded in the head 6y a bullet which f ou-nd its way through 
a treac~rous chink between the corpses . 

• 
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CHAPTER XXIV 
DEATII AND TESTAMENT OF A RED ARMY MAN 

The Whites, in accordance with all the rules of military 
science proceeded towards the hut by "saps," they buried them
selves in the deep snow and continually narrowed the death 
circle of their siege. · 

The catastrophe was coming nearer and nearer. On the south
eastern side, there were not more than two hundred ,paces· separ
ating us from the enemy's· defences ; on the north western side 
there were one hoo-dred and sixty three paces; only on the west
ern side, where there was a lake, had1 the -distance remained un
changed,. 

The Red detachment' was dying one by one. Every 4ay the 
ranks of its defenders became thinner. Every ckly more and more 
wou,nded died-and took their places on the barricades ! 

The wounded already numbered ninety. There was no longer 
room for them. 

We were dying slowly, one by one. And help did not 
• arnve .... 
It was dark, close and ditnp. One felt an excessively sweet 

~aste- in the mouth producing a sensation of nausea. Darkness 
brooded over the bam and' the hut. 1 

The medical orderly, flitting to and fro lib: a shadow, went 
from' one wounded1 man to another, bandaging the wounds. 

·The bullets cracked against the outer walls of the hut or 
piercing through with the sound of snapping violin strings, 
tl1ey _ shot across over the p~trate bodies or buried themselves 
in the ground. It was dangerous to stand up or even to sit. 

"Comrade Strod !" called Popov, who was wounded in the 
stomach. His face was deathly pale; his eyes half closed. His 
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• 
breath· came and went in short jerks. Life was ebbing away from 
his body ...• 

"What is it, Comrade Popov? I am here." 
His eyes opened, and he smiled happily. With a supreme 

effort: he .mastered his pain, and said : 
"Will rescue come to us soon from Yakutsk?" 
"By my. figuring it will come in five days, af the most ·in a 

week. Three messengers were sent with the information along 
different roads. At least one must have broken through. Baikalov 
will rescue us, and of course, Pepelyaev will be defeated." · 
· "Ivan Y akovlevich, I will not last out until rescue comes. 
I will die soon. I feel that every part of me is getting cold, my 
·1egs are like ic.e. Tell the detachment that I want to say a few 
words to them." 

I repeated the words of the dying ma-n. . .. All became quiet. 
Even the wounded stopped their groan&. 

"Comrades! I am dying for the Soviet power. . .. I appeal. 
to you all to fight on :to the very coo. Our people are not here 
·today-but tomorrow they will come and will rescue you. Don't 
surrender! If you can't hold out, do as we decided .... Blow 
everything up ! Let our Red Flag fall together with us and cover 
our grave. Long live the Soviet power and Lenin!" . 

Crash ! A bullet smashed through the wall, and hit me in the 
foot. I lay alongside of Popov. He had1 alteady stopped breath-
• 1ng. 

The heart of the Red partis~, which had glowed with revo
lutionary enthusiasm and a passionate belief in, victory, was 
silent .. , . · 

The sky, overcast wjth heavy clouds, foreboded snow. It 
had turned warmer out of doors. · 

A breeze sprang up. The green boughs of the pine forest 
stirred restlessly, sighing in the wind .... 
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CHAP'l"ER XXV 

A NIGHT OF VIGIL 

This time, I was not wounded. The bullet had only passed 
through my felt shoe, and I escaped with nothing worse than a 
bruise. But my foot hurt, and I had to limp. 

Thick snow had f alien in the yard ; by 1 O o'clock that ,night 
we were in the thick of a real blizzard•. The storm swept over 
us in angry gusts_. The wind· shrieked and whistled through the 
fore$t. · ·· 

Nothing could be seen. bey~nd ten paces ahead. 
The whole detachment was manning the barricades. 
We expected tl1e Whites to attack at any moment. They 

• 
would hardly miss such a golden opportunity. 

~ .- -
We had given up the · idea of making a sally .that night; we 

were afraid we would be separated . and lose contact with one 
anobher in the storm and darkness and thus arrive at the enemy's 
barricades in ones and twos with our ·,ranks broken; besides this, 
it would be possible in the confusion to mistake the Whites for 
our own men and vice versa. So we· postponed the sally to the 
next day. ,. 

We stood there awaiting the attack of the Whites, each man 
swnmoning all his strength and courag~ As this might be our 
last night, we were all the more strung up to acquit ourselves 
well. 

Before us, at about sixty paces from the barricades, lay .five 
or six picket outposts, three men in each. Some of our pickets 
lay alongside the Whites wlho had1 been killed in the last action 
and ha~ not been taken away. Soon, all of the~ were. covered 
with .snow, and presented the _appearance of white •hummocks 
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on the surtace of the ground. In spite of our meagre supply of 
wood, we kept a few large fires burning in th~ yard. . 

Suddenly we caught sight of ·moving figures thirty ,to forty 
paces from the barricades. Our spirits rose at once. The suspense 
was over. Each felt more confident and courageous. 

"They can't approach without our seeing the~. The pickets 
wi~l warn us, the fire~ are lit_:_we will open fire just at th1 
right ti·me," said t>he men. 

The machine-guns were ready for battle. At the first signs 
of the approaching storm, they had been set to shoot at forty 
to fifty paces l'n front of them. The rifles were loaded1, 'the 
cartridge belts filled, the grenades within easy reach. 

The "dynAmite squad," as Volkov and Pozhidaev were now 
called, remained behind in th·e hut. 'fhey . tested the matches, 
saw to· it that the hay had not become damp, and after this was 
done, sat down again at the open cellar door wi:tih set faces, 
awaiting tlte si~l. T•hey swore at the bad weather. 

Ho-wever,· the Whites did not advance. They did not even fire 
much and we too kept quiet on our side. Only the wailing call 
of our sentries on guard .was heard every five to ten minutes, 
borne to us on the wind: . 

"Be-e on gu-a-ard ! Lo-ok a-he-ead !" 
The sound of t,he voice burst out loud for a moment and then 

sank beneath the howl of t·he wind; d;rowned by the storm. 
At length the l0ng awaited .dawn broke upon us. Little by 

little, the storm calmed down, our vigil was at an end and our 
alar,m subsided. 

Half -the detachment left the barricades and went to rest in 
the hut. We had recalled all our pickets a little earlier. In re
turning, they dragged over a few of the White corpses which 
they succeeded in adding to the barricades. 

"J.ook, comrades! We've received reinforcements"-jested 
our men. , 

"Not we, but the corpses," others corrected them. 
Some of the corpses on the barricad~ had suffered so much 

damage from the machine-gun fire of the enemy, that they no 
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longer provided protection against the bullets and bad to be 
changed lor new ones. 

The Whites had used this n·ight to move their defences· for
ward; they had now crept thirty paces nearer. They held to 
their tactics of starving us out and did not attack . 

• .. 
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CHAPTER XXVI 

THE WHITES A.RE REINPQRCED 
• 

It was now broad daylight. Our oheeks tingled in the light 
frost. The wind· had died down and the storm was over. 

The green pine woods basked und~ the rays of the morning 
sun. 

Our ragged · ranks crouched for cover under the ba.rricad,,..ies,.__ 
the faces thin, smoke-blackened, hollow-cheeked-the fingers. 
frozen; and the feet painfully frost-bitten. 

They clinked their rifle locks, took aim and fired, keeping 
up a steady fire on the outskirts of the for est, on the enemy's cle
f ences, the bairn, and tile distant huts where the Whites would 
appear for a moment and hurriedly take cover again. 

It seemed as if they were ·preparing for an attack. Our 
machine-guns stood ready, their steel muzzles glinting as they 
aimed at the enemy's defences. 

With the fire of their rifles and two machine-guns, the 
enemy furiously battered against die hut, the barn and the barri, 
cades. · · 

The ragged shreds of bluish smoke swirled up -among the 
pi~ .branches and vanished in the tree tops. 

The Whites had been reinforced _during the night. Arteiniev's 
"partisan" detac,hment had arrived! at Sasil-sisi and was now in 
the firing line~ We could easily hear Artemiev's loud sonorous 
voice giving commands. The besieged soon, felt the presence of 
a new enemy. _ • 

Among Artemiev's m~· there were many real taiga snipers. 
As soon as one of our men thrust 'his head out from under 

· cover, he would get hit by a well-aimed shot from the enemy . 
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The man would shudder, totter, and sink heavily to ~c ground, 
dropping bis mile, a streak of ,red blood trickling down his face 
from a little round hole· in his forehead or temple. 

The shooting did not quiet dow·n the entire day. 
The soldiers were fagged out. They did not cook dinner, but 

satisfied, their hunger with raw horse meat. . 
"There, the rogues! If t,hey' d only give us a little rest, just a 

few spare mi,nutes for dinner. It's all -right for them-they've 
probably eaten, but look at us !" our men, !aged. 

The fiery disc of the sun slowly sunk behind the crest of the 
• mountain. 

Br.ief twil•ight covered the earth. 
Soon, the first stars would light up the sky, and darkness 

would descend upon us. The evening had come at last. All 
breathed more easily. 
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OIAPTER XXVII 

MORE NEGOTIATIONS 

By our calculations the day 71as February 28. It was almost 
ten o'clock in the evening; the Whites began to rouse us to talk. 

"Hey! Re-eds, ·huh, Re-eds ! Hey! Why are you so quiet? 
Answer, can't you?" 1 

"What do you want? Have you concocted any more false 
news? Has the field-gun come yet?" 

"The field~gun is not far off. It should have been here today, 
but it overturned on the road. Something broke but they fixed 
it up and they'll bring it by tomorrow dinner time. We want to 
negotiate y.,ith you. Send one man half way, he will be met by a 
man from our side." 

• • 

"Wihat do you want to talk about?" ' 
"The~e is something we want to talk over. Come, you'll 

soon hear what it is." . . 
"We will infor-m the commanders." 
''Good.'' 
It was decided to enter into ~gotiations. 

. . . 

We informed the Whites that we agreed to send one Red 
Army man, but not until nine o'clock on the morning of the 
next day. 

The Whites agr«d and did .not shoot that night, thanks to 
which our "snow carriers" gathered al,most twice as much as 
they had done on the -preceding -nights. That tllight, by the dim 
light of the smoky lamp, we wrote_ the following letter: 

"Generay Pepelyaev, you expected_.to seize Yakutsk in Feb
ruary, the entire autonomous republic -in March, Bodaibi and 
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Kironsk in April, move on to Lrkutsk m the Spring, then march 
victoriously through Siberia, and be in Moscow_ in 1924. 

"But . . . you canoot even capture one small detachment with 
all your forces. 1 

"You can now be satisfied, that your defeat is imminent, and 
your dreams of the conquest of Soviet Russia will remain noth-
ing but dreams... . . ' 

"Do not shed blood in vai-n. We again propose to you to lay 
down your ar,fns and sur.render to the mercy of the Soviiets. 

"Remember that the Soviet power is strong and invincible, 
and those who sur·render voluntarily are almost always for-, . ,, 
given .... 

At nine o'clock on the morning of March 1, the chief of de
fence, Zholrun, with a white band aroun-d his sleeve and the 

· letter iin his pocket, left the bairricades. Midway b.etween. the two 
positions he met a White corporal and they shook hands. 

Groups of Whites coutd be seen closely watching tne two men 
who were negotiating; they were a hundred paces to the side, 
under the trees and a't the barricades. 

On our side, the men were listening, with rifles in their hands. 
The machine-guns were .ready -for action. · · 
"Things are very bad with you, especially with the wounded, 

aren't they?_" asked the White corporal. "You have no bread, 
aod what is sl!ill wor,e, you have not:hlng to make bandages with 
and no medical stores.'' · 

' 
"That is nothing," Zholnin answered!. "Never you mind our 

... wounded, thei'r wounds are re-d-ressed every day. We've got 
enough bandages and enough medical suppties. True, we have 
no bread, but then we've plenty of meat.'' 
\ "Hm. .. . So you are not thinking of surrendering?" 

"No, we are not.'' 
"Do you expect help to arrive?" 
"Y d " es, we o. 
"But if help doesn't come and we capture Yakutsk, will you 

surrender then?" · 
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"No, we',re not goiog to sittrcnder anyhow. Wc'have decided 
at it is better to die than to surrender to your friends with the · 
ld epaulettes. And as to Yakutsk, you can no more get to Ya
tsk than you can see your own ears . . . unless you get taken ~ 
ere as prisoners. I.f that's all you had to tell us when you 
ggested negotJations, there was no . need for you · to have: 
thered. Tell this to his excellency, General Pepelyaev." 
"Well, wlw:?n an offic« shouted from the forest, "They 

fuse to surrender?'" 
"Yes. They say that they will fight to the end." ~ 
"Well, to hell with them! We'll finish them soon, the cursed 

ommunists! Don't talk any more. Come back." ' 
Taking the letter, the White corporal left, while Comrade 
olnin returned to our ba·rricadcs. 
For ten mioutes all was quiet. A-pparently, the Whites were 
ding our letter. They did not send us an answer. Soon the 

ring broke out again. . . . 

• 

• 

• 

' 
• 
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CHAPTER XXVIII 

FALSE ALARM 

., ' -· . 

• :S 

. 

3! 

:a 

It was March 2. Only a two or three day supply of wo~ 
remained. There was no hay. · It had reach~d· the stage wheri

0 
the hay under the wounded had turned to muck. We were eat 
ing the-last of the horses; the rations were reduced, but even sc

0 
the . meat could last only four or five days more. True, ther\g 
were horses on the barricades, but their bodies could not b1 

spared. Famine was staring us in the face: What could be donet 
There was _no way out. I;)eath from starvation was slowly b4,

1 

surely coming nearer. There was only one bope-:-a quick -rescu~e 
Otherwise destruction was inevitable. 

It was 'almost four o'clock in the morning. The wounded werti 
' asleep. The tight of the small lamp was still flickering, but th, 

f.isre had long since gooe out. 1be medical orderly was bend:in1t1 
over the dring Khasnutdinov, who had not regained conscious 
ness since being wounded. He tossed about in delirium all thio 
time, mwnb1ing unintelligi-ble threats and requests and utte.1u 
ing only one in~elligible word-"comrade." 

The death agony now began, and it did not last long. Soo1 
Kbasnutdinov had breathed his last. :I, 

At that moment, one of the men who was resting in the hu 
sprang up and shouted, "Comrades! The Whites are attacking!' 
and he ran out into the yard, everyone after him. 

It tumed out, ·however, that there was no attack. It was onl: 
the man's dream. He had been cl-reaming that the Whites ha< 
crept right up to the barricades, and that our men were al 
asleep and did not see them. . . . . 
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We could hear the enemy moving about almost ,the whole 
~ight. We could only conjecture what the noises m~t. Per
~ps they were relieving the guard or •perhaps r.ei.nforcements 
~ad arrived, and they.,,..,ere · preparing for an attack; or perhaps 
lescue was coming to us. . . . . How could we know? 

L Morning came. All was quiet for a time. Then suddenly a shot 

1 
ng out, tih~ another, and ano~her. The machine-guns were 

• • ;iammet1ng away .. . . 
.I The Whites opened a fierce rifle ~d machine-gun fire. 
~ hail of steel rained upon the . bloody barricades of human , 
> 

· odies, sounding like th~ cracking of a hundred whips .. .. 
! The Reds waited. At any moment the· enemy's ranks might 
pring out from the taiga.' All were .ready, gripping their rifles 

'. · ghtly. The machine-gunners were on the alert. 
We waited and waited, but the attack did not come. On caire

'1 ul consideration, we concluded that the object of the shooting 
r ust have been to muffle some distant bombardment from our 
.. -. 
• ear1ng. 

And so it was.1 Somewhere; far, far away -the guns were boom-
n·g. . 

, The besieged did not know that at that moment Baik:alov Wa! 

1 ttacking Amga. . 
f They also did not know that "Grandpa" Kurashov was only 

ourtcen versts away now and was fighting his way to· their rcs
e. 
At twelve o'clock noon, the Whites ceased fire. 

: Again all was quiet. · Night descended. All were on the 
lert .. . • 

• . 
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CHAPTER XXIX 

PEPELY AEV THROWS UP THE SPONGE 
! 

While Pepelyaev was manoeuvring without result against 
"Grand.\'a" Kurashov near the village of Elasin, General Vish
nevsky remained inactive before the ba·11ricades in Sasil-sisi, and 
Rakitin hurriedly left for Okhotsk. The Red commander in Ya
kutsk, Baikalov, had gathered all the forces of the city, number
ing almost six hundred men with two guns and six to eight 
machine-guns, and with these he had set out in the direction of 
Amga, where there were nearly one hunderd and fifty Whites 
left in the ga·rrison. 

On March 2, 8aikalov 'launched an attack on Amga. Our 
troops concentrated such a murderous fire on the enemy's. 
defences that the Whites could oot venture out. 

The Whites were smashed by this attack, wh·ile our si~ 
suffered only insignificant losses. Some of the Whites, undet 
tne leadership of Colonel Anders, fled from, Amg:a; others took 
shelter in the various houses and in the church, and sniped at 
our men from these hiding ,places. We suffered more losses in 
the street fighting than in the attack. . 

At Amga, the' entire supply base with more than twenty
_thousancf cartridges was captu·red, an<l more than thirty prison
ers were taken, among them Colonel Surov and Kulikovsky. 

Kulikovsky, the inspirer of the counter-revolutionary move
ment, succeeded in poisoning himself with morphine at the 
moment when he was taken ,prisoner. Wh-cn he was brought to 
our headquarters, he was already .far gone and died a short 
while after. 

Among Kulikovsky' s baggage was found • travelling bag 
filled with all kinds of stamps and se,I~ for the fyture "Yakut 
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Government,'' and visiting cards with the inscription in French: 
"Governor of the Y akut Provi.ote." 
Among 1his personal belongings were a book of psalms, some 

pornographic pictures, and morphine. 
Colonel Ander1, having made good his escape, informed 

Pcpelyaev of what had occurred.· 
The news had a crushing effect on Pepelyaev. He now saw 

that his ruin was inevitable. He hastened to cease hostilities, and 
issued orders that all units of the corps concentrJitc imm~ately 

. in the region of Sasil-sisi. When the other commanders had 
gathered there, Pepelyaev announced his decision to cease the 
struggle against the Soviet power and to lead the corps to the · 
port of Ayan, so that the remainder of the recruited volunteers 
could escape abroad in the spring, when the, port would be 
open. A message to this effect was sent to Rakitin and Mikhail-

. ovsky in the city of Okhotsk. In this message Pepelyaev wrote : 

• 

"The ,people and intelligentsia of Y akutia have given up the 
struggle agailfst the Soviets, and have taken sides against us." 

To his volunteers, Pepelyaev declared: 
"I was mistaken in my calculations. It is impossible to struggle 

against the regular Red Army, and those who invited us to Ya
kutia have deceived us. Our cause is lost. Whoever can-let him 
come with me; whoever wants to surrender-let him surrender." 

He released the iremainin.g eight or Dine Red Army prisoners, 
and suggested that the Y akut partisan detachment be disbanded. · 
Then, on March 3, Pcpelyaev began hi, departure from the Ya
kut Autonomous Republic. 

Pcpelyaev wrote in his diary : _ 
." . . .. This has opened our eyes to the fact that all our activi

~es are being _used not by the people, who are completely ignor
ant, but by the speculators. . 

"Not till now have we learned _that the entire regional gov. , 
ernment consisted of speculators who, under dur defence, were 
calmly busying themselves with speculation in furs anc:\ the like." 
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CHAPTERXXX 

DESERTERS 
. . 

It was March 3. The enemy kept up a straggling fire the entire 
day. Then as evening d·rew on, they fired: a few volleys, gave us 
a burst of machine-gun fire and threw about thirty rifle-gren
ades. And again it was quiet. It was ·a suspicious qu·iet. Our men 
were on the alert. The machine-gunners tested their machines 

• • 

and fired off a few. bands. _Everything was in order; nothing 
had given way. 

Why didn't the W:hi.tes answer? It was never so _before .... 
Suddenly, two figures emerged f1'om the forest from the west

ern.side, by the lake. They were coming al-0ng the road, making 
straight for us. Wlio could they be? They were still at some dis
tance from us--about eight hundred paces. The distance de
creased-three hundred paces remained.· 

Then one of them shouted, "Don't shoot, comrades! We are 
deserters." 

"C.Ome on!· Don't be afraid!'1 

In about five minutes, the unknown soldiers .reached the 
barricades, came into the yard, laid their rifles on the ground, 
took off their cartr,idge belts and untied their bundles of gren
ades. 

"Who are you?'' 
"We are Pepelyaev's Whites, ensigns of the cossack cavalry 

division, Serge Mik!hailov and Juvenile Rovnyagin." 
They informed us that Amga had been captured by Baikalov 

the day· before, and that after an unsuccessful battle with Kura
shov, Pepelyaev was fleeing along the Petropavlovskoye road. 
By this time, there were probably Red detachments in Abaga. 
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A group of commanders who saw active service against Pepelyaev and his followers. First Row (from left 

10 right I.; "Grandpa" Kurashev, "Grandpa" Strod, Kusnetsov, Koslov (Chief of Staff), Baikalov (Army Com

mander), Rubin (Military Commissar), Vlasov, Ra, anov. 
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By order of Pepelyaev, General Vishnevsky was to keep up the 
siege until evening and then w·ith tpe approach of da.rkness, to 
follow Pepelyaev.. ' 

The news seemed too good to be true! It was all too unex
pected, we could not believe it. Perhaps it was a trap? 

I -ordered the entire detadiment to take their. places at the 
barricades and to stand ready. Metlitsky left the hut with twenty 

I men and went out to reconnoitre. Four Red A:rmy men levelled . 
I their rifl~ at the ~o ensign$. 
I We wa1ted strained and· tense. . . . . 

Metlitsky and his squad approached the outskirts ,of the for
est. Not a sound, not a rustle could be heard from there. Mter 

. a few minutes, he returned : 
"The defences of the Whites are abandoned ; there is no one 

there." · 
Our :happiness was too much for us ! It took our breadi 

I away, so that our !hearts secm<d to be breaking, our hands 
f: trembled·, our voices quivered. . . . . 
! ! Part of the detachment was sent off to fetch water from die 
· lake; they brought hay for the wounded, and pulled down the 

empty barn for fuel. They made a h1;1ge bonfire in the yard a:nd 
· lit roaring fires in tile hut and barn where the fireplaces had 

been cold. 
Those wounded who could walk, came ~ping out into the 

yard . . 
The tobacco which the deserters had with them, was all 

smoked up in a twinkling. There was not even enough for a 
cigarette apiece and one cigarette had to do for two or three per-

I
. sons. . 
, The remaining carcasses of the horses were chopped up ; 
; buckets were filled with meat and set to boil. 

Ensign Mikhailov, the White deserter, asked to be sent off 
I to Abaga to establish contact with the Reds. I agreed and wrote 

a few lines for him. 
I ''To the Red Commander: 

I 
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"On March 3, two White officen deserted to us and informed 
us of the occupation of Amga by Baikalov and of the proxioiir:y ot 
'Grandpa' Kurashov. Pepelyaev is flfflng aloog the Peuopavtov
skoye ro&d. The enemy who surrounded us. .raised the siege on 
a eveaiog of .March 3, and fol.lowed Pepelyaev. 

"Send someone to establish contact. Send medical stores. ban
dages. bread and ·tobacco. We are located at Sasil-sisi, six versts 
east of Abap " · 

I ~ve die note to the White ensign, Mikba.ilov; ·he asked to 
be given his rifle. 

"What do you want a 'ri.Be fort" I asked. 
"Some of the Whites have broken away from the corps and 

are roving about .in groups of five or six men. If I meet them 
without arms, they may kill me: 'You are going to surrender,' 
they will say. But witli a rifle, there will be -no suspicion. I will 
limp and lag behind, and so I will get to Abaga. '' 

We gave his rifle back to Mikhailov, together with one car-
tridge belt, and off he went. · 

• 
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CHAPTER XXXI 

RELEASE 

, No one slept' on this night. We were all too excited, in too 
high spirits, to sleep. The yard rang with lively conversation 
and bursts of laughter. In the hut and barn, blazing fires 
crackled, their bright flames leaping in the. grates that had till 
now been cold and gloomy. . . . ' 
· I interrogated the deserter, Ensign Rovnyagin. 

"Why did you leave Vladivostok and- come to Y akutia ?'' 
I aiked him. ' 

"We lmew tbat t'he Reds would take Vladivostok, aind as the 
Japan~ informed us that they were leaving, die only other 
choice was to go to Japan or China, neither of which we wanted 
to do. We .were sure that we would capture Y akutia, and then 
proceed further through Siberia." 

"That is to 'say, you were only passing through Y akutia ?" 
"Yes, we thought that from Yakutsk, we would move on to 

Irkutsk; we were told that there were uprisings throughout 
Siberia~ and that thef were waiting for us." 

"Y cs, you all thought that ; but you personally, what forced 
you to go to Y akutia ?" , . 

"I wanted to get bade to my native ,place, to see my own 
people. Besides, I am subject to tuberculosis. The climate in 
Vladivostok is damp, harmful for sick lungs. I ihe~rd that in 
Y akutia there were great frosts, tbat the climate was dry. So I 
joined the corps of Pepelyaev: • 

"Where is your native ·place?" 
"In the Seinirechensky region, the villase of Bolshoi Tok-

inak." ' ,. . . 
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"And from where is Mikhailov ?" . 
"He is also from the Semirechell6ky regiiqn, firom Bolshoi. It 

is near the city of Alma-Ata." 
''How did you expect to make your way from Yakutsk to 

Semirechensky? With arms i-n your ha.ads probably?" 
"Yes, we hoped to overlhrow the Soviet Government." 
"Why did you oppose the Soviets?" 
"I was against extreme parties, against the extreme Left and 

the ext-reme Right. I did not want any one party to rule." 
Pepelyaev and his companions in arms were sure that they 

would capture the Y akut Autonomous Republic without any 
difficulty, that they ~ould win an easy victory over the Red 
Army and go further into Siberia. They were here only "for a 
short time"-to come, . to see, to conquer. All as in the st9ry 
book. . . . . And then they would take Irkutsk and Omsk _and, 
from there march on to the Urals and tne Volga. 

They were dreaming of the good old Kolchak gover-nment. 
The peasants and workers of Siberia "were waiti-ng" for 

Pepelyaev' and his Siberian volunteer corps especially the 
peasants and workers whom they had flogged and! mishandled! 

Passing through Y akutia they . wanted to visit their native 
place to put it otherwise to vis_it their native place with fire 

. and sword, preaching peace and love of the golden mean, "with
out the extreme Right or the extreme Left." 

The ensign's story-of the dampness al\,(l harmfulness of the 
Vladivostok climate provoked an involuntary smile among the 
Red Ar-my men who were listening to him. These "gentlemen" 
wtith side lungs, who had fled from proletarian just]ce and who 
were on their way home to their native place, . were now, 
probably, not especially pleased with the "Yakut sanatorium" 
now that they saw it from the inside! 

The Y alruts met them cold1ly-not as they had expected. Tfie 
Y akrits did not understand all the fine points of bourgeois 
culture .... 

Morning came. . .• . For a moment our misgivings returned. 
Were we really saved, or was it all a ruse of the Whites? . . 
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But suddenly all our doubts were dis~lled·. Four horsemen 
appeared, dley came riding from the direction of the lake along 
the outskirts of the f ores-t, heading straight for us. 'l}1ey shouted . 
something to us and waved their rifles. Then.they saw our Red 
Flag, and caroe galloping towards our parricades at full speed. 
Another group of horsemen emerged from the forest, and with 
them "Grandpa" Kurashov on his bay horse and Comrade 
Mizin, the divisional commander! . 

They all' came thronging into the yard. Our owe. people at 
last! ... Wild joy overcame us. We cheered· and cheered, we 
embraced each other and kissed . . . • 

' 

The wounded, who remained in the bam, started singing 
"The International" and all of us, as one man, caught up the 
grand song of struggle. . 

Many could not sing the song to the end : their emotion got 
the better of them; they broke down and cried .... 

Little by lit#e, the wild joy calnied down. 
A few ·carts of provisions and tobacco had been brought. 

These were quickly unloaded and the wounded were placed in 
them and taken off to the farther huts. The medical orderlies 
began to.re-dress the wounds with fresh bandages. All the dead 
were taken from the barricades and laid o.ut ·in the yard. 

Then another convoy of carts airrived with rabbit fur blankets, 
deer, dog, and sheepskin coats. , 

"Grandpa" Kurashov and his staff ent~red the hut and we 
quickly fetched some chairs: and tables from· tne other huts 
(we·had used ours for .firewood duringthesiege). Wesatdown, 
but the words would not come, and we remained speechless .... 

One of our .comrades took a tobacco pouch ~ut of his ,pocket 
and carefully emptied all its contents on the table. 

"Have a smoke! Good makhorka !" . 

Hands were stretched out towards the tobacco, newspapers 
rustled. Each rolled a huge oigarette for himself. 

"Grandpa," who never parted with his pipe for an instant, 
sat looking at the tobacco. Then he got up, and with slow, 
staid movements, began groping around and rummaging in 
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his field bag. The expression on his face remained preoccupied. 
Not finding what he needed, he glanced under the table .... 

All hastened to aid him. 
"What did you lose, 'Grandpa' ?" . 
Taking the ~inguished pipe from his mouth, and spitting 

with a touch of unusual irritation:, "Grandpa_" answered in 
distressed tones: · 

"I've lost my pipe! Where could it hav~ got to? I do so 
want a smoke." And he calmly .put the pipe bade into his mouth. 

Friendly laughter burst forth, "Grandpa" joining in too, as 
he realized his absent-mindedness. 

:'That's fu-ony ! It never- happened to me before. I've seen 
plenty of fighting in my time but nothing like this . . . . Such 
sights are enough to make you lose your head, let alone your 
pipe," he coolly concluded. 

Kurasho.v was not more than thirty-five years old. He was of 
medium height, had a black beard; and black eyebrows which 
sh!l(ied a pair of eyes before which one could not speak an 

.. untruth. 
The Red Army men called him "Grandpa" because of his 

slowness, wisdom, and simplicity of manner. When a man had 
committed an offence, be brought him to reason without raasing 
his voice. 

"My friend, you are U11dermining the authority of the Red 
Army; you are· casting a stain on the whole detachment. We 
must respect our Red Banner; it is dyed in our blood .... " 

An<l "Grandpa" always achieved his end. The Red Army 
men lo.ved him, and of their own initiative maintained a con
scious comradely discipline in the detachment. 

Soon, all tne wounded had been sent off to Amga. The last 
cart had disappeared round ~ bend of the road. The de
tachment formed in line in the yard, and prepared to march 
away. 
· So we left Sasil-sisi. Here, on this glade, in the course of 
twenty days, ,the Pepelyacv adventure had been smashed. Here, 
the White general-:--a general without an army-sustained the 
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first blow which signalled the doom of his hare-brained project. 
In ·this siege the dcu.chrocnt lost more than half of its men. 

Ninety-six wounded were taken to Amga, sixty-three dead com
rades remained at Sasil-sisi waitins for their burial in a_common 
grave. Only one hundred -and twenty-three survivors ma.rched 
off from this blood-stained spot .into the forest, ready, if neces
sary, to enter into a new battle against the enemies of the Sov
iets, and to give up their lives without hesitation to the revolu
tionary cause. The ~ed Banner which Boated above them was 
their pledge. 

. . 

• 
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OIAPTER XXXII 

AT TIIE PORT OF OKHOTSK 

Pepelyaev, realizing that the game was 1.1p, fled with his re
maining followers to the seaport of Ayan and waited there for 
ships to transport him and his men abroad. But the ships did 
not come and the Whites were forced to wait on, day after day. 

1ne same tliing was happening at the port of Okhotsk where 
• 

other White troops, including General Rakitin, had fled. They 
were forced to remain there, waiting for ships, until the morale 
of the Whites began to go to pieces completely. The corruption 
which had already set in at the Okhotsk garrison during the 
winter, reached its climax when the defeated Whites began to 
arrive: This demoralization was especially apparent among the 
officers, who gave themselves up to unrestrained drunkenness. 
1liese drunken orgies of ten resulted in. bloody occurrences; one 
officer shot himself, and finally the White general, Rakitin, 
while dnmk) shot an American worker who had ac.cidenta.lly 
spoiled the motor of a naval cutter. 

In order No. 135 of the Okhotsk sarris()n, March, 30, 1923, 
Rakitin wrote : 

"The .foreman Bozov was shot' by me for intentional tlamage 
to the cutter's engine, and because he insulted a general of the 
Russian army. I killed him with two revolver shots, as a spy 
and traitor." -Meanwhile, however, retribution was swiftly approaching. 
Two Soviet steamers carrying the men of the Fifth Red Army 
were coming from Vladivostok. 

At four in the morning of June 5, the Reds landed twenty 
versts from the city. Concealed by the fog, they advanced 
rapidly along the seashore. 
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The chief of .the Red expeditionary detachment, Vostretsov, 
approached within a few versts of the city and then wi,th a 
small group of .men marched straight into it, taking the Whites 
completely by surprise and capturing the st~ of the garrison. 
The rest of his troops meanwhile surrounded Okhotsk on all 
"d ' "a . , 

The Whites tried to resist, but it was already too late; they 
could not occupy their .positions, so they remained in the hoUS(S 
and fired on ,the Reds from the windows. • 

Vostretsov sent an officer of the captured staff to the White 
troops, inf arming them of the arrival of a powerful detachment 
of the regular Red Army and calling upon them to surrender. 

Soon after this the firing cease.cl. The entire Okhotsk garrison 
surrtndered, except for General Rakitin, who shot himself. 

During the desultory fighting that had taken place, there 
were thirty killed and wounded on both sides. 

Vostretsov interrogated the prisoners, and asked them if they 
thought Pepelyaev would give himself ,up :voluntarily. The 
general opinion was that he would. Those who had surrendered 
at Okhotsk advised Vostretsov to take a letter wi,th him from 
them, and also an officer, Colonel Vargasov, who knew 
Pepelyatv personally, in order to avoid any unnecessary blood
shed, such as had taken place at Okhotsk. V ostretsov agreed t~ 
this. 

A few days later, the prisoners were put on board the 
steamer "Stavropol." At 12 o'clock noon, the powerful siren 

• 
blew, and the 9teamer put out for the open sea in the direction 
of Vladivostok. · 

The other steamer, "Indigirka," with the Red detachment 
aboard, sailed for the port of Ayan, wooe Pepelyaev lay with 
his few rffllaining followers • . . • · 
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CHAPTER XXXIII 

THE CAPTURE OF PEPEL Y .AEV 

The last ice floes of spring disappeared from the bay of Ayan 
and the sun shone out over the waves. The summer was coming 
-that weird northern summer with its "white nights" of amaz
ing bea_uty. These nights with their magic, pale, quivering. twi
light, seem to transform na~e and fill men with dreams of 
the enchantment of the North. 

On one of these nights, June 17, when a thick early morning 
mist covered_ the earth, the Ayan garrison was awakened by 
shouts of alarm and the tramp of many feet. The Whites were 
sleeping peacefully in their houses and tents, not expecting any 
attack. 

They had not yet fully awakened from their sound sleep, 
when tl1ey were seized by the Red detachment of Vostretsov, 
which had disembarked sixty versts to the · north and had 
reached Ayan three days later, having .first captured a small 
detachment under Ryazanski on the Nyachi river. · 

. 

Pepelyaev was seized in his room among tlte .first. A.wakened 
by the unusual noises, he started to run out of the house into 
the street in order to call his men to arms. However, he was 
stopped at the door by Vostretsov, who called upon him to 
surrender, declaring in the name of the Soviet Government that 
the lives of all those who voluntarily surrendered would be 
spared. 

Colonel Vargasov, who was with Vostretsov, pointed out that 
the entire Okhotsk garrison had already· surrendered, and that 
he himself had met with most humane treatment on the part 
of the Red Army. After a moment's consideration, Pepelyaev 
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surrendered, advising all his subordinates on the staff to follow 
his example. 

In this manner, ·seventy men besides Pepelyaev were taken 
prisoners, and the Reds were able to seize five machine-guns at · 
Ayan. The chief forces of the White militia, however, lay in 
the village of Uika, seven versts from Ayan. When they learned 
of the surprise attack by the Reds, they quickly assembled and 
set out to rescue Pepelyaev. They advanced unimpeded to the 
Ayan river, and then sent out scouts along the shore of the bay. 

Pepelyaev sent an order to stop the attack on Ayan, and 
advised that his subordinates surrender to the Red Army. 

After receiving tihe ne~s from Pepelyaev, the commanders 
ceased their attack, and proposed in their turn to their corps 
that they surrender voluntarily, following the example of their 
commanders . 

.All the corps thereupon laid down their arms with the ex
ception of twenty or thirty men led by Colonel Anders, who had 
no faith in the humane treatment of the Red Army· and with
drew to the taiga.* 

The "Indigirka" steamed away to Vladivostok with the 
captured "Siberian volunteer militia" on board. 

The waves of the Siberian sea shone an emerald green, bask
ing in the caressing rays of the bright summer sunshine. The 
savage winter was over, and with it the threat of White reaction, 
the menace of whiteguard violence and cruelty . .As though in 
triumph at. the victory, the leaping waves beat on the rocky 
shores of Y~tia-now at last truly free and liberated from 
all oppression. 

• This group decided to make its way to the Maritime Provinces 
and from there get across the border; however, on the road the popula
tion killed most of them, seized Anders and a few of his followers and 
Handed them over to the Soviets. -I. S. 
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CHAPTER XXXIV 
. 

JUDGMENT :BY PROLET.AltlAN TRIAL 

Vladivostok. ' 
A large group of people met the steamers arriving from the 

distant north. It was not a friendly crowd. The White prisoners 
were made to feel ,t,he.·hostility of the population. 

' Vladivostok looked fresh and clean now. It no longer remind• 
ed one of some dirty prostitute, as· it did during the time when 
the whiteguards carried on their debauches ~here. 

The White prisoners observed everything around them and 
took it all as a warning .... 
. They were taken on further. From Valdivostok to Chita is a 

longish journey, and here, on the road, they could observe the 
energetic, systematic work that was being done everywhere to 
restore the collapsed economy of the country. They saw the busy 
trading that went on, the shops a,nd the markets. Round about 
them stretched the sown fields of .the peasants. Crowds of 
satisfied, neatly dressed peasants were to be seen everywhere, and 
the number of co•operative stores had noticeably increased. 
. But they were especially surprised at the appearance and 
discipline of the Red Army, at the manner in w:hich the Red 
Army men had developed a conscious interest in serving the 
working people. 

Yes, the Whites saw all this, and were astonished by every• 
thing, like blind people who suddenly recover their sight. 

Where was the terrible "Bolshevik domination," the ",all. 
devouring barbarian deputies" ? 

"They lied about Russia abroad! Upon my word, they lied, 
the rogues!" was heard from the ranks of the •prisoners. 

-
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Thm Red Army Men. Lefl 10 ,igh1: Alexander Metlitsky, Andreyev and Ya,ha Ivanov. 
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Chita. The House where the Pepelyaev trial was conducted. 
(February, 1924) , 

Bollom right: 
Taking the White prisoners to court. 
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Lefl lo right: Panishev, Masailsky (chief of a machine gun detachment), Nikolai Busurgin (platoon 
commander) and Khokhlov (platoon commander). 
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... 
A member of the revolutionary tnbunal came to see the 

prisoners. His face was simple and frank; his eyes were stem 
and tirtd, b~t not malicious. All glances followed ,him; he 
smiled gently with one comer of his mouth, but witn reproach 
he said: 

"Bh, fools! You are fools!" 
• • 

He spat ort the Boor, turned on his heel and left. ~ 
A long time before the trial, Pepelyaev's announcement to 

the whiteguards ~yood the borders was printed in the press . 
• 

"Refugees, and my former companions in arms, officers and 
soldiers : I am writing to you from imprisonment, but still from 
my native land. I ask that my declaration be published, in order 
that a frank expression of my tqoughts reach the Russian people 
not living in Russia. 
"From the beginning of the Siberian movement, I ft,ught against 
the power of the Communists. I had one aim-to save my native: 
country; not to permit the collapse and ruin of the n~tional eco
nomy ! I . believed, as did the majority of the intelligentsia, that 
the Communist power would simply do away with all fomi of 
government and lead to savagery. A feeling of eternal love for my 
people and native land moved me. Therefore, at the call of the 
"representatives" of the Yakut region, I went to distant Yakutia 
with a handful of unselfish people · to liberate those who, so it 
seemed to us, were perishing under the power of the Communists. 

"Having lost half of our soldiers, we had to return to the coast. 
At the port of Ayan, we voluntarily surrendered without resistance 
to a regular detachment of the Red · Army. ., 

"After surrendering, I supposed that punishment would imme
diately follow. I expected derision from the viaors and did not 
think that they would consider the reasons which had forced us to 
leave our families and work, and to march a long way undet 
terribly hard conditions. . 

'"But it did not tum out thus. We met with no hostility either 
from the Communists or from the Red Army men. With as- · 
tonishment and great joy, I saw that malice had .been laid aside, 
that hostilities had calmed down, and that the Russian people had 
again become brothers. We are prisoners now and do not kno""· 
our fate. Regardless of what it will be, I want to appeal to you, 
brother officers and soldier refugees, who perhaps are uoubling 
yourselves, as we did last year, about the soul of Russia, no< 
knowing what is being done in our native ·Jand. 

"That which I see around me, that which I hear and read, 
convinces me that there is nothing from which to save Russia. She 
is saved already. After the dreadful years of civil war, there is 
being forged a new, free Russia. 
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"The Soviet Government has firmly taken the path which will 
lead to the regeneration. of the country in eyery respect. The people 
are resting from· their former bloody struggle for power. Every
where~ most energetic and systematic work is being carried on. 
Trade is on the increase, the shops are open, as are also the fairs 
and the bazaars. . 

"Peasant farming is on the upgrade. The peasant pays only a 
government tax, an insignificant percentage; the rest of the pro-
ducts of his labour, he can dispose of as he wants. . . • 

"Co-operation has developed widely. There is a rising in
dustry, a new technique, and the army is receiving great attention. 
It is becoming the military power of Russia, and Russia, now as 
never bcf ore, is acquiring power and significance in international 
relations. 

"I now think that this is really the Russia of whjch we dreamed 
in our long laborious marches. I am profoundly convinced that all 
struggle against the Soviet Government is a struggle against 
Russia. , 
· "I do not appeal to those who dream of old Rus!iia, of the 
R11ssia of the landowners, who dream of returning to their former 
estates and privileges; I do not appeal to those who wanted to 
gain ·profit from civil war. I appeal only to those who, as we, 
dreamed of and sought for a free . Russia. These pcciple need not 
suffer abroad: they_ can come and work in peace among their native 
people. Let no one think that I write this under the influence of 
fear. I am an old soldier. I have faced death more than· once in 
countless battles during the German and civil wars, and I do not 
fear responsibility. The purpose of my appeal is to warn the sin
cere people who love their native land, in order that they may not 
be led into the tragic position in which w_e now 6nd ourselves.''• 

The case of the former general Pepelyaev was tried in the 
city of Chita in January 1924, before the revolutionary tribunal 
of the Fifth Red Army, presided over by Comrade Berkutsk. 
Seventy-eight members of the commanding staff were on their 
trial. One hundred and sixty-two officers an~ soldiers were 
exiled and nearly two hundred soldiers were freed; fifty Yakuts 
were turned over to the Y akut government to deal with. 

Baikalov and I were called to this trial as witne~ses. 
My testimony was listened to with intense interest, the ·thous

ands of listeners observing perfect quiet. 
After my testimony, the accused Pepelyaev · asked permission 

to make a declaration and said: 

• Newspaper Pool, July 31, 1923, City of Khabarovsk. 
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• ''We, all the accused, now know ol the extraordinary courage 
of the Red detachment under cititen Suod, and as military men, 
we express sincere admiration for him. . 

"J ask that my declaration should not be counted as an attempt 
to lighten our sentence:·• 

The trial of PepeJyaev lasted almost twenty days. - . 
On the last day, before sentence was passed, each one of the 

accused, in his last words, acknowledged his guilt before the 
workfrs and the Soviet Government, repented of his crime, and 
asked for leniency. ' 

PepeJyaev's last wor~s were: 
' '.Physical death does not ·frighten m~; spiritual death is 

harder to bear. I sincerely believed that I was struggling for my 
native land, for the people, not against them. 

"Now, to my sorrow, I am too late. Through the prison bars, 
I saw and understood that I was cruelly mistaken; that behind 
our backs and with our blood, others made money, while we 
were being pushed over the precipice, where I was destroyed. 

"Whatever sentence is passed upon me, I consider it well 
deserved. · · 

"If the Soviet Government grants me my life and entrusts 
arms to me in the future, I give my word that I will defend i~ 
just as stubbornJy as, until now, I have struggled against it." 

The proletarian court-·sentenced the twenty-six accused, with 
Pepelyaev at t~eir head, to the highest measure of social de
fence · death by shooting. 

The rest of _the accused were sentenced to imprisonment for 
varying periods ·of time. · 

On petition from the Revolutionary Committee of the Far 
East and the defence, and at the appeal of the con~emned. · the 
Central Executive Committee of the Soviet Union decided to 
grant mercy, and the se_ntence of death was commuted ih all 
cases to one of t fn years of imprisonment from the time of the 
preliminary incarceration. 

• Newspaper D.J11et1osto,hni Poot, January 22, 1924, City of Chita. 
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Thus ended the last campaign· of the "Siberian Volunteer 
Corps" against the October Revolution and against the Soviets .. 

The working people and their Red Army thus destroyed the 
last remnants of the whiteguards, who, in 1922, strove in their 
blind desperation to gain territory in distant Y akutia~ 

In 1tJ2:1, , in the Yakut taiga, the last attempt a~ ~vil war in 
Siberia was finally crushed. 
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